
Philippians-3

Lesson #101 Series # 454 Phil 4:5
 I. Motivation for advance from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace.

 A. The orientation of the Super-Grace believer:

 1. Toward God == Grace

 2. Toward Man and History == Reality

 B. The adverb for “NEAR “

 1. Place == Luke 19:11

 2. Time == Matt 24:32-33

 3. In the covenant == Eph 2:13

 4. Near to God relationship == Eph 2:17

 5. Interposition of Grace provision == Phil 4:5

 C. In this passage it is saying the Lord is near to ensure and provide all grace 

provision for you and your situations in life.

 D. Principle:

 1. Not only is the Lord near from the standpoint of his omnipresence both 

seeing and hearing all we do, Is 41:10, Heb 4;13, but living or Logistical 

Grace makes it possible for the believer to reach Maturity Adjustment to the

Justice of God and understand fully the reality of GRACE provisions for the 

helpless person to reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 i. This Near Grace makes it possible for the Super-Grace believer under 

“near grace” or Bravo Grace to reach Ultra Super-Grace.

 ii. Paul is saying to these believer in Philippi, You went from Salvation 

Adjustment to the Justice of God and saving grace to Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God and Super-Grace by way of living 

grace of Logistical Grace all provisions needed in life to allow you to 

make Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 iii. This same grace provision added to your Super-Grace blessings will 

carry you also from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace in Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 2. This is a supercharger called here Near Grace and in the later taught Phil 1 

Bravo Grace which has all Super-Grace blessings added to the essentials of 

Logistical Grace which functions in No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B to 

support the believer for advance to Ultra Super-Grace as living Logistical 

Grace supported the believer from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 i. We start with saving grace and move into Living Logistical Grace and 

then into Super-Grace and then into Near grace or Bravo Grace and 

then to Ultra Super-Grace and ultimately we leave this life under 

Dying Grace.

 3. Near or Bravo Grace recognizes and provides for the incredible opposition 

which faces all believers who advance from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-

Grace through No Man’s Land.

 4. The increased opposition from satanic Cosmic Dynaspheres calls for the 

intensification of Logistical Grace with the addition of all Super-Grace 

blessings to become Bravo Grace.



 5. In Near or Bravo Grace the Lord makes special provision for the believer 

advancing from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace.

 i. Here with added pressure from the Cosmic Dynasphere and 

distractions to prevent or oppose the advance of the believer the Lord

is greater in his provision than the stiffness of the opposition.

 II. Some of the techniques involved in advance in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God

from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace.

 A. Some of these are the same as those used in Logistical Grace for advance to 

Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 1. Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) 

 2. Prayer

 B. Therefore the provisions which take the believer from Salvation Adjustment to the 

Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God is now repeated with 

intensification.

 1. God provides for us the Logistical Grace support to move from Salvation 

Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 

God are again available but their function is intensified and added to them 

are the fantastic blessings we receive at reaching Maturity Adjustment to the

Justice of God.

 2. The difference is based on the intensified opposition when the believer 

reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 C. There are 2 categories of divine logistics:

 1. Living or Alpha Logistical Grace for advance from Salvation Adjustment to 

the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 2. Near or Bravo Logistical Grace for advance in Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God from Super-Grace A through No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B

to Ultra Super-Grace.

 D. In moving from Super-Grace A through Super-Grace B No Man’s Land to Ultra 

Super-Grace there should be NO anxiety about anything in life.

 E. Principles:

 1. Worry is a Mental Attitude Sins which separates the believer from his inner 

resources of grace and cuts off divine provision of Logistical Grace either 

Alpha Grace of Bravo Grace.

 2. Worry short circuits the function of the Faith Rest Drill (4 categories) and causes 

the believer to be pinned down in No Man’s Land between Super-Grace A 

and Ultra Super-Grace called Super-Grace B.

 i. If you are stalled too long in No Man’s Land you will crash and fall 

into reversionism.

 ii. You cannot be stalled nor retreat when you enter No Man’s Land but 

you must advance.

 iii. If you retreat you cannot return to your base of Super-Grace but you 

will fall into reversionism and a prolonged recovery if you recover.

 iv. There is no such thing as retreating backward into Super-Grace and 

you can only retreat into reversionism.

 v. Thus being pinned down in No Man’s Land means you become a 

casualty for reversionism.

 3. Worry unloads Metabolized Bible Doctrine from the launch pad of the Right 

Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.



 4. Worry is a satanic device to lead the believer into reversionism.

 i. Once you destroy Sophia on the launch pad of the Right Lobe of the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul this causes a back up of 

destruction of Bible Doctrine

 ii. Soon after you lose Sunesis and thus an eventual loss of Suneidesis 

and then a total loss of epignosis Bible Doctrine in the Right Lobe of 

the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 iii. This is stage 7 of reversionism called Scar Tissue of the Soul.
1Pet 5:5-8
v5: Likewise you younger (immature Believers) submit yourselves to the Pastor – Teacher, the elder, all of you others in 
the congregation fasten to one another or clothe yourselves with grace thinking and humility towards one another, being 
oriented to the Grace of God, because The God makes war against the arrogant Believer (not making Adjustment to the 
Justice of God) but gives grace to the Humble Believer who makes Adjustment to the Justice of God.
v6: Therefore become grace oriented or Humble yourselves under the Mighty or Powerful or ruling hand of God (DDS) 
and his delegated authority, that he may exalt or Promote you in the proper time (Gate 8)
v7: Cast all your anxieties from terrorism on him, because he keeps on caring and providing for you. 
v8: Be stabilized, sober, vigilant, in the Divine Dynasphere, be on the alert because, your enemy or adversary the Devil 
prowls around like a roaring Lion , a carnivore, seeking someone to devour.

 5. Worry is a great weapon in the hands of Satan and as a result of worry 

forces of evil take over the soul.

 i. Worry makes you vulnerable to the enemies attacks in No Man’s 

Land.

 6. Worry therefore not only checks all advance of the Super-Grace believer 

toward Ultra Super-Grace but pins him down in No Man’s Land so he is 

vulnerable to reversionism.

 i. The perpetuated function of the Grace Apparatus for Perception is 

therefore essential to put MUSCLE on faith Ps 55:22, 37:4-5

 F. The Prayer of the believer:

 1. This is practiced by all believers but about 90% is useless and only about 

10% ever gets through to God and this may be an exaggeration.

 G. Doctrine of Thanksgiving:

Eph 5:20, 1Thes 5:18

 1. Definition:

 i. Thanksgiving is the act of rendering gratitude toward God based on 

you doctrinal capacity to appreciate who and what God is and thus 

his grace provisions.

 a. This is not simply his material provisions but all areas of his 

provisions

 b. Thus it reaches a maximum when the believer having reached 

Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God has his Super-Grace 

blessings and spiritual and temporal and association and 

historical blessing all available to him and dying blessing for 

when he is called home.

 c. Thanksgiving reaches a peak in life when we can appreciate all

5 categories.

 d. It is a Mental Attitude or prayer expressing your gratitude 

toward God for the function of divine provision and blessings.



 e. It is often a public acknowledgement and expression of worship

where the goodness and greatness of God are extolled 1Chron 

16:7-36

 2. It is the normal Mental Attitude of the Royal Family of God as one advances

in the Spiritual Life. Eph 5:20 1Thes 5:18

 3. It is based on knowing God through Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and having capacity to appreciate God.

 i. Once you appreciate the person of the trinity you can then come to 

appreciate the provision.

 ii. It is the giver not the gift which brings out the true thanksgiving of 

the soul.

 iii. You can lose the gifts but never the giver. Ps 100:3-5

 iv. WE are alive because at physical birth Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 

gave us Neshemah.

 v. The only reason we remain alive is because he provides all Logistical 

Grace to us to keep us alive after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice 

of God as well.

 vi. We live on Bible Doctrine after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of

God and it is even more important than the air we breathe.

 vii. Grace given to us as believers in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is 

everlasting and there will never be an end to it.

 viii. It is a priestly sacrifice and we as Royal Family of God royal priests 

have it as a special function.  Ps 116:17, 107:22, Amos 4:5, Heb 

13:15, 

 ix. We are to continue constantly offer up a sacrifice of praise and 

thanksgiving to the Lord.

 4. It is a Super-Grace function.  Col 3:15, 2Cor 4:15, 9:10-11

 i. Everything in our life is for our benefit so that grace is able to be 

multiplied to us.

 ii. With regard to giving, the more you sow the more is provided for 

sowing; the more you give the more you will have to give.

 iii. Personal testimonies from Super-Grace believers:  Dan 2:23, John 

11:41, Rom 1:8, 1Cor 1:4, Phil 1:3, 2Tim 1:3, 

 5. It is motivated by Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness

of the Soul Col 2:7

 i. Thanksgiving comes from being taught Bible Doctrine and thus 

Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul

gives capacity for true expression of thanksgiving

 6. Believers under Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine motivate thanksgiving

to others.  1Thes 3:9, 

 i. Blessing by association here is related to happiness and therefore 

thanksgiving.

 7. It is related to the function of prayer Phil 4:6, Col 4:2, and we are to be 

alert in the sphere of thanksgiving

 8. ** No matter where you are or what fantastic place you are eating at you 

MUST sanctify the food you put into your mouth at all times. **

 i. Our good health is the result of GRACE and never should we have a 

problem with our digestion or health.  1Tim 4:3-4, 



 ii. Saying grace at the table is more than trying to impress God it has 

incredible meaning.

 9. God is the object of all thanksgiving 2Cor 9:15, Rev 7:12, 

 H. God knows from Eternity Past all prayers you have ever prayed are now praying 

and will ever pray.

 1. God still wants you to reveal it as coming from you to him from your 

volition.

 i. Prayer is a volitional issue in the Angelic Conflict and it is not that 

God does not know your needs or requests but He wants you to 

reveal your soul to him from YOUR FREE WILL.

 ii. Prayer is the function of your free will in revealing your soul to God.

 iii. Prayer like Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of 

Bible Doctrine in academic discipline and PRAYER in revealing your 

soul to God both demand extreme concentration.

 iv. It is a rare person who can pray for 5 minutes without repeating 

themselves or being distracted.

 v. Prayer is to be the unveiling of your soul to the Lord and like an 

intimate conversation with someone you LOVE, the greatest of all 

your loves, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

Matt 21:22,, Mk 11:24, 

 2. There is a very definite relationship between the function of prayer and the 

Super-Grace life.

 i. The true dynamics of prayer are reserved for the believer in Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 ii. Prayer can be effective even in the earliest stages of the Spiritual Life

but its greatest efficacy comes from the believer in Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 iii. Maximum efficacy in prayer can be expected in Maturity Adjustment 

to the Justice of God and must be used in our advance from Super-

Grace to Ultra Super-Grace.

 iv. It is imperative to understand prayer when we move into No Man’s 

Land of Super-Grace B.

Phil 4:5
v5: Let or allow what is fitting, right, equitable; your over reasonable orientation to reality Super-Grace Mental Attitude 
and adaptability and kindness, be known to all mankind, the Lord Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is near or in interposition to 
provide all Logistical Grace provisions as Bravo Grace.
Phil 4:6
v6: Stop having anxiety or being concerned or worrying about anything not even one thing the smallest of things, but in 
contrast, in everything, all circumstances in No Man’s Land advancing toward Ultra Super-Grace and also in your life before 
reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, through prayer, as part of the Royal Family of God, and entreaty for 
specific special personal needs for Bravo Grace logistics, AFTER thanksgivings, let the things sought, your requests be 
declared and revealed in the presence of face to face with The God.

Lesson #102 Series # 454 Phil 4:5
 I. Doctrine of Ultra Super-Grace:

 A. This is what is Beyond Super Grace moving through No Man’s Land to Ultra Super-Grace:
 B. Definition:

 1. Ultra Super-Grace is the most advanced stage of Spiritual Maturity related to time and 
history.



 2. Once a believer reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God through daily function
under the Grace Apparatus for Perception he attains Super-Grace status
 i. We start in the Plan of God with Salvation Grace
 ii. Then we live in the Christian Way of Life from the point of Salvation Adjustment 

to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God by “living” or 
Logistical Grace support from God called also Alpha Grace
 a. This is all it takes for God to keep us alive in this world and enable us to 

take in Bible Doctrine consistently.
 iii. Once we reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God we are in Super-Grace 

A, where we receive 5 categories of Super-Grace blessings.
 iv. Then we move into Super-Grace B, No Man’s Land of incredible pressure and 

opposition in life in an attempt to keep us from reaching Ultra Super-Grace where
we are sustained by Alpha Grace added to our 5 categories of Super-Grace 
Blessings this is called “near grace” of Bravo Grace.

 3. Super-Grace is the stage of Spiritual Maturity in time
 4. Both Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace are conditions of Spiritual Maturity in time.
 5. Super-Grace is derived from James 4:6
 6. From Super-Grace the believer crosses No Man’s Land of maximum opposition to reach 

the final stage of maturity Ultra Super-Grace.
 i. Dying grace is NOT a category of Spiritual Maturity but is the final result of the 

end of life for any believer who reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 
God and is in Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace.

 7. There are 3 categories of believers in Spiritual Maturity:
 i. The believer in Super-Grace A
 ii. The Believer in Super-Grace B under near grace.
 iii. The Believer who achieves Ultra Super-Grace.

 8. In Ultra Super-Grace the believer receives maximum opposition from satanic forces of 
evil.

 9. In Ultra Super-Grace this opposition only intensifies the blessings of  5 categories of the 
super grace blessings

 10. The highest decoration a believer can receive from God in time is the mantel of 
opposition from a string of reversionists under the influence of evil seeking to destroy the
Ultra Super-Grace believer.

 11. The greater the opposition the more intense the happiness and blessing to the Ultra Super-
Grace believer.
 i. It is a place of extremes with intensity of opposition and intensity of happiness 

blessings and the beauty of Ultra Super-Grace is the extremes of intensity in 
opposition and blessing and nothing is every calm but you thrive on it when you 
get there.

 C. The principle and illustration of Ultra Super-Grace 
 1. Principle: 2Tim 2:10

2Tim 2:10
v10: For this reason, I (Paul) endure all things because of the elect (RFG) in order that they may acquire the 
deliverance of Ultra Super-Grace which deliverance is provided for those who are in Christ Jesus along with eternal 
glory Super-Grace blessings for eternity

 2. Illustration: 2Tim 3:8-12
2Tim 3:8-12
v8: Just as or in the same manner of Jannes and Jambres who opposed or resisted Moses, so also these religious 
types reversionistic apostles of evil on the wrong side of history (Judiasers) oppose Bible Doctrine or keep on resisting 
and rejecting the truth of Bible Doctrine, they are men of depraved or corrupt mind or having been destroyed or 
corrupted in their mind, and disqualified or worthless concerning the blessing, faith or the body of Bible Doctrine, 



v9: but they will not advance one step further in their opposition for their lack of Common Sense or madness or 
psychosis will be obvious to all their contemporary Believers who are positive to Bible Doctrine as also that opposition 
of those men Jannes and Jambres those court magicians came to be. 
v10: But you having followed closely for recovery from reversionism as a rule my presentation in public assembly 
as a mode of instruction of Bible Doctrine of the predetermined plan of God, My self and academic discipline and my 
presentation in preparation of lessons of the body of doctrine, and and faith toward and honesty in teaching the body 
of Bible Doctrine, my restraining from avenging wrongs toward self or the steadfast patient endurance of evil, the 
Relaxed Mental Attitude and Impersonal Love for Mankind charity, the patience or endurance or the ability to 
remain relaxed under pressure of opposition and criticism and annoyance without giving up or succumbing to self 
pity.
v11: the religious persecutions and general sufferings which came into existence for me during the 2nd missionary 
journey to Antioch, Ico’nium and Lystra, which persecutions I lifted and pushed off or endured, and out from them all
the Lord himself snatched me out or delivered me from this difficult situation.
v12: Yes, that will function in life in a godly manner through consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, 
Metabolization and Application of Bible Doctrine, all believers who keep desiring to live godly lives in Super-Grace or 
Ultra Super-Grace as unto the Lord, in Christ Jesus shall be pursued and persecuted by religion for no reason.

 D. The pressures of Ultra Super-Grace:  1Pet 3:12-14
1Pet 3:12-14
v12: (Ps 34:15-16) For the eyes of the Lord are upon those who are righteous, and his ears are open to their prayer.
But the face of the Lord opposes or is against the ones who are doing evil." 
v13: Now who will be harming you, floundering believers trying to reach Ultra Super-Grace, if, (3rd class) maybe 
or maybe not,  you are becoming zealous ones for the absolute good of Bible Doctrine? 
v14: But if (4th Class) you also should suffer persecution because of (Dikaiosune), total fulfillment of spiritual 
progress of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God reaching Ultra Super-Grace, I wish you were but you are not 
up to now, Happiness’ or the blessings of Ultra Super-Grace would belong to you; now do not fear their intimidation, 
that of the opposition of evil, and definitely do not be worried

 1. Without Positive Volition consistently toward Bible Doctrine you will never grow in the 
Spiritual Life.

 2. Nothing you can do with your own efforts in any area of life will not cause any amount of
spiritual growth.

 3. At times you get exceptions to a policy and when you make policy it is NEVER to be 
made on the basis of the exceptions but on the basis of what Bible Doctrine demands by 
way of application.

 4. You will always have exceptions and policy is for everyone.
 5. Review the categories of the blessings of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God since

this is what “happinesses” refers to.
 6. There is thus intensification of all 5 categories of Super-Grace blessings when you reach 

Ultra Super-Grace and are squeezed in by the pressures of satanic opposition and the 
MORE pressure on you the greater becomes the blessings.

1Pet 4:12
v12: Beloved Ones stop being shocked by maximum pressure among you for your testing, as though some strange 
things were happening to you, 
v13: but to the degree that you share the sufferings of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in Ultra Super-Grace, you 
keep on having and sharing the happinesses of God in order that you also in the revealing of his glory.
v14: You might receive intense happiness with intense happiness which is the reward of Ultra Super-Grace, If you 
receive insult upon insult in the name of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, and you do in Ultra Super-Grace, happinesses 
of intensified blessings to you as an Ultra Super-Grace believer, because the spirit of glory even God the Holy Spirit 
refreshes you.

 E. Concept of Ultra Super-Grace Matt 5:10-14
Matt 5:10
v10: Happinesses belongs to the ones, Ultra Super-Grace believers, who have been persecuted for the sake of 
Maximum Adjustment to the Justice of God and reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Ultra Super-
Grace, because for them, the Ultra Super-Grace believer, keeps on being the kingdom from the Heavens of Eternal 
Life and temporal and eternal blessings for Ultra Super-Grace.



v11: You, Ultra Super-Grace Believers, are filled with all maximum happinesses, when they constantly reproach or
heap or pile insults on you, and they both persecute and speak all kinds of evil against you falsely as an Ultra Super-
Grace believer, they themselves constantly lying against you on account of me, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
v12: Keep on having and sharing the Happiness of God even becoming extremely unusually jubilant above and 
beyond happy with intensified happiness in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, because your reward is 
extensive or great in eternity in the heavens, for you see in this manner they have persecuted and opposed those Ultra 
Super-Grace Prophets who have lived before you,
v13: You, and only you, Super-Grace and Ultra Super Grace Believers, are the salt of the land and the preservation
of the Nation, but if, maybe yes and maybe no, the salt becomes tasteless, foolish, insipid in reversionism under the 
influence of Evil, by what means or how shall it function as a preservative of the nation or as a flavor or seasoner of 
the society, it is efficient for nothing anymore, furthermore it is totally useless, except to be cast outside in the Sin unto 
death to be trampled down by the agency of men administering the 5th Cycle of Divine Discipline for the nation.
v14: You and only you, Ultra Super Grace Believer are the light of the world, the present kingdom of Satan, a city 
located or situated on the top of the mountain never can be hidden.

 F. Advance to Ultra Super-Grace: Phil 3:12-14
Phil 3:12-14 (seizing the high ground)
v12: Not that I have before now, already received, obtained or attained permanent Ultra Super-Grace status nor 
have I before now, already reached the objective of Ultra Super-Grace BUT now then I keep on pressing and driving 
on in hot pursuit, closing in, if also I might gain, overtake, seize, grasp, take possession, accomplish and attain and 
hold the high ground of Ultra Super-Grace on account of which high ground objective of Ultra Super-Grace I am also 
seized and held, overtaken by Christ, Jesus 
v13: Members of the Royal Family of God, I even I consider, estimate or evaluate myself even myself objectively as
not yet to have attained, overtaken, seized, reached and held the deliberate objective according to the specified Norms 
and Standards of the Grace Apparatus for Perception, the ultimate of Pleroma, Ultra Super-Grace however, now one 
thing on which I concentrate, constantly forgetting or deliberately assigning to oblivion those things which have 
already happened and lie behind, the things of the great sins related to reversionism as a handicap, and constantly and
eagerly vigorously pursuing advancing or straining or pressing toward, the front or what lies ahead, through the 
function of Grace Apparatus for Perception as the Ultra Super-Grace objective.
v14: I keep on advancing pressing and closing in toward the next objective of Ultra Super-Grace across no man’s 
land, for the purpose of reward, wealth and success in paragraph Super-Grace 2 & 3 blessings and decoration 
belonging to that upward or highest station in life of potential blessing at the Judgment Seat of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ from that self same God, God the Father by means of Christ Jesus.
v15: Therefore as many as (are) already fully developed, believers in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God in 
Super-Grace A or B, let us, Super-Grace believers, continue objective thinking of Divine Viewpoint from maximum 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.  In fact if you are thinking somewhat 
differently and have a different Mental Attitude or hold different opinions toward anything, The God, as the ultimate 
source of revelation will reveal through Bible Doctrine and your right Pastor Teacher, even that to you for your benefit
and in your interest.
v16: However the objective to which we have attained or reached in Super-Grace status, by that same function of 
the Grace Apparatus for Perception, let us under strict discipline, keep advancing in ranks by means of enforced & 
genuine humility and academic discipline to the next objective of Ultra Super-Grace, by the same rule or standard or 
sphere of action or function of the Grace Apparatus for Perception with regard to the sum total of Bible Doctrine in 
the Canon of Scripture, in persistent Momentum in the Spiritual Life.

 1. The difference between the writing by Paul of the prison and pastoral epistles Philippians 
vs Timothy is AD62 vs AD67 and Paul in Super-Grace and then in Ultra Super-Grace.

 G. Intensification of blessing in Ultra Super-Grace Lam 3:21-25
Lam 3:21-27
v21: This DOCTRINE I recall to mind, therefore I, Ultra Super-Grace believer Jeremiah, have confident 
expectations or faith under pressure (HOPE) in time of disaster.
v22: It is because the grace expression of the Lord, His gracious unfailing love or mercies which never ceases and 
are never exhausted, that we are not CUT OFF or Consumed,
v23: His Gracious Mercies or functions of temporal security from logistical support, never cease for His 
compassions never end or fail, they, Logistical Grace support functions, are renewed every morning, His faithfulness 
continues. 

(logistical grace is received 1 day at a time and is intensified in Super-Grace B) (what GOD has promised 
HE will deliver)

v24: The Lord is my portion says my soul in Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in 
Super-Grace, therefore I am caused to have absolute confidence in Him in the midst of pressure



(part of virtue is personal love directed to GOD, impersonal love directed to man, confidence directed to 
GOD, courage directed to man)

v25: The Lord is absolute good to those who endure patiently in absolute confidence of hope or trust in him, to the 
soul who constantly seeks Him with Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine, great is his faithfulness.

(The faith rest drill used in adversity with integrity {spiritual strength} from constant +volition for 
perception, cognition, metabolization and application of Bible Doctrine)

v26: Divine Good it is for a man to wait and be silent for the physical deliverance of the Lord.
v27: It is good for a man or person that he bears his yoke in his youth. (if he has Metabolized Bible Doctrine in his 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul) 

 1. In the daily function in the Spiritual Life the one thing you cannot ever neglect is 
Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 H. The eternal decoration of the Ultra Super-Grace believers.  
 1. James 1:12, The wreath or crown of life is the reward for reaching Ultra Super-Grace.
 2. Rev 2:10, The Ultra Super-Grace believers are NOT to fear what they will be enduring 

directed to the Ultra Super-Grace believers in Smyrna AD96 and this infers Divine Good 
for the Ultra Super-Grace believers.

 I. Review the highest decorations for believers who reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 
God, Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace.
 1. Wreath or Crown of Dikaiosune == total fulfillment of spiritual progress taking the 

believer to Super-Grace and ultimately to Ultra Super-Grace. 2 Tim 4:7-8
 2. Wreath or Crown of Glory == For the Pastor Teacher who takes his congregation to 

Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 1Thes 2:19-20, Phil 4:1, 1Pet 5:4
 II. Hidden prosperity of Super-Grace:

 A. (gr) Irene == (heb) Shalom == benefit or prosperity referring to the hidden prosperity of Super-
Grace Status Quo.
 1. Sometimes it refers to salvation benefit especially when dealing with reconciliation.
 2. Here it is a special benefit to the believer who reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice 

of God and it is the spiritual benefit or prosperity which motivates the believer to 
continue to advance from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace.

 3. This motivation causes him to leave the shelter of Super-Grace A and move out across 
Super-Grace B No Man’s Land striving for Ultra Super-Grace.

 B. Principles:
 1. The hidden prosperity of Super-Grace is Cat I of Super-Grace blessings.

 i. This is the part in the soul not visible but always there in the believer.
 2. This includes Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and maximum

Category I Love from maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul.

 3. This maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
originates from the persistent and consistent function under the Grace Apparatus for 
Perception whereby Metabolized Bible Doctrine in transferred into the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul of the believer from the written pages of the canon of scripture
by means of public teaching from the Pastor Teacher in the Local Church.
 i. All the information is stored in the canon of scripture in the form of doctrines and 

principles, promises etc.
 ii. They are stored in Hebrew, Chaldean, and Koine Greek and there is only one 

classroom authorized by God for this teaching and dissemination of doctrine and 
that is the Local Church and some fail but this does not authorize going into 
another organization outside the Local Church for doctrine.

 iii. This is the problem with Christian businessmen, campus organizations ETC.
 iv. NOTHING can be outside the STRICT ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE 

AUTHORIZED FOR THE LOCAL CHURCH.



 v. In the Local Church members of the Royal Family of God gather under the 
privacy of the priesthood to take in Bible Doctrine and there must be a MALE 
with the gift of Pastor Teacher who is qualified to go into the word and study it 
and dig out the principles and then communicate this information to his Local 
Church.

 vi. This is the ONLY means of spiritual growth authorized by God.
 vii. It is imperative to understand that apart from the academic discipline in the Local 

Church a believer CANNOT EVER GROW UP SPIRITUALLY.
 viii. There is no spiritual growth in any organization OUTSIDE the Local Church.
 ix. ONE man teaches in the Local Church and everyone else listens and learns under 

this academic discipline.
 4. This hidden prosperity includes Sharing the Happiness of God 
 5. It includes capacity for life, love, happiness and blessing and all are related to 

Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 6. It includes total appreciation of the character and Essence of God and an understanding of

God’s priorities and following them.
 i. God’s priorities become yours
 ii. God’s plan of grace becomes your plan.
 iii. You are then totally oriented and integrated into the Plan of God of GRACE.

 7. The hidden prosperity includes dynamics of Divine Viewpoint Mental Attitude and ability
to face any suffering pressure or disaster in life.

 8. For the Ultra Super-Grace add the intensification of these blessings brought on by the 
continued opposition, pressure and persecution by the Cosmic Dynasphere and all satanic
forces of EVIL.

 C. Spiritual prosperity from Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace rises above surpassing infinitely 
the Human Viewpoint concepts we face constantly today.
 1. Human Viewpoint is taught constantly everywhere today, in the Home, Schools, 

Businesses, all public media, ETC.
 2. People then think there must be something wrong with citizens owning firearms or cars 

without seat belts, or air with smoke in it, or organizations without unions, or free 
enterprise functions, or having military which is strong or execution of criminals and 
unfortunately there is NOTHING WRONG with any of these things.

 3. People are anti everything good and proper today and pro everything degenerate and evil 
today.

 4. Criminals are now guaranteed civil rights but they have no civil rights since to be a 
criminal they have set themselves OUTSIDE THE RULES OF SOCIETY WHICH 
CONTROL AND PROTECT SOCIETY THUS CAN HAVE NO RIGHTS WITHIN 
THAT SOCIETY.

 5. These things are all Human Viewpoint and all evil and this is the devils world and this is 
his thinking and policy of EVIL.

 6. Criminals have no rights and no Law Enforcement officer should have to read a criminal 
his rights.

 7. These things cater to crime and because ONE innocent person gets caught up in the 
system and is punished or executed and we then make our laws based on 1 miscarriage of
justice and 1,000,000 bleeding hearts and this tears up the country and destroys our base 
of freedom.

 8. The whole world has gone insane and if you think in terms of evil long enough you will 
go insane and in the world today all functional Norms and Standards have disappeared.

 9. Police are hamstrung and are most hated today because they represent law and order and 
the Laws of Divine Establishment.

 10. The military is abused in every possible way yet ever bit of freedom we have came 
through our military.



 11. Freedom comes from men fighting and winning wars and battles some living and some 
dying for our freedoms.

 D. In the United States of America since the 60’s and 70’s and even far earlier than that in our 
history the population THINKS in terms of Human Viewpoint and EVIL.
 1. Human Viewpoint thinking reflects the ruler of this world and that is Satan and his policy

of EVIL.
 2. The reversionistic believers are first to go being captured by Satan and his system of evil 

and this is stage 7 of reversionism Black Out of the Soul.
 3. The only counter to this thinking is the Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace believer who 

have a system of thinking which rises above and surpasses the thinking in the Cosmic 
Dynaspheres.

 4. Satan is a super genius smarter than all humans with the exception of Jesus of Nazareth, 
The Christ therefore the only way to be insulated from this evil thinking and plan and 
policy and turn around the whole course of history is to reach Super-Grace and Ultra 
Super-Grace with maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness 
of the Soul.

 E. Doctrine which is KNOWN is only gnosis and only in the Left Lobe of the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul and this cannot be applied for any reason in life.
 1. The only way to apply Bible Doctrine is to cause it to become epignosis which means 

you must understand and accept it by faith.
 F. The hidden prosperity from God as spiritual prosperity of the believer in Maturity Adjustment to 

the Justice of God is totally incomprehensible to 2 categories of people.
 1. The unbeliever who cannot understand Bible Doctrine 1Cor 2:14
 2. The believer in reversionism who is so inculcated with satanic evil so that he cannot 

understand any doctrine.
 3. In addition this spiritual prosperity from God cannot be understood by the immature 

believer either but he has the potential to understand it.
 4. This hidden prosperity from God provides all that is needed from Bravo Grace logistics 

to support your soul to handle all pressures and problems and disasters in your advance to
Ultra Super-Grace.

 G. Principles:
 1. Thinking produces motivation and motivation in life must be compatible with Bible 

Doctrine and the divine Plan of God of Grace.
 2. One characteristic of the spiritual prosperity of Super-Grace is the compatibility of 

motivation with the Plan of God and the principle of grace.
 i. You cannot move into No Man’s Land unless you are well guarded having 

doctrinal security in the field of motivation.
 ii. You must have motivation for covering all aspects of your Spiritual Life.

 3. It is possible to do right things in wrong ways with wrong motivations.
 4. Wrong motivation receives impetus from Lust in the Old Sin Nature, Mental Attitude 

Sins, sincere devotion to the principles of evil, satanic delusion as to what constitutes the 
Modus Vivendi of Christianity.

 5. The believer motivated to focus attention and approbation on self is out of phase with the 
Plan of God.

 6. The believer motivated by reversionistic ZEAL is actually serving Satan while assuming 
he is serving God.

 7. A right thing done in wrong motivation is wrong.
 8. A right thing done ins right motivation is right.
 9. A Wrong thing done in wrong motivation is wrong.
 10. A wrong thing done in right motivation is also Wrong.



 11. The odds are vastly against being right and the only guarantee of ever being right it to 
have the absolute criterion of Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness
of the Soul..

 12. Only the Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace believer can be absolutely confident that he is
doing the right thing from the right motivation, Lam 3:21-27 above.

 13. Therefore the Super-Grace believer has confidence that he is doing what is right and this 
becomes his hidden prosperity in moving out of the periphery of Super-Grace A and 
moving into Super-Grace B No Man’s Land.

Phil 4:7
v7: In fact that hidden spiritual prosperity of  Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, Super-Grace and Ultra Super-
Grace from the source of The God, which rises above every human mind, thought or  human capacity of thinking surpassing 
all understanding, will garrison or mount guard over and supply the logistics of Bravo Grace for the Right Lobe of the Stream 
of Consciousness of your Soul and your motivations or thoughts by means positional sanctification from the Baptism of God 
the Holy Spirit in Christ Jesus.

Lesson #103 Series # 454 Phil 4:8
 I. What is beyond Super-Grace 

 A. Principles:
 1. God has provided for all believers after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God 

Logistical Grace designed to make the believer advance to Maturity Adjustment to the 
Justice of God and enter into Super-Grace and ultimately Ultra Super-Grace.

 2. Logistical Grace is in 2 segments:
 i. From Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God and the Logistical Grace for that is called LIVING Grace.
 a. This includes spiritual and temporal provisions, preservation of Bible 

Doctrine and a Pastor Teacher and Local Church in which to study and the
ministry of God the Holy Spirit and the Grace Apparatus for Perception to 
learn it.

 b. In addition he provides the means of getting there and living to that point 
with temporal provisions.

 c. This takes us from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace A.

 ii. At Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God the first objective in the Spiritual 
Life where we begin to glorify Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in time we enter 
Super-Grace A and receive our Super-Grace blessing package of 4 categories of 
blessings in time and Dying Grace for our end in time.
 a. Then we move into No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B in our continued 

advance to Ultra Super-Grace and in this status our Logistical Grace 
support is enhanced by combining Logistical Grace of LIVING Grace 
with our Super-Grace Blessings of Super-Grace A to form Bravo Grace or 
Near Grace.

 b. This then sustains us in Super-Grace B No Man’s Land when we find 
ourselves in the greatest period of pressure and potential distractions of 
our life.

 iii. There is NO excuse for any believer to NOT Go from Salvation Adjustment to the
Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and from Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God to Ultra Super-Grace.

 iv. In Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God we receive our Super-Grace 
blessings which glorify God in time.

 v. Dying grace blessing is the result of reaching Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace.
 vi. Dying Grace blessing is the termination point for the believer who has achieved 

Ultra Super-Grace in time.



 3. Failure to achieve any of these objectives in life calls for an alternative which is 
Disciplinary grace.
 i. Under this disciplinary grace the believer enters the 8 stages of reversionism in 3 

spheres of Divine Discipline:
 a. Warning Divine Discipline to alert the believer to his true spiritual status 

outside the Plan of God.
 b. Intensive Divine Discipline is the 2nd sphere 
 c. Dying Discipline of the Sin Unto Death for those who refuse to correct 

their course and enter the Plan of God again.
 B. Review:

 1. 3 Categories of HIGH Decorations for the believer under surpassing grace for eternity.
 2. Hindrances in moving across Super-Grace B No Man’s Land:
 3. Sharing the Happiness of God 

 C. Part of Bravo Grace Logistical Grace is to supply security for the believer going from Super-
Grace A through Super-Grace B No Man’s Land to Ultra Super-Grace.

 D. Review Principles at the end of last lesson:
 II. Capacity for life needed for advance from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace

 A. Many believers are simply dead inside being full of legalism and having no capacity for life or 
sense of humor and no Relaxed Mental Attitude 
 1. They are highly intense and take everything seriously and walk around with a grim 

expression on their face all the time.
 2. They then try to get into one form of legalism or another and think they are serving God 

in the only way to serve him.
 3. No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B is the area of the Christian Way of Life which will 

determine in every believer how strong is the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream 
of Consciousness of the Soul.

 4. This No Man’s Land is the great testing place for Mental Attitude dynamics and capacity 
for life.

 B. Capacity for life is seen in many areas:
 1. Appreciation of God called Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, 

maximum Category I love 
 i. In also includes Category II and III love capacity with regard to romance and 

friendship.
 2. Capacity for what God provides in the Spiritual Life 

 i. Happiness and also Adversity and all facets of life.
 C. Brethren when used in the New Testament Scripture is a means of designating believers as Royal

Family of God outside all other Status Quos of believers in history.
 1. Review the mechanics of becoming Royal Family of God and the reason for it.
 2. Review the 3 royalties of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ especially the final battlefield 

royalty completed at his ascension.
 3. Review the reason for the Church Age and its beginning with the Baptism of God the 

Holy Spirit.
 4. Review Retroactive and Current Positional truth and sanctification.

 D. The principle of epignosis Bible Doctrine:
 1. When you learn something it is gnosis.
 2. Learning it does not mean you understand or accept it as truth.
 3. You cannot use or apply what you know only what you have learned AND understand 

and accept as truth.
 4. The believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace and Ultra Super-

Grace knows and understands and has accepted Bible Doctrine as truth and it has been 
saturating his Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 E. Many people know about American government but very few understand or accept it.



 1. The whole principle behind our country is FREEDOM.
 2. The principles on which our country has been build are NOT a chicken in every pot and a

golden pot for every kitchen.
 3. Welfare is legitimate but socialism is evil satanic and destructive.

 F. You must have capacity for life if you are going to grow up in the Spiritual Life.
 1. To grow up you must be consistent in exposure and intake of Bible Doctrine from the 

teaching or your own right Pastor Teacher in the Local Church.
 2. The transfer of Bible Doctrine from the teaching of the Pastor Teacher to the Right Lobe 

of the Stream of Consciousness of your soul involves:
 i. Self Discipline in getting to bible study in the Local Church or in front of the 

player.
 ii. Self Discipline and Academic Discipline in concentration, poise, good manners in

studying doctrine in the congregation or alone at home.
 G. The Laws of Divine Establishment were set in place by God to enable all of the Human Race to 

be perpetuated under conditions of freedom in order that people can:
 1. Choose for Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in evangelism
 2. Choose for Bible Doctrine as opposed to the policies of Satan of evil.
 3. The Lord has set in place a mechanism in history whereby every individual has the 

opportunity to still choose for the tree of lives vs the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and 
Evil.

 4. The tree of lives is your choice of Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God and 
temporal Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 5. The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil is the satanic policy and genius of Human 
Good and Evil.

 6. God himself in his grace policy ensured that the Human Race would be perpetuated down
to the end of time which is the end of the millennium.

 7. From the fall of man to the end of the millennium the Human Race goes on because the 
volition in the human soul is surrounded by and protected by Laws of Divine 
Establishment.

 8. God provides freedom while Satan has as a primary objective the destruction of freedom 
in order that no one will opt for Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God and then for 
Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine in the Plan of 
God.

 9. Therefore God has preserved the gospel as the salvation portion of Bible Doctrine and 
when this is presented in some for with some accuracy it enters the soul of the unbeliever 
under common grace he not being able to comprehend it 1Cor 2:14

 10. If he then exhales Faith alone in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ alone, then this is the point
of Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God and this was use of his very own Positive 
Volition under freedom.

 11. After this the issue is not changed but instead of the issue being the truth of the gospel it 
is the absolute truth of the doctrines of God preserved in the canon of scripture.

 12. This Bible Doctrine is presented by the Pastor Teacher under freedom and then under the 
function of the Grace Apparatus for Perception consistently there is doctrine saturated 
into the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul in order to make it available for application 
to life in many areas such as capacity.

 13. Laws of Divine Establishment makes it possible for individual volition to be exercised in 
faith in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and then Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine consistently.

 14. Volition MUST be protected and this is the center of freedom and therefore God has 
placed a system around volition to prevent Satan from destroying it and this system is the 
Laws of Divine Establishment.

 III. Laws of Divine Establishment:



 A. Definition:
 1. Laws of Divine Establishment are a series of divine laws to protect the liberty and 

freedom of the Human Race.
 i. To say NO or Yes, To talk or be silent in bible study.

 2. These laws are just as real as any other divine laws from God such “scientific” laws 
which are only observed by Science not controlled by it.
 i. Gravity
 ii. Living Laws

 3. The Laws of Divine Establishment operate from the fall of man to the 2nd advent of Jesus 
of Nazareth, The Christ where another set apply as well.

 4. The Laws of Divine Establishment provide to the believer and unbeliever alike for 
blessing and protection of the whole Human Race and guarantee its perpetuation in 
history so that Satan cannot destroy the Human Race and thereby void the appeal trial of 
the Angelic Conflict.

 5. Therefore the Laws of Divine Establishment guarantee that the Angelic Conflict will be 
perpetuated from generation to generation in Human History.

 B. Basic concept of the Laws of Divine Establishment:
 1. Divine Institution I == Volition
 2. Inside your own soul you have volition the most important concept of the soul.
 3. In addition you have in your soul self consciousness, mentality of the Left Lobe and 

Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, volition with + and – poles, 
emotion which is to respond to the mentality of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 4. The principle of volition is the basic principle of freedom and with freedom in your soul 
therefore as you mature you have the right to make decisions in life whether they are 
wrong or right decisions.

 5. In making your own decisions you move from one point in life to another point in life 
using your freedom to move in whatever direction you want to move.

 6. As you become an adult human being maturity is determined by how you take 
responsibility for the decisions you have made.

 7. The greatest of all decisions in life and our sole purpose for being alive is to decide for or
against Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 i. Never should there be pressure of any kind in any form with regard to whether 

you will or will not accept Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ as savior.
 ii. It is evil to say you must perform some overt action to acknowledge your 

salvation decision and SLAVERY.
 iii. It is evil to infer that there is some activity which you can perform in order to be 

saved since it is only by grace that we are saved.
 iv. Salvation is a part of freedom and we are free to say yes we accept Jesus of 

Nazareth, The Christ or NO I have no interest in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
whatsoever.

 v. No one has any right to say anything about your decision for Salvation 
Adjustment to the Justice of God or NOT.

 8. Therefore Freedom is extremely important for the freedom of choice and the right to live 
gives the Human Race the right to life and liberty and capacity for life called at times 
“pursuit of happiness” provided it does not violate the common law of the land.
 i. Many people think the Decalogue are ways to define sins but this is false and they

are designed as a freedom code.
 ii. You will not murder because you thus take away their freedom and pursue their 

own life and make their own decisions thus murder is a violation of human 
freedom.

 iii. You will not steal because the individual has a right to own property and 
possessions under the Angelic Conflict and stealing is a violation of your own 



freedom because it removes from you that which is rightfully yours in property of 
one kind or another.

 iv. Each of these commandments are thus in the Decalogue related to freedom but 
overlap into the realm of Hamartiology.

 9. The true issue is freedom of choice and while there is great variation in human ability 
both inherent and acquired all members of the Human Race are free to believe in Jesus of
Nazareth, The Christ or reject him.

 10. Freedom is therefore the basis for all true evangelism and all spiritual growth.
 C. One great decisions in life deals with Divine Institution II, Marriage which is based on the divine

design of Right Man / Right Woman.
 1. It is the framework and protection for category II Love
 2. It forms the basis for stability in society rejecting the concept of anarchy known as 

communal living.
 3. At some time in life you as a male must have enough sense to look at the females of the 

species and decide who is the Right Woman for you.
 4. If the woman is smarter than the male then she is not for him for a smarter woman will 

inevitably run the dumber male.
 5. Volition is the authority of your soul and this is the means by which you make your 

decisions and once a male makes a decision and selects a certain woman he sets himself 
up as the authority over that woman.

 6. At this point the Laws of Divine Establishment demand authority structure OUTSIDE of 
the structure of the individuals soul.

 7. The authority in marriage is always the man and the woman also has volition and when 
she exercises Positive Volition and agrees to marriage with him, she must remember she 
has surrendered herself and she is her slave and it is ONLY what HE wants to do which 
counts and her opinion is not even essential.

 8. Her attitude of response is the only thing which counts on her part and once a woman 
accepts the man in marriage SHE IS NO LONGER FREE and that 1 shot decision has 
made her a slave for life and she is under his authority for better or worse.

 9. Ladies must consider things carefully and be sure that she can love and honor and respect
and OBEY the man for the rest of her life.

 10. Marriage is much more than SEX and If there is no soul rapport the sex won’t be any 
good anyway.

 11. It is imperative for the ladies to understand that they do not accept marriage unless they 
are willing to surrender both their body and soul to the man.

 12. This is a total surrender and from the point of marriage it is YES sir and No sir and 
nothing else.

 13. Deciding for marriage is the LAST time a woman gets a chance to make such a free will 
choice of this sort for her freedom.

 14. Because of marriage we have the most basic organization in life a SQUAD of 2, husband 
and wife with the husband in command.

 D. The squad is inevitably going to be increased to a platoon through SEX which was designed 
primarily for recreation not procreation (almost a bad side effect???) but it is also therefore for 
perpetuation of the Human Race thus resulting in the formation of the Divine Institution III 
family.
 1. Thus physical birth of homo sapien finding the infant totally helpless and totally 

dependent on the parents for everything.
 2. For the first time since marriage the woman again has authority.
 3. The husband is the commanding officer and the woman his XO having authority over the 

children.
 4. The Husband must back up his Wife in ruling the children and this is designed to help the

child and provide all its needs by means of parental logistics.



 5. Parental authority is the most basic authority in life and in addition to providing food, 
shelter and clothing for the child the parents must train the child in the functions and 
principles of life.

 6. The children must be trained in the Laws of Divine Establishment principles and to 
respect the FREEDOM, PRIVACY and PROPERTY of other people.

 7. This is imperative because the attitude of children in the first 9 years is formed for life.
 8. This is why children must be strictly trained from early childhood to form their 

personality and basic Norms and Standards for life.
 9. This extends to teaching males NEVER ever for any reason to strike a woman.
 10. This inevitably causes problems since women inevitably go wrong in their thinking for 

there never was a woman who could think straight for too long a time but his is how they 
are made being responders.

 11. You cannot straighten them out by slapping them silly like you would with a man.
 12. Some men never learn in any other way and they learn nothing until you beat them up.
 13. With women you must have their respect and love before you can even begin to train 

them and there never was a woman who walked into marriage who did not need a LOT 
OF TRAINING.

 14. When training begins it takes about 5 years for the woman to become a GREAT LADY.
 15. The best women you will ever find are the ones who are slaves to their husbands and 

worship them and it is yes sir and no sir for all time.
 16. The worst women are the horsey women who are pushy and frustrated because they 

married the wrong person and trying to take it out on everyone around them.
 17. The authority in the family is to be exercised by both parents and the original and initial 

teachers of children are the parents and this is why every woman is a natural teachers.
 18. There is for the most part anyone who can teach the new child in the family better than 

the mother.
 19. It is in the first 9 years of mothers teaching which are most important to the child BUT if 

mother has not been shaped up and trained properly by the husband she will never teach 
authority and never teach Laws of Divine Establishment principles which need to be 
inculcated at a very early age.

 20. Respect for the FREEDOM, PRIVACY, PROPERTY, of others, for Law and Order, 
Patriotism etc are the essential things which must be taught to children at a very early 
age.

 21. In addition in the Christian home there must be the presentation and inculcation of the 
principles of the gospel and the basics of Bible Doctrine for the child who has responded 
to the gospel.

 22. Bible Doctrine must be taught without legalism Deut 6:6-9, 7:9
 23. In addition there must be taught respect for the Pastor Teacher and his authority in the 

Local Church.
 E. The national entity is Divine Institution IV Gen 10:5, Acts 17:26-28, Deut 32:8, ETC.

 1. This is the Divine Institution which God has ordained to protect freedom and rights of X 
number of people in the nation.

 2. They may be all the same race or different races and RACE IS NEVER AN ISSUE IN 
NATIONALISM.

 3. There must NEVER be dual standards as exist and have existed for a very long time in 
the United States of America.

 4. If a person is a citizen then he must come under the same laws as everyone else in the 
nation and there must never be dual standards in life.

 5. Any sign of dual standards is a sign of national degeneracy and when leadership in the 
nation pass laws to cater to one race over others and when there is outcry about civil 
rights when they are clearly defined by the constitution and objective laws passed there is
obviously something VERY very wrong.



 6. They are generally in ONE geographic location but can be in several like the United 
States of America today with Alaska and Hawaii.

 7. A nation must however have ONLY ONE language and it is a huge mistake to take 
Mexicans or other Hispanics and teach them in Spanish not English.

 8. In America we must teach all children in all schools throughout the nation in only ONE 
language Americanese.

 9. If you are going to live in America the constitution and all laws are written in English. 
and if you want to live here LEARN English.

 10. No person should be permitted to remain in a nation where they refuse to learn the 
language of the nation and people coming to America and not willing to learn our 
American English. should be deported as they don’t belong here.

 11. If you are going to live here you must learn to think as we think and you cannot do that 
unless you learn our language for we think in some very WILD ways.

 12. The nation must contain the following things:
 i. Interior protection thus proper Law Enforcement and judicial administration
 ii. Exterior Protection thus the military establishment

 a. All freedom comes from military victory
 b. There is no freedom in any country which has not been at some point won 

on a battlefield.
 c. The military uniforms of the national entity is a major symbol of freedom.
 d. Olive branches are not symbols of freedom, 
 e. Crossed Muskets, Sabers, Artillery pieces, are symbols of freedom.

 iii. Government must protect the freedom and rights of citizens.
 iv. There must be economy based on free enterprise where investors and 

management have the sole right to form policy in his own business.
 a. Neither government nor labor ever have a right to dictate to investors or 

management with regard to business functions.
 b. Labor unions and government controls of industry in the form of 

Bureaucracies such as OSHA and semi nationalization of industry is 
wrong and evil.

 c. It is blaspheme to think that someone should have a right to tell a factory it
is polluting the air and shut it down for we are responsible to keep free 
enterprise in effect and God will clean the air.

 d. All blessings we have in the United States of America even to this day are 
based on free enterprise and NONE on the stupidity of our interfering 
government.

 e. All enterprise must be free to make policy within that business and no 
government has any right to interfere and worse than us are Australia and 
England. Matt

 v. Common Law with Objective Legislation designed to protect freedom property 
and privacy of the individual.
 a. Law is to be designed so that when in business the LAW will protect him 

when rioters break a plate glass window and begin to loot his business and
when this occurs as is always seems to in our society when any riots occur
and it is wrong.

 b. NO ONE should ever be allowed to touch the property of someone else for
any reason and get away with it.

 c. NO ONE should be allowed to destroy the soul of another through drug 
pushing or other means 

 d. Pushers, rapists, murders and certain types of theft should receive 
execution immediately upon conviction.



 e. The idea that criminals have civil rights is TOTALLY WRONG AND 
EVIL and the fact that he is a criminal is by definition HIS putting himself
outside the RULES of a society therefore he is outside the defined 
RIGHTS of the citizens of that society.

 f. At times an innocent will be caught up in the system and erroneously 
convicted but SO WHAT for you never make laws for the 1% or less than 
1% of a society for law is to protect FREEDOM, PRIVACY AND 
PROPERTY FOR EVERYONE.

 g. Law must never be subjective and attempt in any way to correct so called 
social inequalities or evils.
 i ) Educational BUSING is EVIL and contrary to the constitution and 

the Laws of Divine Establishment.
 ii ) Mass movement from one location to another for any reason is 

condemned by God first through Isaiah and from then on.
 iii ) Nations used to practice this policy in the ancient world moving 

one segment of a society in a nation from one place to another 
moving farmers from one area to another if they could not cut it.

 iv ) The Assyrians did this and God said this is wrong and evil.
 v ) We in the United States of America have in this way destroyed 

education by making it subjective in this way.
 vi ) Thus we destroyed the true principle of education as it relates to 

freedom and establishment and life and people are no longer 
prepared for life and our system of education is ensuring that they 
are totally divorced from reality and they are thus set up to accept 
one thing when it attacks that being communism.

 vi. Common Culture is essential in the nation.
 a. Having a common language there will be developed in a common culture 

HONOR, RESPECT, NOBILITY, PATRIOTISM ETC., and these things 
are to be expressed in the nation through its literature, art, drama, music 
and history.

 b. When literature, art, drama, music and history express nobility then you 
have a great culture.

 c. When they decline and express something other then the deterioration of 
the nation is obvious as is seen in the degrading of the music and drama 
and literature in the United States of America for many many decades. 

 d. Common culture expressed either nobility or degeneracy one or the other.
 vii. Government Administration must function in compliance with the principles of 

the Laws of Divine Establishment 
 a. It collects proper taxes and administers the policy of the nation but does 

not make the policy of the nation.
 13. This is all important in a nation for we must have true evangelism and there is a 

connection between evangelism and nationalism.
 i. Divine Institutions and Laws of Divine Establishment protect human freedom 

making evangelism an bonifide function in every generation.
 ii. The national entity must separate religion and state functions to protect the rights 

of the individual.
 iii. Any time you have a religion becoming a state there is decadence such as in 

South American Countries where Catholicism is the state and this causes a great 
vacuum in these areas into which falls communism.

 iv. In the thinking of south American countries it is either the catholic church or 
communism and there is nothing in between.



 v. They resent the state and religion being the same for 2-300 years and being fed up
with it communism flows easily into these states.

 vi. England come to a great state of freedom when the separated British government 
from the Church of England.

 vii. When religion becomes the state function you always have difficulties and there 
cannot ever be freedom and therefore there must always be separation between 
religion and state.

 viii. The individual must always be free to say, “Yes I believe in Jesus of Nazareth, 
The Christ” or “No I do not believe in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ being 
Agnostic (Smart person) or Atheistic (Dumb Person).

 ix. The state must never penalize anyone for rejection of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ nor coerce anyone for believing in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and within
the nation a persons relationship with God or lack of it must remain a matter of 
privacy and personal choice.

 F. As part of the Angelic Conflict Satan attacks the gospel and Bible Doctrine and Divine 
Institution and Laws of Divine Establishment 
 1. When a national entity declines alternate divine laws enter into the picture the laws of 

national judgment in the 5 cycles of Divine Discipline Lev 26
 2. Super-Grace Status Quo requires a sense of justice and fairness and equitable treatment in

the sphere of one’s life.
 3. When anyone moves out toward Ultra Super-Grace he must possess a sense of justice and

fairness for he will be tested by people who are unfair and unjust and he must never 
lower himself to their level else he will crash into reversionism losing his Status Quo in 
Super-Grace and not making the objective of Ultra Super-Grace.

 4. Capacity for righteousness, and just treatment of others causes the believer to avoid 
divisiveness and conspiracies, vengeance, cruelty to others causing one to be fair.

 5. This is especially essential in Super-Grace leadership to be just, fair and equitable 
without regard to personal feelings in the matter.

 G. Impurity:
 1. Government interference with business
 2. Government systems of socialism
 3. Cutting down military 
 4. Taking guns from citizens
 5. Requiring safety and other devices for vehicles for supposedly safer vehicles.
 6. These and many other such things in our society today are IMPURE because they violate 

the freedom and volition of the individual under the Laws of Divine Establishment.
 7. Purity in v8 deals with everything contained in the function of the Laws of Divine 

Establishment in application and everything pure is antithetical to that which is evil and 
the Modus Operandi of Satan.

 H. Love capacities includes everything compatible with capacity for Loving God in Occupation 
with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and having a Right Man / Right Woman proper 
relationship, and having a friendship relationship with a few.

 I.  Virtues of masculinity in males and femininity in females being a matter of the soul is lost or 
devoid without Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 1. Bravery and courage must be found in both males and females and there is nothing 

greater than the courage of the woman for God has designed her to be a responder and 
she has no control over many situations which happens in life and must endure it with 
courage.

 2.

Phil 4:8



v8: In attaining Super-Grace and having capacity for life, Therefore Royal Family of God everything, concerning capacity
for life, that is true, ie. Bible Doctrines, principles and policies of God in the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of your
Soul as epignosis, everything that is honorable, noble, worthy of respect as integrity from Bible Doctrine related to Laws of 
Divine Establishment, everything which is righteous as a characteristic which God requires of men in fulfillment of divine 
statutes, with obligation to be just, equitable or fair, everything which is pure in motivation, morality, Laws of Divine 
Establishment functions and NOT involved with EVIL, everything which is capacities for love in Categories I, II, and III, 
everything which is commendable in every category of human function such as music, art, drama, literature, etc., if there be 
any virtue of masculinity, femininity, bravery, valor, courage, honor, integrity exists and there is, and anything worthy of 
praise exists and there is, concentrate on these things.

Lesson #104 Series # 454 Phil 4:9
 I. Principle:

 A. Super-Grace capacity for life is not left without objects for expression.
 B. Despite this being the devil’s world Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History.
 C. Therefore there is sufficient things in life to express Super-Grace capacity for life and God 

provides the capacity in Super-Grace for life but also the areas for expression of this capacity.
 II. The Super-Grace Life:

 A. Grace as the Plan of God and attitude of God and the means of blessing the believer in both time 
and eternity.
 1. He has provided for the unbeliever who is under Spiritual Death the potential for 

salvation and thus blessing for both time and eternity.
 B. 6 Stages of Grace:

 1. Salvation Grace == what God has to do in order to provide eternal salvation for any 
human being.
 i. This is the one aspect of grace which all believers have received Heb 6:4, 1Pet 

2:3
 a. At Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God you receive saving grace 

from the functions of God the Holy Spirit in Common and Efficacious 
Grace.

 b. In addition you receive 39 irrevocable assets for your life in time and 
eternity and the Filling of God the Holy Spirit which you can lose and 
recover in the Spiritual Life.

 c. Everyone is saved in principle in the same way despite the various ways of
reaching the point of making the decision to accept the Substitutionary 
Spiritual Death of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross.

 d. In some way the gospel is presented to you in some way with something 
true about what he said about the gospel of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 e. Every evangelist should be able to give a correct presentation of:
 i ) Propitiation
 ii ) Reconciliation
 iii ) Redemption
 iv ) Imputation 
 v ) Justification

 f. These 5 principles are essential for a proper presentation of the gospel.
 g. In addition in the presentation of the gospel the issue of GRACE must be 

made to be the most important part of Salvation Adjustment to the Justice 
of God.

 ii. Common Grace is what God the Holy Spirit must do to cause the presented gospel
information to be real to the unbeliever.
 a. What is true no matter how little there is, with regard to the gospel of 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is what moves into the soul of the believer 
and under the common grace ministry of God the Holy Spirit this is made 



to be REAL to the unbeliever in order that he may make a decision for or 
against Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.

 b. This is the only means of the unbeliever being able to understand the 
spiritual information with regard to the gospel and God the Holy Spirit 
takes whatever is true and makes this a reality for the unbeliever.

 iii. Efficacious Grace is the function of God the Holy Spirit taking the nonmeritorious
faith of the unbeliever and making it effective for Salvation Adjustment to the 
Justice of God.
 a. This results in the unbeliever being Born Again with a new spiritual life 

from the regeneration ministry of God the Holy Spirit where by he creates 
a Human Spirit for every new believer.

 b. Because of propitiation Every believer is under maximum LOVE from 
God 1John 2:2 and this allows God to pull out maximum grace.

 c. Grace however can only benefit the believer where there is capacity for it.
 d. The issue therefore after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God 

becomes capacity for grace and like capacity for life is based on the 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul of 
any believer.

 iv. Therefore the believer is saved by grace and this is all that the trinity has done to 
accomplish this salvation.
 a. God the Father planned it in Eternity Past.
 b. God the Son executed it on the cross.
 c. God the Holy Spirit reveals and empowers it at gospel hearing Rom 3;23-

24, 4:4
 d. The mechanics of salvation preclude all human efforts and the harder a 

person tries to do something for Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 
God the further he goes into debt for it.

 e. All grace is provided for us at NO CHARGE, but someone had to pay for 
it and this was Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross.

 f. You cannot pay for it in any way with any thing you can think, say, or do 
in this life.

 2. Logistical Grace 
 i. Logistics is a technical military word for supply, transporting, quartering and 

finding a means of getting an army from one point to another.
 a. Napoleon moving 250,000 French troops from the ports along the French 

coast near england to the fields of australites near Czechoslovakia about 
100 miles north of Vienna.

 b. It is today the military science of supply, provision, planning of movement
in any military Maneuver whether it is advance, retreat, reconnaissance, 
attack, exploit or pursuit.

 c. Now as a theological term it is totally adequate to describe support in life 
as a believer.

 ii. Logistical Grace is divine provision and supply for the Royal Family of God to 
reach the 2 objectives of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 a. Super-Grace 
 b. Ultra Super-Grace 

 iii. Logistical Grace is broken down into 2 categories with an alternative category:
 a. Living Grace or Alpha Grace== Logistical Grace for the believer 

advancing from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God and Super-Grace A.



 i ) After Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God the infant 
believer being spiritually immature must advance to Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 ii ) The logistics for this advance from infancy to maturity as a 
believer is Living Grace.

 iii ) It includes both temporal and spiritual provisions
 iv ) It is all God must do to keep the believer alive and protect him in 

the world of Satan to make this advance.
 a) This is operation Guardian Angel and there are battalions of

angels guarding believers from unseen problems with 
regard to their annihilation. 

 b) Therefore we are kept alive and protected by the functions 
of the Guardian angels Heb

 v ) It is what God has provided in the form of the more visible supply 
needed for the believer to stay alive in the world of Satan.
 a) Air, which God provides in all environmental situations and

the worst people in the world are the bleeding heart liberal 
environmentalists who are destroying the economy of the 
United States by their desire to clean up the air and water 
systems and their whole attitude and functions are 
blaspheme.

 b) Without regard to air, water or other environmental 
pollutants the believer will live as long as the Lord wants 
him on this earth, 100 or even 1000 years and NO believer 
can ever die before the Lord calls him home.

 c) Food we eat, clothing, homes, friends and loved ones we 
enjoy and all the factors of the life we live on this earth.

 vi ) Spiritual provisions are in addition to what keeps us alive and 
include:
 a) For believers with Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine 

God will provide for him the necessary means of spiritual 
growth

 b) This includes the preservation of the canon of scripture.
 c) The provision of the Pastor Teacher who is qualified to dig 

into scripture to discern and communicate Bible Doctrine 
and communicate this to the believers.

 d) The local classroom for the gathering and presentation of 
this doctrine or the recording device to provide the 
information for study.

 b. Near Grace  or Bravo Grace == Divine provision for advance across No 
Man’s Land of Super-Grace B between Super-Grace A and Ultra Super-
Grace.
 i ) This is a more intensified need for intensified provision for this 

high pressure area of life.
 ii ) (taught in the 1st chapter which was presented by the Col LAST in 

this series) Bravo Grace is a combination of living grace and 
Super-Grace Blessings in 4 categories to sustain the believer 
through the pressures of No Man’s Land.

 iii ) This supplies and provides all things for the believer moving from 
Super-Grace A through the No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B to 
Ultra Super-Grace



 iv ) The nomenclature: Phil 4:5 == interposition of grace provisions for
the advance to Ultra Super-Grace.

 v ) All Logistical Grace support is for the believer with Positive 
Volition toward Bible Doctrine consistently.

 vi ) Once saved by grace you will live by grace and if you are not 
under Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine you will be the 
recipient of disciplinary grace.

 c. Disciplinary Grace == the alternative to the use of Logistical Grace for 
advance in the Spiritual Life.
 i ) This is for the believer who rejects Bible Doctrine and enters 

reversionism and comes under the influence of evil.
 ii ) This disciplinary grace includes Warning, Intensified and Dying 

Divine Discipline (Sin Unto Death).
 iii ) This does not mean that the life of the reversionist is short and 

miserable and sometimes it is very long and miserable.
 iv ) God uses this alternative group to test and train experientially those

believers who are under Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine 
and who are trainable.

 v ) These believers under disciplinary grace for reversionists are 
designed to attempt to distract believers from Perception, 
Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine and 
these stages can be drawn out and lengthened in order to use these 
fallen believers to test advancing believers.

 vi ) Many reversionists have a long and miserable life being used as a 
training aid for the believers who are in fact advancing in the 
Spiritual Life.

 3. Super-Grace is the first stage of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 i. This is the Abundant Grace of 1Tim 1:14
 ii. This is the adult stage of spiritual growth attended by maximum blessing from 

God as Super-Grace blessings.
 iii. It is the ultimate of spiritual growth in time and the basis for the normal function 

of the royal priesthood and where the Royal Family of God reaps what God sows 
in Eternity Past.

 iv. This is therefore fulfillment of Rom 8:28-32
 v. It is described in James 4:6, Eph 1:6, 3:20-21, 4:16-17
 vi. This is the beginning of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God but not the end

of the Spiritual Life.
 4. Ultra Super-Grace is the second stage of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and 

the most advanced stage of Spiritual Maturity in this life.
 i. Once the believer reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God through 

daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception he reaches Super-Grace 
but must not stop there.

 ii. With consistent and persistent function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception 
and Filling of God the Holy Spirit as a Super-Grace believer he must move into 
No Man’s Land and toward Ultra Super-Grace.

 iii. It is the greatest level of Christian experience in this life.
 iv. Between Super-Grace A and Ultra Super-Grace is Super-Grace B No Man’s Land 

where the believer is tested to the maximum and also sustained by the Logistical 
Grace of Bravo Grace or Near Grace.

 v. Once the believer attains Ultra Super-Grace he receives maximum opposition 
from Satan and his Cosmic Dynasphere forces of evil and this opposition 



intensifies the blessings from God in our 4 categories of Super-Grace blessings 
for time (Cat 5 Dying Grace is reserved for our final stand in this life).

 vi. This is the highest honor that can come to any believer in time.
 5. Characteristics of Ultra Super-Grace:

 i. Principle:  2Tim 2:10 “I endure all things”
2Tim 2:10
v10: For this reason, I (Paul) endure all things because of the elect (RFG) in order that they may acquire the 
deliverance of Ultra Super-Grace which deliverance is provided for those who are in Christ Jesus along with eternal 
glory Super-Grace blessings for eternity

 ii. Illustration 2Tim 3:8-12 
2Tim 3:8-12
v8: Just as or in the same manner of Jannes and Jambres who opposed or resisted Moses, so also these religious 
types reversionistic apostles of evil on the wrong side of history (Judiasers) oppose Bible Doctrine or keep on resisting 
and rejecting the truth of Bible Doctrine, they are men of depraved or corrupt mind or having been destroyed or 
corrupted in their mind, and disqualified or worthless concerning the blessing, faith or the body of Bible Doctrine, 
v9: but they will not advance one step further in their opposition for their lack of Common Sense or madness or 
psychosis will be obvious to all their contemporary Believers who are positive to Bible Doctrine as also that opposition 
of those men Jannes and Jambres those court magicians came to be. 
v10: But you having followed closely for recovery from reversionism as a rule my presentation in public assembly 
as a mode of instruction of Bible Doctrine of the predetermined plan of God, My self and academic discipline and my 
presentation in preparation of lessons of the body of doctrine, and and faith toward and honesty in teaching the body 
of Bible Doctrine, my restraining from avenging wrongs toward self or the steadfast patient endurance of evil, the 
Relaxed Mental Attitude and Impersonal Love for Mankind charity, the patience or endurance or the ability to 
remain relaxed under pressure of opposition and criticism and annoyance without giving up or succumbing to self 
pity.
v11: the religious persecutions and general sufferings which came into existence for me during the 2nd missionary 
journey to Antioch, Ico’nium and Lystra, which persecutions I lifted and pushed off or endured, and out from them all
the Lord himself snatched me out or delivered me from this difficult situation.
v12: Yes, that will function in life in a godly manner through consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, 
Metabolization and Application of Bible Doctrine, all believers who keep desiring to live godly lives in Super-Grace or 
Ultra Super-Grace as unto the Lord, in Christ Jesus will  be pursued and persecuted by religion for no reason.

 iii. Pressure:  1Pet 3:12-14, 4:12-14
1Pet 3:12-14
v12: (Ps 34:15-16) For the eyes of the Lord are upon those who are righteous, and his ears are open to their prayer.
But the face of the Lord opposes or is against the ones who are doing evil." 
v13: Now who will be harming you, floundering believers trying to reach Ultra Super-Grace, if, (3rd class) maybe 
or maybe not,  you are becoming zealous ones for the absolute good of Bible Doctrine? 
v14: But if (4th Class) you also should suffer persecution because of (Dikaiosune), total fulfillment of spiritual 
progress of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God reaching Ultra Super-Grace, I wish you were but you are not 
up to now, Happiness’ or the blessings of Ultra Super-Grace would belong to you; now do not fear their intimidation, 
that of the opposition of evil, and definitely do not be worried

1Pet 4:12-14
v12: Beloved Ones stop being shocked by maximum pressure among you for your testing, as though some strange 
things were happening to you, 
v13: but to the degree that you share the sufferings of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in Ultra Super-Grace, you 
keep on having and sharing the happinesses of God in order that you also in the revealing of his glory,
v14: You might receive intense happiness with intense happiness which is the reward of Ultra Super-Grace, If you 
receive insult upon insult in the name of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, and you do in Ultra Super-Grace, happinesses 
of intensified blessings to you as an Ultra Super-Grace believer, because the spirit of glory even God the Holy Spirit 
refreshes you.

 iv. Concept:  Matt 5:10-14
Matt 5:10-14
v10: Happinesses belongs to the ones, Ultra Super-Grace believers, who have been persecuted for the sake of 
Maximum Adjustment to the Justice of God and reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Ultra Super-
Grace, because for them, the Ultra Super-Grace believer, keeps on being the kingdom from the Heavens of Eternal 
Life and temporal and eternal blessings for Ultra Super-Grace.



v11: You, Ultra Super-Grace Believers, are filled with all maximum happinesses, when they constantly reproach or
heap or pile insults on you, and they both persecute and speak all kinds of evil against you falsely as an Ultra Super-
Grace believer, they themselves constantly lying against you on account of me, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
v12: Keep on having and sharing the Happiness of God even becoming extremely unusually jubilant above and 
beyond happy with intensified happiness in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, because your reward is 
extensive or great in eternity in the heavens, for you see in this manner they have persecuted and opposed those Ultra 
Super-Grace Prophets who have lived before you,
v13: You, and only you, Super-Grace and Ultra Super Grace Believers, are the salt of the land and the preservation
of the Nation, but if, maybe yes and maybe no, the salt becomes tasteless, foolish, insipid in reversionism under the 
influence of Evil, by what means or how shall it function as a preservative of the nation or as a flavor or seasoner of 
the society, it is efficient for nothing anymore, furthermore it is totally useless, except to be cast outside in the Sin unto 
death to be trampled down by the agency of men and the 5th Cycle of Divine Discipline for the nation.
v14: You and only you, Ultra Super Grace Believer are the light of the world, the present kingdom of Satan, a city 
located or situated on the top of the mountain never can be hidden.

 v. Advance Challenge:  Phil 3:12-16
 vi. Intensification of blessing:  Lam 3:21-25  (pg 8 above)
 vii. Super-Grace blessings as it applies to the Ultra Super-Grace status quo.

 a. Everything in the 5 categories of Super-Grace blessings are intensified
 b. Review these 5 categories and the details of each category of blessing.

 i ) Spiritual
 ii ) Temporal
 iii ) Association
 iv ) Historical Impact
 v ) Dying

 viii. Decorations for eternity:
 a. This means owning and controlling vast areas of space and having things 

beyond imagination of humans.
 ix. This decoration for Ultra Super-Grace is the wreath of life, James 1:12, Rev 2:10

 6. Dying Grace is the 5th category of GRACE
 i. This terminates the life of the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 

God Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace.
 ii. This is physical death departing from this life by means of fantastic blessing.
 iii. It is the experience of death under maximum blessing conditions for the Super-

Grace or Ultra Super-Grace believer
 iv. This is the Permanent Change of Station for the MATURE believer from TIME to

ETERNITY leaving behind Super-Grace blessings for time.
Ps 33:18-19
v18: Behold the eyes or omniscience of the Lord are on those Believers who are occupied with or respect, fear, stand 
in awe of him, on those who have absolute confidence or trust in time of crisis from the Faith Rest Drill 4 Stages in his 
unfailing love or grace.
v19: To Rescue or cause to deliver their souls from the dangers of death by dying grace and keep them alive in 
economic depression or crisis or other adversity.
Phil 1:20-21
v20: According to my earnest expectation, waiting calmly and humbly under authority and orders, and intense 
concentration on Bible Doctrine as  Priority #1 and daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception focusing 
on Bible Doctrine taught, and resultant confidence expectation that in nothing, in the various aspects of life, shall I be 
put to shame or disgraced, but with integrity of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and the Royal Family 
Honor Code resulting in courage, confidence and total relaxation toward God, even now being in Super-Grace B, as 
always Ultra Super-Grace, and in all stages of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, THE unique Christ shall be 
magnified or exalted in my person alive on earth in time, whether by my living in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice 
of God or by my dying under dying grace.
v21: For you see, or As I, Paul in Super-Grace B, see it, for me, as far as I am concerned, Living or to continue 
living, is (elipsis) Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ; likewise dying is unusual Gain, great 
Profit, Riches of Glory, Magnetism beyond life in eternity.

 7. Surpassing Grace is for the believer moving into eternity who has reached Super-Grace or
Ultra Super-Grace Status Quo in time.



 i. These believers have enjoyed the best of life in Super-Grace Blessings and now 
receive beyond maximum blessings for their death.

 ii. Anyone in Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace who receives dying grace blessings 
for their Permanent Change of Station will receive in eternity surpassing grace 
blessings.

 iii. Only those with high decorations in eternity will glorify God to the maximum.
 iv. For the reversionistic believer in eternity he will be in heaven having gotten there 

by the Sin Unto Death with dying more painful than living which was miserable 
for this believer in time.

 v. This reversionist still has his 39 assets and never loses his salvation but he lost his
Super-Grace blessings in time and dying grace blessing for the transition to 
eternity and surpassing grace blessings for eternity.

 vi. There will be incredible differences in eternity for believers where some will be 
wearing high decorations and some with only plain Resurrection Body dressings.

 vii. The differences are based on their failure or successes in Perception, Cognition, 
Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 viii. These blessings and rewards are above and beyond Ultimate sanctification ONLY 
for those who reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God in time.

 C. In capacity for life Priority 1 must be Bible Doctrine.

Lesson #105 Series # 454 Phil 4:9
 I. Freedom through military victory:  Dick Baum & Gene McGuire, Jerry Johnston, John Gersted all from 

under the command of the Col from Luke Field
 A. Joe Foss, Maj John L. Smith, Pappy Boyington Solomon Islands Guadalcanal and generally the 

Medal of Honor is given for prolonged combat and courage over a period of time.
 B. Article by Paul Dean, Phoenix News Paper, Col. George Day survivor of Hanoi 6 years of 

Torture which took 2 Years to heal (never before has the Medal of Honor been given this way).
 C. Col. Robert Howard is the most decorated soldier in American history with Audie Murphy 2nd.
 D. The people of China, North Vietnam, Nor Korea understand only one thing, force and violence.

 II. 10 areas of evil dominating in the United States government
 A. Forced busing of children to schools outside their neighborhoods, a manifestation of evil and a 

direct approach from Satan.
 B. Firearm regulations of any sort
 C. Appeasing communists and reducing military strength.
 D. Federal government subsidizing poorly managed cities such as NY which cannot pay their own 

bills.
 E. Being taxed in the United States beyond our means to support excessive federal welfare 

programs.
 1. An evil nation always creates helplessness in people in order to put them on welfare and 

also is soft on criminals and hard on Law Enforcement officers.
 2. This actually results from creating conditions of helplessness there they create people 

who are helpless and use public money to pay them off.
 3. There is no sense in the idea that Criminals have civil rights, they have nor right to 

freedom or other civil right concepts.
 4. Giving rights to criminals results in society being hard of Law Enforcement officers 
 5. The noble organizations in the country are only 2 and society is down on both, despising 

both.
 i. Military
 ii. Law Enforcement 
 iii. This is a manifestation of evil in the nation.

 F. Inflation and unemployment as a result of reckless government spending and massive deficits in 
governmental budgets.



 1. This is not the result of failure on the part of free enterprise.
 G. This nation is stupid about energy resources which could be easily and rapidly developed if the 

federal government would stay out of energy regulation and legislation.
 1. All legislation about OIL, GAS, and any other type of energy source should be removed 

and it is EVIL to put any regulation and legislation on energy in any way.
 2. Energy research should be developed as rapidly as possible in all areas.
 3. WE must never depend on any foreign country for energy sources.

 H. Support of the UN is totally evil on the part of our government and the UN regularly denounces 
the United States and is a base for the greatest spy system for this country ever known.
 1. It makes no sense whatsoever and should be thrown out of this country totally.

 I. Labor Unions should be outlawed and never should a national labor union ever be allowed.
 1. Criminals control them and they steal money from labor
 2. Labor unions take over monopolies and make it absolutely impossible for non union 

members to get work.
 J. Socialized medicine and nationalized industry destroys both of these functions completely.

 1. At one point the United States was the leading source of advancement in both of these 
fields but this has passed long ago.

 K. We need universal military training where both military and academic training in Americanism to
offset the crimes committed by public schools in education of our children in the areas of 
liberalism.

 L. The only way for these things to occur is if we see the rise of believers who have reached 
Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace.

 III. The Means of advance in the Spiritual Life:
 A. Bible Doctrine must be  Priority #1 in life and once this occurs then you must look for a place 

where Bible Doctrine is taught.
 1. For Bible Doctrine to be taught there must be a right Pastor Teacher and a congregation.
 2. They must meet in a common meeting ground which is the Local Church or classroom.

 B. V9:  Right Congregation:
 1. Disciple is from Latin and means a student without portfolio having no rights being under

strict academic discipline who is a learning scholar receiving instruction from another 
under strictest discipline.

 2. Review principles of Gnosis vs Epignosis in the Left Lobe vs the Right Lobe of the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 3. We must know Bible Doctrine and understand and accept it by faith in order to grow in 
the Spiritual Life.

 4. You cannot apply what you know only what you understand and accept and you cannot 
teach just what you know but only what you understand and accept.

 5. Gnosis in the Left Lobe of the soul is a staging area but not the use of Bible Doctrine in 
application.

 6. You may be able to parrot back what has been taught but this is not application and not 
understanding.

 C. There are women who are HARD, STUBBORN and UNTEACHABLE and they are the people 
who break up and wreck their own marriages and they have some level of gnosis but no 
epignosis doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 1. There is a male counterpart to these women.
 2. The greatest destroyer of homes is the woman who destroys her own home and always 

blames it on others.
 3. The weak ones run away in the first year and the tough ones stick it out until they are 

destroyed or it is a standoff and it is a ghastly situation and no one ever can enter that 
home and be relaxed since it is in fact a battlefield.

 4. To survive in this marriage you must be more tough than the destroyer female.



 D. A woman is designed to be a responder but when a woman is hardened in her soul she is not only
not responsive but is totally unteachable.
 1. She is a pall of gloom without capacity for life with no appreciation for anything and 

totally destructive of anything she contacts and gradually wears down everything in her 
periphery and NAGS and BLAMES everyone else.

 2. Some people never get to reality and women are worst being responders and when they 
are hardened in the soul they never face reality.

 3. The husband is not like “daddy” or he is not “sweet” and not like the great romances and 
she is one of the most destructive things around and could destroy her husband and also 
her children as well.

 4. NEVER have children when you discover the woman who is hardened in her soul.
 E. UNLESS both male and female believers can transfer under the Grace Apparatus for Perception 

Bible Doctrine from the Left Lobe to the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
the doctrine remaining in the Left Lobe will form hardness of the soul.
 1. If gnosis does not become epignosis there will be backup and it will become hardness in 

the soul.
 2. These people with all their Bible Doctrine in the Left Lobe and know Bible Doctrine but 

do not accept it and do not understand it since it has not been metabolized into the Right 
Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 3. They are never aware of the true reality of the Angelic Conflict and their concept of their 
world is sweetness and light.

 4. These people are hard in the soul but they are hypersensitive and want everyone to pay 
attention to them and when someone does not there is then HELL TO PAY!!!

 5. This will result in a pall of gloom and unbelievable oozing pouting which reaches into 
ever crack in the home and even the bugs die from it.

 6. Women are responders and when they become hardened in the soul they become super 
hypersensitive and are divorced from reality and use Bible Doctrine as a lever against 
their husbands.

 7. They can parrot the Bible Doctrine but not its true application.
 8. This is the woman (or man) who only has gnosis and is not related to reality and will 

never understand why things won’t quite workout for them.
 9. This is the woman who rejects all other authority and sets self as the only authority and 

think they are smarter than any man ever to live have an incredible arrogance problem.
 F. To understand and accept Bible Doctrine is to metabolize it into the Right Lobe of the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul by faith under the Grace Apparatus for Perception and Operation Z
 1. When you have heard and understood the Bible Doctrine it is placed into the Left Lobe of

the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
 2. When you by faith accept this gnosis Bible Doctrine it is then carried by the Grace 

Apparatus for Perception to become epignosis doctrine in the Right Lobe of the Stream of
Consciousness of the Soul available for application to life and situations.

 3. The result of the Grace Apparatus for Perception is to convert gnosis to epignosis.
 4. Doctrine must be understood and accepted by faith in order to be integrated into a greater 

whole of information and categorization and this is what we know as Metabolized Bible 
Doctrine.

 5. What is taught to a believer is learned and understood and this must be OBJECTIVELY 
ACCEPTED or APPROVED by faith to become epignosis Metabolized Bible Doctrine in
the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 6. Gnosis which does not become epignosis causes hardening of the soul resulting in loss of 
teachability.

 G. The Local Church is designed to provide proper academic discipline under the right Pastor 
Teacher in order for Bible Doctrine to be metabolized and result in spiritual growth.



 1. All spiritual growth demands academic discipline, respect for the authority of the Pastor 
Teacher in order for the Grace Apparatus for Perception to function properly.

 2. The ability to apply Bible Doctrine comes from the concentration under discipline during 
teaching and having a perceptive perspective resulting in understanding the Bible 
Doctrine presented.

 3. If you are doing something where you don’t have to use your intellect then you will most 
likely use your intellect to cause trouble.

 4. So if your work requires NO BRAINS you must have someone over you with authority 
so you will use your brains properly.

 5. Working people who don’t have to think during the day are suckers for become 
contentious.

 6. The thing which will offset this is having to use your intellect to apply Bible Doctrine and
if you are using it thus avoid the pitfalls which come with repetitive work functions.

 7. When you are in a situation where you must use your intellect to function you are LESS 
inclined to become contentious.

 8. Men who work with their intellect generally do not generate strive and those in repetitive 
task work environment where they automatically do the same thing over and over 
generally are much more contentious.

 H. To apply doctrine to life you must have epignosis Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul and you cannot even get to Super-Grace without maximum 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 1. This verse is describing what must occur in the Super-Grace believer who is moving 

through No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B toward the objective of Ultra Super-Grace.
 2. Doctrine must be in the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul in order 

to execute or put into action the grace Plan of God.
 3. It must be on the launch pad of the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the 

Soul and no Bible Doctrine in the Left Lobe can ever be applied to life or experience.
 4. Many believers know Bible Doctrine but cannot apply it since they have not objectively 

under the Grace Apparatus for Perception through faith accepted and metabolized it.
 5. You cannot apply what you learn unless you have accepted and integrated it into the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
 6. You cannot also teach what you learn unless you have converted it from gnosis to 

epignosis.
 I. Eirene == Shalom == Prosperity 

 1. God who is the one who gives all prosperity will not give prosperity except to the 
believer who has reached Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and Super-Grace.

 2. Under Super-Grace Status Quo God the source of all prosperity will give prosperity.
 3. The only way any believer and  many unbelievers can have any prosperity is to be a 

believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God or be associated with one who is.
 4. If you are associated with one who has only gnosis you will have hell on wheels.

Phil 4:9
v9: Those doctrines, principles, concepts and policies of God preserved in the canon of scripture, both the things which 
you have, under teaching with strict academic discipline, learned and received with agreement, approval and acceptance to 
oneself as Epignosis and you having concentrated heard and accepted the teaching authority under discipline, and you, Super-
Grace believers, having the perceptive perspective for understanding of the Bible Doctrine resulting in maximum epignosis 
doctrine by means of or through my teaching, put it into action by applying to situations solving them and executing it; and the
God the source of all our prosperity shall be with ya’all Super-Grace believers.

Lesson #106 Series # 454 Phil 4:10
 I. No Man’s Land:

 A. Technical military term for the battlefield where all weapons are zeroed into.



 B. Technical Term for the Spiritual Life is the greatest battlefield of the Spiritual Life between 
Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace where there will be the greatest potential for distraction and 
pressure on the believer to cause him to fail in the advance to Ultra Super-Grace and drop into 
reversionism.

 II. Doctrine of the Grace Apparatus for Perception:
 A. Definition:

 1. GAP is an acrostic for the Grace Apparatus for Perception.
 i. When you are bored to a subject or want a simple way to remember details of a 

subject reduce it to an acrostic system.
 2. It is the grace system provided by God from Eternity Past whereby the believer is able to 

understand the whole realm of Bible Doctrine while on earth.
 3. It is a divine grace provision for the believer to advance in the Spiritual Life.
 4. You must have some level of intelligence which we measure as IQ and this will as human

IQ not help us since every person has a variation of IQ level.
 5. God when he did this Grace Apparatus for Perception he made provision for the 

variations of IQ among believers and HUMAN IQ is not a factor because this system 
provides SPIRITUAL IQ for perception of spiritual information TOTALLY APART 
FROM HUMAN IQ.

 6. A Genius Human may not know enough Bible Doctrine to advance from Salvation 
Adjustment to the Justice of God and may be in fact in reversionism.

 7. A MORON with extremely limited intelligence from our scales can have maximum 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and reach 
Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 8. The issue is attitude toward Bible Doctrine 
 9. The genius depends on his own energy of the flesh perspicacity while the moron depends 

on the grace system provided by God which works every time.
 10. Therefore God has provided a system for the Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 

Metabolization of Bible Doctrine without regard to Human IQ or educational background
to whatever level is compatible with his Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine.

 B. 3 Basic Systems of perceptions
 1. 2 == Meritorious and Human only
 2. 1 == Nonmeritorious and Human and Divine.
 3. Every system of perception is associated with a system of reality to the human mind.

 i. The mind must have a system of reality before it can understand anything
 4. Rationalism == Reason is the source of knowledge superior to and independent of the 

sensory system.
 i. Reason becomes the criterion for reality
 ii. It is adherence to supremacy of reason in matters of belief or conduct.
 iii. Subjections of Bible Doctrine and scripture with regard to its interpretation of 

scripture automatically rejects divine authority.
 iv. This is one way of distortion of scripture.
 v. The smartest of rationalists cannot get even close to understanding God or any 

spiritual phenomenon.
 5. Empiricism == learning by observation and experimentation

 i. Reality lies in the function of the sensory system as it pertains to the Frame of 
Reference in the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 ii. Sight, Smell, Hearing, Taste, Touch, etc.
 iii. Key words in this system are Experience, observation, experimentation which 

provide the basis for perception and it is the scientific method approach.
 6. Neither of these 2 are the way a human begins life and learning.



 i. From 0-9 years of age 90-95 % of what is learned is learned neither by 
rationalism nor empiricism and neither of these in this age bracket are capable of 
correct functioning.
 a. Except in a rare case of Genius where Rationalism functions and in this 

case it is about 70% of what is learned is NOT by Rationalism nor 
Empiricism but we don’t make principles based on the exceptions.

 7. Faith == this is 90-95 % of what is learned from 0-9 years 
 i. There is no such thing a “BLIND” faith, and Faith is a system of perception and it

always sees perfectly clearly.
 ii. Faith is learning by accepting an authority or criterion and ALL learning comes in

this way.
 iii. Vocabulary is taught to infants by parents who establish their authority by 

teaching children vocabulary.
 iv. Much of early teaching of Bible Doctrine to children is of necessity 

VOCABULARY and the child cannot think unless he has vocabulary and to teach
them to think you must provide tools with which they can think.

 v. Having children memorizing bible verses is useless since they simply don’t 
understand what the words they have memorized actually mean.

 vi. Whoever teaches you words becomes your first authority.
 vii. Never become abusive of a child who keeps asking questions as these children 

have minds which want to go somewhere.
 viii. NEVER cut off this working of their minds and never leave young children with 

young baby sitters who will be teaching your children the wrong vocabulary.
 ix. The sooner the child learns vocabulary the sooner they learn to think 

independently.
 x. The sooner they begin to think the faster they can mature and soul maturity takes 

thousands of words and concepts which build into great capacity for life.
 xi. You have no capacity for life without great vocabulary.
 xii. Faith therefore sets up a recognition of a system of authority and what that 

authority tells you becomes for you a FACT and REALITY.
 xiii. Whether it really is reality or not makes not difference because to you it becomes 

reality.
 xiv. The key is that there is an authority teaching words and that authority is accepted 

as teaching reality.
 xv. Then one day someone says “Believe in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and you 

will have eternal salvation”.
 xvi. Then you face a decision whereby you can accept Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 

and be saved or reject Christ and be eternally lost.
 xvii. Then you make a POSITIVE decision to accept the Substitutionary Spiritual 

Death of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross and become part of the family
or Royal Family of God for eternity.

 xviii. God the Holy Spirit permanently stores through human authorship in the canon of
scripture thousands of words in Greek, Hebrew, Aramaic in doctrines, policies, 
principles and concepts.

 xix. This is divine storage and God the Holy Spirit has provided a spiritual gift to 
certain men the ability to go into the storage vault and bring out these invaluable 
concepts, policies, principles and doctrines and teach them to us in order that they 
can be transferred to our Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 xx. This is the mechanic of the system of faith.
 8. FAITH is NOT the least system of perception it is the highest system and the only 

system whereby you are oriented to life through authority while learning.



 i. This goes to Age 7-9 and after this it changes and from 9-12 the vocabulary 
reaches a point where some start toward empiricism and some toward rationalism 
and this gives us the experimenters and thinkers respectively.

 ii. Therefore the amount of learning which occurs through faith decreases to from 
65-80% depending on Human IQ and vocabulary.

 iii. The IQ tests should have a great deal of vocabulary in them since vocabulary is 
the issue and how you put it together.

 iv. As a person ages and is further educated the amount of information gained from 
faith decreases so that the one who drifts toward empiricism, the Mad Scientist 
has about 0% learning based on faith and accepts no authority and the one who 
has drifted toward rationalism, the Mad Philosopher has about 0% learning based 
on faith and also accepts no authority.

 v. Eventually this goes on all your life but somewhere along the line FAITH maybe 
reclaimed when a person becomes under Positive Volition at gospel hearing and 
has Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine.

 vi. Faith is the only way there can be reality toward God and Bible Doctrine and 
spiritual phenomenon.

 vii. Therefore learning by accepting the authority of a criterion reality of the unseen 
makes faith the greatest system of nonmeritorious thinking

 viii. Faith is building knowledge on the basis of absolute authority or an axiom 
whether it is God exists or 1+1 =2.

 ix. The validity of faith depends on the criterion or object of faith and in Salvation 
the object of faith is Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and the criterion is the ministry
of God the Holy Spirit in common grace ministry.

 9. In the function of the Grace Apparatus for Perception faith is the system of perception 
and the object of faith is Bible Doctrine as communicated by your right Pastor Teacher.
 i. The absolute criterion is the bible itself and the spiritual gift of Pastor Teacher has

the authority and ability to get into the vocabulary of scripture and find and 
understand the principles and concepts and doctrines stored there.

 C. There is a distinction between Human IQ and Spiritual IQ and the reason for this is that many 
people don’t think they are very smart people and think they cannot learn much Bible Doctrine.
 1. There are some who by their own stupidity have abused their bodies and brains by taking 

illicit drugs of any kind and thus chemically destroyed their own ability to think.
 2. Under the system of the Grace Apparatus for Perception they can still learn the realm of 

Bible Doctrine enough to reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and Super-
Grace.

 3. The ONE exception has nothing to do with narcotics of any kind but is related to various 
forms of INSANITY.
 i. Psychotics and certain Neurotics and Psychopathic people cannot learn Bible 

Doctrine.
 ii. They are psychotic or neurotic because of their OWN volition.
 iii. When someone need electric shock or Insulin therapy no Bible Doctrine will ever 

get through to them in bible classes.
 iv. When a person is very very sick they have difficulty learning anything.
 v. Mentally ill people must get their proper therapy before trying to concentrate and 

learn Bible Doctrine.
 vi. In other words GET WELL first.
 vii. These people are totally divorced from reality and never get it and cannot learn 

Bible Doctrine.
 4. Human IQ is mental Age divided by physical age

 i. Mental age is determined by the system of testing in achievement tests.
 ii. Physical age is calculated from date of birth.



 iii. The results is multiplied by 100 to eliminate decimals.
 iv. The cut off for TRUE IQ testing is 14-16 years of age.

 5. Spiritual IQ is determined by the amount of Bible Doctrine resident in the Right Lobe of 
the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 i. This is the (gr) Epignosis or (heb) Chakmah Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul. Col 1:9-10
 ii. (gr) Sophia is Metabolized Bible Doctrine able to be applied to situations of life.
 iii. You must have Bible Doctrine as  Priority #1 in life in order to be “worthy of the 

lord” and you cannot have Bible Doctrine without the function under the Grace 
Apparatus for Perception.

 iv. Epignosis is the source of your spiritual growth in the Spiritual Life.
 D. There must be the exclusion of Human IQ in the system of God for Perception, Cognition, 

Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.
 1. This is a grace system and thus Human IQ must be excluded 1Cor 1:19-2:16

 E. The grace provisions for learning Bible Doctrine:
 1. Formation of and preservation of the canon of scripture.

 i. This is a permanent storage of all God’s doctrines and principles in the devils 
world that being the canon of scripture.

 ii. This includes inspiration as well as interpretation.
 2. Divine authorization of the classroom in the Local Church which is designed to primarily 

be a classroom.
 i. It is only under the authority and discipline of the Local Church where Bible 

Doctrine can be learned.
 ii. The Royal Family of God assemble in the Local Church to learn Bible Doctrine.
 iii. The only right of the congregation in that assembly and true function of worship 

is to learn Bible Doctrine.
 iv. The Local Church must assemble under the principle of the strictest academic 

discipline and the Pastor Teacher has the authority to teach under the function of 
his spiritual gift.

 v. Therefore the Pastor Teacher is the ruler of the Local Church and Deacons are the 
administrators under the Pastor Teacher of the policy established by means of the 
teaching of the Bible Doctrine from the scripture.

 vi. As Bible Doctrine is transferred from the pages of scripture to the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul of the believer he establishes a command post of inner 
residency of Bible Doctrine and this epignosis Bible Doctrine is where spiritual 
growth begins.

 F. Right Pastor Teacher for each congregation:
 1. Very congregation has a RIGHT Pastor Teacher like every man has a Right Woman.
 2. No 2 pastors are the same in personality or appearance or concepts of life or any other 

factor.
 i. There is no such thing as a TYPE of person who is a minister.

 3. There is no such thing as any 2 people being alike in any field or any area of life.
 4. Since every Pastor Teacher is different every believer must find his right Pastor Teacher 

and then stay under his teaching for his whole life.
 5. The seminaries try to determine what a minister should be and then mold all students into

that mold.
 G. Royal Priesthood of the believer in the Church Age:

 1. Every believer in order to preserve privacy and give every believer the same opportunity 
to learn Bible Doctrine, enters the congregation of the Local Church for instruction in 
Bible Doctrine where his identity, talent, ability, success is obscure and unknown as is 
should be.



 2. In the Local Church every believer is a NOVICE despite his accomplishments in life 
without portfolio.

 3. The royalty of the priesthood keeps your life anonymous.
 i. HOWEVER, You can hustle on the street and from business to business but you 

should not ever try to raise money in the Local Church for some business 
enterprise.

 ii. 90% of the time if you do invest money into these things it will never get off the 
ground and you will lose your savings.

 iii. The most vulnerable people are the widows who had inherited money and it 
inevitably would be stolen from them.

 H. Ministry of God the Holy Spirit:
 1. The aristocracy of the Royal Family of God and the royal priesthood is related to the 

ministry of God the Holy Spirit whose function at Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 
God is to provide Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ with a royal family forever.
 i. Regeneration
 ii. Baptism of God the Holy Spirit
 iii. Indwelling God the Holy Spirit
 iv. Sealing God the Holy Spirit
 v. Provision of spiritual gifts.

 2. The objective of the Spiritual Life is balance of residency of the Filling of God the Holy 
Spirit and Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 i. It is the ministry of God the Holy Spirit to make Bible Doctrine a reality in your 

soul.  John 14:26, 16:12-14, 1Cor 2:9-16, 1John 2:27
 I. Human Spirit provided in regeneration by God the Holy Spirit at Salvation Adjustment to the 

Justice of God.
 1. We become therefore Trichotomous again after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God Rom 8:16-17
 J. Laws of Divine Establishment:

 1. Under the Laws of Divine Establishment the national government is responsible to 
protect the privacy and freedom of the Local Church.
 i. All freedom therefore comes from the victories of the military establishment in 

the battles they fight.
 2. The first function of freedom is “religious liberty” where it is essential for their to be 

separation of church and state.
 3. The second function of freedom is Freedom through Military victory where the military 

establishes and protects freedom for the citizens and especially the Local Church on the 
national level.
 i. On the local level the Law Enforcement officer protects freedom, privacy, 

property of the Local Church and individual.
 ii. In our sick society today there is antagonism toward the military which has 

provided and protected our freedom from attacks outside the nation and 
antagonism toward the Law Enforcement officers who ensures it on the local 
level.

 iii. This sick society creates sick people who are put on welfare doles thus increasing 
welfare recipients and at the same time this sick society are KIND to criminals 
and give criminals rights.

 iv. The sick society encourages crime, discourages the military and opposes the 
police officer and it has been this way in the USA since before 1976 and is far far 
worse today.

 4. Proper function of the Judge on the bench and Law Enforcement officer on the corner.
 i. This guarantees and ensures we can meet in the Local Church.

 5. Human Authority as well is essential:



 i. The Pastor Teacher has authority in the Local Church and anyone who rejects the 
authority of their parents, teachers, bosses, coaches, etc will resist the authority of
the Pastor Teacher sooner or later.

 6. Grace Anatomy
 III. The Right Pastor Teacher v10:

 A. Paul is writing Philippians, Colossians, Ephesians, Philemon as a believer in Super-Grace:
 B. His next set of epistles will be as an Ultra Super-Grace believer including Titus, 1st Timothy, 2nd 

Timothy.
 C. Principle:

 1. The manifestation of Paul’s recovery of Status Quo Super-Grace is found in his 
possession of Sharing the Happiness of God and that his happiness is stimulated by the 
interest in doctrine of the Philippians church.

 2. So great was their interest that they sent their pastor Epaphroditis with an offering for 
Paul.
 i. This will be the subject of many principles of giving of money and of one’s soul.

 3. As the apostle who founded the church in Philippi Paul was the original right Pastor 
Teacher is Epaphroditis.

 4. The Philippians have had 3 right Pastor Teachers since their original establishment. Phil 
2;16-30
 i. Paul
 ii. Timothy
 iii. Epaphroditis.

 5. Here is the concept of right Pastor Teacher for a right congregation.
 i. The Pastor Teacher is the link between Bible Doctrine preserved in the canon of 

scripture and doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul of the believer.
 6. There is no spiritual growth apart from the consistent teaching of the congregations right 

Pastor Teacher.
 7. Spiritual growth is not accomplished by works or action but by words and doctrines 

stored in the soul through teaching and the ministry of God the Holy Spirit.
 8. It is not what we do for the Lord which produces spiritual growth but what we know of 

the Lord through Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 9. Spiritual growth is based on content of the soul not energy of the body.
 10. The Stream of Consciousness of the Soul must be saturated with Bible Doctrine and this 

is only accomplished by daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception.
 i. The most important thing we do in life is Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 

Metabolization of Bible Doctrine consistently and daily.
 ii. This cannot occur unless Bible Doctrine is  Priority #1 in life.
 iii. Only as you understand the written word can you come to love the living word, 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 iv. The written word is the thinking of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ the living word.
 v. You cannot know understand, love or appreciate the living word apart from the 

written word in your Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 vi. This is the necessity for regular communion service functions for without the 

residence of the written word you cannot know therefore cannot love the living 
word.

 D. Based on the documentation of this passage it is clear that the word of God in the original 
language has only one correct meaning.

 E. The fact that the Philippians had been thinking about Paul indicates 2 things:
 1. Paul evangelized these people and then taught them Bible Doctrine immediately

 i. They were thus remembering Paul in a wonderful way because he originally 
taught them Bible Doctrine and they appreciated it so much that he would be a 
perfect pleasant memory to them throughout time and forever.



 ii. When someone is your right Pastor Teacher and has taught you a maximum Bible 
Doctrine throughout your life you will appreciate them throughout your life and 
the appreciation goes with the  Priority #1 in your soul placing Bible Doctrine 
above all other things in life.

 2. The people you love you will think about and the things which are most important to you 
in life you will think about.
 i. When there is someone in your life whom you do not think much about and have 

crowded out of your thinking you better take a good long look and decide if you 
actually love them or NOT.

 ii. Whatever you have as important things in life you will think about whether good 
or bad you will think about it.

 iii. Bible Doctrine must be  Priority #1 and with it there will be memory in 2 
directions:
 a. Toward Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
 b. Regarding things important in this life on earth.
 c. (The ability to handle self in a prison camp situation will depend entirely 

on the ability we have to think and our MEMORIES.)

Lesson #107 Series # 454 Phil 4:10
 I. The Right Pastor Teacher continued:

 A. This plus the right congregation is the means of advancing in the Spiritual Life from Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace.

 B. In Super-Grace Status Quo believers have the right priorities with capacity for Life, Love, and 
happiness.

 C. V10-The revived thinking of the Philippians has come to Paul in for form of a very large offering
 1. Paul was not living in the Dungeon but in an apartment with a roman guard and this was 

a very expensive situation.
 2. Epaphroditis was the one who brought the offering from the Philippians to Paul.
 3. All the spiritual advance of the Philippians has come through 3 men, Paul, Timothy, 

Epaphroditis
 D. When you cannot put together a real sentence and think in terms of multiple clauses you are not 

going to be able to understand the presentation of doctrines of Paul.
 E. The difference between an impulsive giver and generous person:

 1. The impulsive giver is of no value and is self centered and calling attention to self and an 
emotional wreck and often is psychopathic.
 i. He is often considered generous and wants everyone to think he is generous.
 ii. These are EVIL persons and an emotional wreck and they try to give the 

impression of generosity.
 iii. These are the most unstable persons around and cannot be relied upon and use 

giving to bribe others to like them, think well of them or to admire them.
 iv. They are the worst menace around the Local Church.
 v. They always want to give but always have strings attached.
 vi. We must beware of both Tight wads and Impulsive Givers 
 vii. It is the impulsive giver who is the worst and who are truly evil and to be avoided 

at all costs.
 2. A Generous giver sits back always looking at those in his periphery and waits for a need 

to arise then he steps in and takes care of the NEED.
 i. This is true generosity and the Philippians.
 ii. There are never strings attached and they give based on love not gain from giving.
 iii. He is not immature as a believer or unbeliever.
 iv. This is the Philippians church members.



 v. Their gift to Paul expressed their love of Paul, Bible Doctrine and the Lord and 
they gave very generously without strings.

 F. Thinking is either LOVE or HATE
 1. No one can love by impulse or emotion

 i. Emotion is not a lover and love takes mentality.
 2. All love is related to thinking.

 i. Communion is expression of our Love of God for Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
by thinking and concentrating in him.

 ii. Thinking and concentration about a person is LOVE
 iii. The emotion is the responder to the thinking in the Right Lobe of the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul.
 iv. Both women and men who get emotional about their OPPOSITE number do not 

love them.
 3. Emotion has no power, strength, stability nor Norms and Standards.

 i. Emotion is nothing unless it is responding to thinking from the Right Lobe of the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 4. If you don’t have words in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul you are not capable 
of love.
 i. It takes words to think and thinking to love all in the soul.
 ii. Love is not how you feel about anything.

 5. These believers in Philippi thought of Paul constantly and wanted to do something for 
him but had no opportunity to do so until his roman imprisonment and this is generous 
giving.

 II. Stability on the right side of history:
 A. The importance of Bible Doctrine; Our priority principle and the most important thing of all:

 1. Doctrine is a scriptural word often translated Doctrine, Truth or Word.
 2. (heb) Emeth == Doctrine Ps 31:5, emphasizes true doctrine as opposed to false doctrine 

from Satan Prov 22:21, Ps 25:5, 26:3, 86:11, 119:142
 3. (heb) Chakmah == Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Right Lobe of the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul Ps 8:1
 4. (heb) Shemuah == Shamah == Hear, the noun is What is heard or assimilated under the 

function of the Grace Apparatus for Perception or Bible Doctrine Is 28:9
 5. (heb) Leqach == Doctrine in the sense of what one receives and understands Deut 32:2, 

Job 11:4, Prov 4:2, Is 29:24 ETC
 6. (heb) Musar == doctrine in the mouth of the communicator in Old Testament Scripture 

and New Testament Scripture, Emphasizing its communication to the hearer, Jer 10:8, 
Prov 1:2, 4:13, 23:23

 7. (gr) Gnosis == Bible Doctrine in the Left Lobe of the soul, 
 i. What is learned and what you know and comprehend.

 8. (gr) Epignosis == Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Right Lobe of the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul.
 i. What is understood and accepted as truth.

 9. (gr) Prognosis == Bible Doctrine in the mind and used for omniscience of God in 
Eternity Past.
 i. Eternity is minus time and Bible Doctrine existed before time therefore doctrine is

dogmatic and in the mind of God it is foreknowledge what God knew are reality 
in Eternity Past.1Pet 1:2

 10. (gr) Gnostos == the potential of learning Bible Doctrine Rom 1:19
 i. This emphasizes the fact that everything in the bible is capable of being known 

and thus not obscure
 ii. When something in the bible is obscure it indicates lack of basic doctrine to 

understand the complex or lack of consistency in the function under the Grace 



Apparatus for Perception so that one has not attained proper growth to 
comprehend.

 iii. Everything stored in the bible is for the understanding of Man.
 iv. There is nothing in the bible which the Ultra Super-Grace believer cannot 

understand.
 v. If there are things in the bible you do not understand put them aside and address 

them after further spiritual growth.
 vi. Asking questions does not always help as it often causes you to be educated 

beyond your ability or intelligence.
 vii. The answer to your question may be simple but if you do not have the basics of 

doctrine you will not understand the answer.
 viii. If a believer is consistent in Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization 

of Bible Doctrine under the Grace Apparatus for Perception and Filling of God 
the Holy Spirit all their questions will be answered by their study.

 ix. The more you study the more you will have questions answered and the more 
questions you will have.

 x. This consistency in the function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception the 
greater the spiritual growth and with spiritual growth there comes greater 
understanding of Bible Doctrine and principles.

 11. (gr) Gnostes == An expert in Bible Doctrine Acts 26:3.
 12. (gr) Logos == The word
 13. (gr) Didoke == Teaching
 14. (gr) Didoskolea == Teacher

 B. Definition:
 1. Bible Doctrine therefore is the content of the canon of scripture communicated by 

teaching.
 i. It it is the communication of a bible subject on the basis of exegesis, analysis from

original languages, context and by classification of subjects.
 ii. It is the content of what is taught from the original languages of scripture.

 2. Grace is the genius of God and Bible Doctrine is the manifestation of that genius.
 C. The legacy of the believer is Bible Doctrine Ps 138:2

 1. God’s reputation is inviolable but Bible Doctrine he has magnified above his reputation.
 i. Therefore the most important thing for any believer is Bible Doctrine and the  

Priority #1 of life must be the consistency in Perception, Cognition, Inculcation &
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 ii. Our understanding of God and his reputation for each of us comes from 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 D. In his dying breath Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ made Bible Doctrine the spiritual legacy of the 
Royal Family of God.  Luke 23:46, comp Ps 31:5

 E. Bible Doctrine preexisted the Human Race Prov 8
 F. Attitude toward Bible Doctrine determines whether the believer is under blessing or Divine 

Discipline in time. Prov 8:33-36
 G. Therefore Bible Doctrine is the basis for distribution for blessings of Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God.
 1. The daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception is the mechanism for 

obtaining maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul and how we follow the colors to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.  Is 
53;12

 H. Doctrine is the basis for distribution of surpassing grace blessings in eternity, Heb 11:9-10 comp
13

 I. Bible Doctrine is more real than any form of human ability perspicacity ie Rationalism or 
Empiricism, 2Pet 1:12-21



 1. When there is a conflict between what you hear see or think or smell or feel the bible is 
always right.

 J. Lack of Bible Doctrine will destroy a nation Hos 4:1-6
 K. Bible Doctrine is part of the principle of Logistical Grace for phase 2.

 1. Logistical Grace, the supply and provision and quartering of the believer to allow him 
opportunity to reach the objective of the Spiritual Life, is divided into 3 categories

 2. In advance from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to 
the Justice of God == Alpha Logistical Grace == Living Grace or what is needed to keep 
you alive in the devils world and provide Bible Doctrine for your intake.

 3. Bravo Logistical Grace is the provision for the believer in moving from Super-Grace A to
Ultra Super-Grace through Super-Grace B No Man’s Land and is a merging of Alpha 
Grace with the 4 categories of Super-Grace blessings obtained at Maturity Adjustment to 
the Justice of God.

 4. For the person who rejects Alpha and Bravo Grace he receives Charlie Grace which is 
Divine Discipline grace.

 5. God is therefore responsible for keeping us alive in the world ruled by Satan and 
providing everything needed to maintain the believer’s physical life and provide 
everything needed for spiritual growth.

 L. The Plan of God is both advanced and vindicated through Bible Doctrine Is 53;10, Rom 3:4
 1. The principle to remember is “God must vindicate his word, Bible Doctrine, wherever it 

is found” especially in the soul of the believer.
 M. The Pastor Teacher or communicator of Bible Doctrine establishes the balance of residence in 

the soul.
 1. There is indwelling of the believers body by God the Holy Spirit at Salvation Adjustment 

to the Justice of God.
 2. There is potential for consistent indwelling and control of the soul of the believer after 

Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God as Filling of God the Holy Spirit.
 3. There is also potential for indwelling of Bible Doctrine in the soul of the believer through

the daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception.
 4. Bible Doctrine is transferred from the canon of scripture to our soul by means of the 

ministry of the Pastor Teacher and function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception and
Filling of God the Holy Spirit.

 N. Therefore the importance of consistency in the function under the Grace Apparatus for 
Perception.
 1. Command to be regular in bible study: Heb 10:25 
 2. Warning against Negative Volition Heb 10:35
 3. Perseverance of Positive Volition Heb 10:36, Col 2:6-7

 O. Some Results of Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, It produces:
 1. Confidence in Phase 2 Job 5:24-27, 2Cor 5:6-8 Heb 10:35
 2. Divine Viewpoint of life Is 55:7-9, 2Cor 10:5
 3. Orients believer to the Plan of God Is 26:3-4, Rom 8:28
 4. Stability of Mind James 1:8
 5. Basis for divine guidance and execution of the Will of God Rom 12:1-3
 6. Leads to Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and capacity and 

ability to love God, Phil 3:10, Eph 3:19, Heb 12:2-3
 7. Attains and holds Super-Grace Status Quo Phil 3:12-14.
 8. Makes it possible to go on to Ultra Super-Grace Phil 4
 9. Attains Surpassing grace for eternity, Heb 11:9+10-13, James 1:25 comp James 2:12-13

 P. There are numerous synonyms for Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
previously studied.

 Q. Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul is the true source of 
happiness Luke 11:27-28



 1. Bible Doctrine must be  Priority #1 in our scale of values.
 III. V11 is the Super-Grace believer realizing that he must move on to the next objective in the Spiritual 

Life.
 A. This realization occurs because he is on the right side of history.

 1. He knows that after Super-Grace there is Ultra Super-Grace and looks at contemporary  
history and realizes that it is time to move out across No Man’s Land of pressures of 
history and life and move into Ultra Super-Grace.

 2. This is the most difficult part of the Spiritual Life for advance .
 3. Advance is relatively easy up to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God but between 

Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace the opposition is intensified greatly.
 B. AT the time Paul is speaking he has no needs at all.

 1. Sooner or later you will have a person come into your life who appears to be so humble 
and meek and think and say how wonderful you are.

 2. You will find that these people are very alert and have 1000 ways to have their hand out 
and beg for things from others.

 3. Paul is not trying to appeal to any emotion and the Philippians are also being extremely 
objective and non emotional.

 4. When you give to these people who are always with their hand out and then for whatever 
reason stop giving to them they will bite the hand that has been feeding them.

 5. They will malign and run you down to everyone who will listen and you cannot ever have
a true relationship with someone who constantly has their hand out for something you 
have that they want.
 i. This does not count for wives and if she has to have her hand out there is 

something wrong in the relationship and the husband should be anticipating her 
wants and needs.

 ii. This is also true of children and it is a disgrace for a child to have to come to the 
father and ask for things when the father should know what the child wants and 
needs.

 iii. This is where a true relationship and true love can exist between Husband and 
Wife and parents and children and Friends.

 iv. Women often do this and when they want something they become sweet and nice 
and when this occurs there really is no true relationship there.

 6. This is true love between Paul and the Philippians and this love is based on Bible 
Doctrine and he knows he will never have to beg for anything from them.

 7. He knows he will never have to put his hand out to them for anything and that it is wrong 
to even do so.

 8. Paul is speaking as a Super-Grace believer not yet in Ultra Super-Grace and one thing the
Super-Grace believer has learned through Metabolized Bible Doctrine is objectivity.

 9. The Super-Grace believer learns total objectivity toward life and the reality of Logistical 
Grace support from God.

 10. There is historical reality of the objectivity in Super-Grace life with regard to thinking in 
terms of logistics and support and never ever to worry about these kinds of things.

 11. No matter your circumstances in life you perpetuate happiness and contentment and 
blessing.
 i.  A soldier taken prisoner by communists can still have happiness.
 ii. Life’s circumstances change radically but happiness still resides in the soul.
 iii. There must be maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul for this to be reality.
 12. Circumstances do not change you but YOU CHANGE CIRCUMSTANCES.

 i. There will be for all of us something in life which is very very DULL.
 ii. A dull circumstance can break a person and when people get bored with their 

situation and quit they will be bored with the next one.



 iii. This occurs in marriage, jobs, professions, military, etc.
 iv. They are always looking for something pleasant and if there is any discipline 

involved or any routine involved they can’t stand it they react to it.
 v. The dull circumstances or boring ones or disaster changes YOU and when you are

partying and happy you are one person but when in a dull routine you are another 
person entirely.

 vi. This means circumstances can make or break you and circumstances control you 
and therefore you will never be very happy in this life.

 vii. In life there is much dull routine, difficult boredom and disaster in life and if you 
are a slave to circumstances today you will also be tomorrow and never will you 
be free from it as long as you live with your varying circumstances..

 13. One of the great blessings coming to the Super-Grace believer is to NOT ever be broken 
by circumstances but to make his circumstances.
 i. A dull job or course in school or some mickey mouse operation which could drive

you crazy and turn these into something wonderful and happy.
 ii. You can do this also with disaster but you must have maximum Metabolized Bible

Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and is really only for the 
Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace believer.

 C. Self Sufficient contentment:
 1. This is adaptability to any difficult circumstance in life.

 i. When things are dull you weave a web around it and encompass it with happiness,
challenge, blessing and stimulation.

 ii. This is the same things in disaster.
 iii. Circumstances don’t make or break you but you make circumstances.

 2. The believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God becomes content and self 
sufficient taking his contentment in his soul wherever he goes and when in a dull 
situation he converts it into pleasure and blessing.

 3. The believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God is never a slave to 
circumstances because of blessings and provision of Super-Grace blessings.

Phil 4:10
v10: Now I have received very much inner happiness, greatly Sharing the Happiness of God, by means of the Lord because 
now at last you have revived your objective thinking concerning me; indeed you were also objectively concerned and thinking 
of me, but you had no opportunity to demonstrate your love thinking and concern.
Phil 4:11
v11: Not because I am speaking with reference to poverty, lack, adversity or need for I have come to know, learned through
instruction from Bible Doctrine, in whatever circumstances I am, to keep on being self sufficient with contentment.

Lesson #108 Series # 454 Phil 4:12
 I. The Conservative Digest, Jan 1976, Barry Goldwater (Photo), News, Dave Garaway, Joan Crawford, 

Angela Davis (black militant communist), Congressman Toby Moffett, Audrey Roe Coleman.
 A. A very conservative periodical
 B. Without Metabolized Bible Doctrine there can be no sanity in the believer in our current 

situation.
 II. Conclusions v11:

 A. Poverty or lack is never an issue for the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 
neither are any other circumstances an issue.

 B. Poverty normally represents to most the adverse circumstances of life.
 C. This verse says circumstances are never an issue to the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God.
 1. The believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God is never a slave to his 

circumstances being happy when they are good and miserable when they are bad.



 D. The believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God has Sharing the Happiness of God and
Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in all circumstances of life.

 E. For The unbeliever or reversionistic believer circumstances are always the issue and his 
happiness or lack of it is based in circumstances.

 F. To this category circumstances determine happiness or lack of it.
 G. With the exception of the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God members of the 

Human Race are slaves to their circumstances.
 H. To the Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace believer circumstances are never an issue and the 

resources of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God provide freedom and independence from 
circumstances.

 I. (gr) autarkes == technical STOIC word meaning “independent self sustaining individuals free 
from circumstances of life”.
 1. This is well chosen as a word because the philosophy of Stoicism held above all else self 

sufficiency.
 2. Paul uses this for the function of the Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace believers being 

free from circumstances
 3. Happiness for the believer in Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace DOES NOT depend on 

circumstances
Heb 13:5-7
v5: Let your way of life be free from the lust patterns of the Old Sin Nature or love for money, power, details of life etc; 
keep on being content with what you possess for he himself has said in the past with the result that it stands written forever “I 
will never abandon or desert you or neither will I ever forsake or desert you Deut 31:8 Isaiah 41:10”.
v6: so that being bold or confident with maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
We say (Ps 118:6) the Lord is my helper in Logistical Grace and I will not be afraid of anything in life or death, or what man 
will do to me”.
v7: Be thinking about, concentrating on, remembering and sticking with those, Pastor Teachers, who themselves as an 
expert leader guides you through doctrine and rule and govern with authority, by policy first enucleated from Bible Doctrine, 
over you in the Royal Family of God, who are such a high quality category, who have communicated the word FROM THE 
God, Bible Doctrine to your greatest advantage; from the source of whom, you are to be imitating or emulating THEIR 
DOCTRINE and still retain your individuality, concentrating on the doctrine when tempted to leave the Local Church and 
Pastor Teacher carefully considering the end of the issue of their manner of life to reach Ultra Super-Grace.

 i. This is our security not SS which in fact ruins a nation.
 ii. SS upsets the economy and creates helpless people 
 iii. It is based on unsound economic principles and it to actually be expected from our

idiotic government.
 iv. The government in economic pressure simply prints more money and this is their 

means of divorcement from reality.
 v. If all SS came due at one time there is not enough money in the world to pay it.
 vi. The worst things ever to happen to his nation has been: Welfare programs, Social 

Security, Socialism in all its aspects.
 vii. SS is a vicious satanic concept of true EVIL.
 viii. A sick society always creates helpless people and then uses them through 

distribution of money, to assuage their guilt complex ie WELFARE or 
SOCIALISM.

 ix. In addition the sick society is soft on crime and a promoter of crime and the sicker
the society the more there is unrestrained crime.

 x. This same sick society is always anti Military the source of our freedom, and Anti 
Police the source of our privacy and local blessing and freedom.

 xi. Our sick society has destroyed the American motivation for the American dream 
which brought men over to this country to live, work and prosper.

 xii. When you have a system of free enterprise any person with the right attitude of 
soul can go from being totally broke to millionaire and all it takes is moral 
courage, drive, incentive, wisdom and common sense.



 xiii. We are creating more and more helpless people and a monster of crime and also 
destroying the basis for our every freedom.

 xiv. The 2 most highly honorable and respected professions in the world are Military 
service and Law Enforcement.
 a. For saving the nation communication of Bible Doctrine is the key.

 xv. Service professions with Waiters and Martie De functions.
 4. The reality of being a believer in the Royal Family of God is that we must have no fear of

life or circumstances and the Lord is my helper, my security, my welfare, my SS, and true
men and women have confidence in the Lord above all else and have maximum 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 5. The only way to turn around any sick society is for there to be maximum Metabolized 
Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul of the Super-Grace and Ultra 
Super-Grace believers and ONLY the remnant of Grace the Pivot of MATURE believers 
can turn around a sick society.

 III. The objective beyond Super-Grace – Ultra Super-Grace.
 A. Review the categories and content of Logistical Grace support from God for the believer.
 B. Charlie Grace is a lifetime of Divine Discipline in grace for the believer in reversionism.

 1. Warning Divine Discipline
 2. Intensive Divine Discipline
 3. Dying Divine Discipline of the Sin Unto Death.

 C. Paul has been debased in going through his Jerusalem reversionism having fallen from Super-
Grace to reversionism.
 1. Paul was in reversionism in going to Jerusalem starting with Warning Divine Discipline 

and moving into Intensive Divine Discipline and almost going to the Sin Unto Death 
dying Divine Discipline.

 2. In addition referring to his Status Quo of Super-Grace Paul relates his understanding of 
both Charlie Grace and Bravo Grace,  Charlie Grace as Divine Discipline for 
reversionism, and Bravo Grace support for Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 
Super-Grace.

 3. Paul is not talking here about Circumstances but about Status Quo as a believer in 
reversionism and Super-Grace.

 4. All Super-Grace believers live in prosperity and this of course varies with the individual 
and the time in which he lives and other aspects of his life.

 5. Much of the Super-Grace prosperity may not be visible and the degree of its visibility 
varies with the individual.

 6. Very often there is a manifestation of Super-Grace blessings which are overt and 
displayed.

 7. Paul learned in several geographic locations about blessing from God for his reversion 
recovery and reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God again.

 8. Once reversionistic and now Super-Grace Paul had been initiated into the doctrines and 
policies and processes of Super-Grace blessings and reversion recovery.

 9. Paul’s understanding of reversion recovery and Status Quo Super-Grace have caused him 
to realize there is something beyond Super-Grace for the believer in the Royal Family of 
God.

 10. When Positive Volition continues toward Bible Doctrine it results in being “well fed” 
with a saturation of Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 11. The Super-Grace believer hungers for more and more Bible Doctrine which is needed for 
the next objective in the Spiritual Life.

 12. In AD62 Paul in Rome is enjoying the prosperity of Super-Grace Status Quo.
 13. In addition Paul comments on lacking the Ultra Super-Grace Objective and is not 

commenting on being in poverty and suffering for Jesus the idiotic statement of holy 
rollers.



 14. Paul here is a Super-Grace believer who is incredibly prosperous and the only thing he 
lacks is NOT prosperity of material things but the final objective of Ultra Super-Grace.

 15. Paul says he knows how to be degraded as a part of his past reversionism and how to be 
in prosperity of his present Super-Grace.

 16. This is the Status Quo of every believer who reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice 
of God and maintains their Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine so that the more Bible
Doctrine they receive the more Bible Doctrine they will desire and it brings them closer 
and closer to the final objective of Ultra Super-Grace.

Phil 4:12
v12: In fact, I have come to know, during my reversion recovery, both how to live in helpless humiliation, shame, 
degradation, debasement or adversity from reversionism and Charlie Logistical Grace of Divine Discipline of the past; also, I 
have come to know or experienced how to live and function in success or in prosperity of the 5 categories of Super-Grace 
blessings in the present, in every place and in all circumstances; I have been initiated by understanding the doctrines and 
policies of God, instructed in the past with the result that this instruction stays with me, having learned the secret both of how 
to be well fed, filled or face plenty being saturated with Metabolized Bible Doctrine, and how to hunger desiring more and 
more Bible Doctrine leading to Ultra Super-Grace, and how to prosper and be in abundance in Super-Grace and how to be in 
lacking the Ultra Super-Grace Status Quo.

Lesson #109 Series # 454 Phil 4:12
 I. Dr. Grady 1975 The State of our Nation.

 A. Books, National Suicide;  Wall street in the Bolshevik Revolution
 B. This discussion on the state of the US in 1975 is over 20 minutes of this lesson.
 C. He demonstrated that in 1975 the national debt was truly 6 trillion dollars.

 II. principle:
 A. We  have a sick society for many many decades and a sick society makes helpless people and 

places them in a position to be wards of the government.
 B. A sick society promotes crime because of our society and government being soft on crime 

refusing to punish appropriately criminals.
 C. A sick society despises and military and Law Enforcement officers and make them the scape goat

of everything even though the military provides freedom protection on a national basis and the 
Law Enforcement officers on a local basis.

 III. The determination to reach Ultra Super-Grace:
 A. v13 is a Positive Volition statement expressed by a Super-Grace believer

 1. v13 is ONLY for Super-Grace believers not for infants nor advancing believers ONLY for
believers in Super-Grace Status Quo.

 B. This is talking about having ENDOWED POWER not ability.
 1. The believer in Super-Grace has the endowed power of Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul to move across No Man’s Land to Ultra Super-
Grace.

 2. The inherent endowed power to move from Super-Grace A to Ultra Super-Grace across 
No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B is from maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 3. God the Holy Spirit in the function of the Grace Apparatus for Perception John 14:26, 
16:12-14, 1Cor 2:9-16, 1John 2;27

 IV. The logistics for the advance: v14-
 A. Logistical Grace:

 1. Alpha Grace
 i. All that God must do to keep us alive int eh world of Satan after Salvation 

Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 ii. It is Logistical Grace for Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 iii. All temporal and spiritual provisions for spiritual growth and life.



 2. Bravo Grace
 i. All that it takes to go from Super-Grace A to Ultra Super-Grace across the No 

Man’s Land of Super-Grace B with its intensification of distraction and 
obstruction to spiritual advance.

 ii. It is a combination or merging of Alpha Grace with Super-Grace Blessings from 
our 4 categories of blessings for Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 3. Charlie Grace
 i. It is the alternative for Alpha Grace and Bravo Grace for the reversionist who 

rejects Bible Doctrine.
 B. Super Grace Giving v14-18

 1. Paul is not expressing his appreciation for the gift but the issue is stating the principle of 
Super-Grace living and Logistical Grace between Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace.

 2. The principle in giving is like farming and the more you sow the greater you will receive 
for giving.

 3. All true giving has grace motivation and this has nothing to do with emotion, gimmicks 
or arrogance.

 4. Every penny given by a growing or mature believer under the Filling of God the Holy 
Spirit and application of Bible Doctrine is a bonifide function of the Royal Family of God
priesthood and commemorates the Grace of God fulfills the principles of worship and 
becomes the means of perpetuating Bible Doctrine teaching and makes it possible for the 
believer to fulfill his purpose in life in attaining Ultra Super-Grace.

 C. One characteristic of Super-Grace is balance of residence of God the Holy Spirit and 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 D. Honorable Giving:
 1. Few people understand true generosity and there are true and false systems of generosity.
 2. False Generosity is found in emotional giving and is pseudo generosity.

 i. This is telling a story to appeal to the emotion of those there and get them to give.
 ii. Giving with strings attached is the quintessence of selfishness and self 

centeredness and is in fact bribery to purchase affection
 iii. Approbation LUST giving to have people say what a great person you are.
 iv. Tithing is taxation in the Mosaic Law and is not giving but is trying to bribe God 

for 10% of your income.
 3. True giving is giving by soul functions from application of Metabolized Bible Doctrine to

experience.
 i. It is motivation from Metabolized Bible Doctrine and love in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul.
 ii. This is why all churches should close their doors if there is not enough money 

since there is not enough Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the souls of the 
congregation to support the church and motivate people for true giving.

 4. The failure of giving means failure of Bible Doctrine to reach the Right Lobe of the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul of the believers in the congregation because of 
failure of the communicator to provide proper doctrinal teaching.
 i. Better to close the church than to ask anyone for a dime for the church.

 E. The giving of the Philippians to Paul in Rome was true honorable giving without strings.
 1. The pressures or adversities of Paul refers to Paul's roman imprisonment AD62
 2. The unsolicited but timely giving of the Philippians indicates a maximum number of 

Super-Grace believers in that congregation.
 3. Giving apart from pressure or coercion is a manifestation of Super-Grace Status Quo.
 4. Super-Grace provides the true motivation for grace giving which is a part of Logistical 

Grace.



 5. Giving without emotion or gimmicks indicates the vast inner resources of Metabolized 
Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Souls of the Philippians which 
provided their correct motivation.

 6. The Super-Grace believer under Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ and Sharing the Happiness of God has capacity for life and love and is correctly 
motivated to give in an honorable manner.

 7. The function of giving must be related to honor and integrity.
Phil 4:13
v13: “I have the endowed power of maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, to 
attain all things regarding Ultra Super-Grace and Dying Grace, by means of the one, God the Holy Spirit and the Grace 
Apparatus for Perception, who keeps on pouring the power of Metabolized Bible Doctrine into me”
Phil 4:14
v14: However, you have functioned honorably giving from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul, without strings and apart from emotion or lust or bribery, when you shared by giving money and entered into 
partnership with me in the adversity of the pressure of my roman imprisonment.

Lesson #110 Series # 454 Phil 4:15
 I. With regard to teaching children they must never be neglected.

 A. In order to teach anything you must understand and have accepted it as reality in any field
 1. Teaching information to others is never developed in the same way by any 2 people.
 2. It is a failure of any school write long detailed lesson plans and expect every teacher to 

follow them to the letter.
 i. (COMMON CORE CURRICULUM)

 3. Some teachers actually open up the lesson plan text and simply read from the pages there.
 4. They don’t even know it and could not teach it that way or any other way.

 i. {(ff) I have seen professors in college who stand in front of a class and READ 
from a text book for their lecture presentation}

 5. The greatest professors and teachers never follow lesson plans but have outlines and 
never refer to it knowing totally and understanding their subject.

 6. No longer since 1970’s is it a pleasure for a student to enter any college classes for the 
emphasis is not now nor has it been for a very long time on educating the student but the 
emphasis is on ‘research’
 i. {(ff) In my tenure however short it was at University of Bridgeport I was 

responsible for terminal research papers by students, one student did a paper on 
“research papers” and his findings were interesting in that in the United States 
there are over 1,000,000 papers published each year and LESS THAN 1% have 
any valuable information accurately presented.}

 7. Since the 1970’s and far far more today the children in public schools are exposed to the 
most ghastly anti American information imaginable.

 8. We will (after the 70’s) have and we have had a whole generation who cannot understand 
anything with regard to American history or math or any other thing.
 i. {(ff) When I was doing substitute teaching in the mid 70’s I went to my high 

school for a “shop class” and not being certified in shop I was to hold a study hall 
hour and simply have the students sign a roll sheet for attendance.  Some of these 
senior high school students COULD NOT WRITE THEIR NAMES.  With current
trends in education being far worse today many students will not be able to 
cursively write anything and will not be able to READ cursive thus not able to 
read the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, not the bill of rights of the
United States of America.}

 9. Students since the 70 have been saturated in public schools with liberalism, socialism and
communist propaganda.

 10. To offset this trend Berachah started Operation Zoom to enhance the teaching in the prep-
school.



 B. We are dealing with a sick society since after WWII and a sick society always produces the 
wrong concepts in teaching and teaches the wrong content in classes.
 1. Review Sick Society principles above.
 2. The sick society always produces regulated people who are never free people.
 3. We are like what happened to the roman empire and are in fact teetering on self 

destruction today.
 II. Principle:

 A. Giving apart from pressure or coercion is a manifestation of Super-Grace Status Quo.
 1. All giving must be on a grace basis.
 2. Whenever a church must ask for money it is already finished.
 3. The moment a pastor begs or tries to bleed the congregation for money with gimmicks 

this church is already through as a spiritual entity.
 4. One of the most important principles and concepts ever developed in Bible Doctrine is 

the fact that all giving must be from grace orientation and totally apart from coercion and 
emotionalism.

 5. In effect when a church no longer gives it is indicative of the failure of spiritual growth of
the congregation and therefore the doors should be closed and boarded up.

 6. There is no such thing spiritually as ever asking or soliciting funds for any reason and 
giving must come from motivation from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul.

 7. Giving without emotional involvement or gimmicks indicates the vast inner resources of 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul providing correct
motivation for giving.

 8. The believer in Super-Grace with Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ and Sharing the Happiness of God and having capacity for life is so correctly 
motivated that he gives honorably and with integrity without coercion and money should 
never be mentioned in the Local Church except when it is discussed in a passage in the 
study of Bible Doctrine.

 9. There never is any reason to ask for money and when it becomes necessary to do so the 
church has failed and the Pastor Teacher has not communicated enough Bible Doctrine 
for the people to advance.

 10. The greatest giving and truest of all forms comes from the believer in Super-Grace and is 
prosperous financially and who gives without coercion of any kind it being strictly a 
matter of GRACE ORIENTATION.

 III. V15:
 A. Paul is teaching advanced believers and can start teaching without entering into basic concepts 

here of giving since Super-Grace believers are involved.
 1. Paul had to leave Philippi after the conversion of many believers including the Jailer to 

save him embarrassment he left after evangelizing them.
 2. He did however leave behind timothy as their Pastor Teacher to continue to teach them 

principles of Bible Doctrine.
 3. No believer in any church in any place had grown in the Spiritual Life enough nor had 

the motivation to contribute or give to Paul and support his ministry.
 4. This is not a complaint but a statement of Status Quo.
 5. NEVER give until you are properly motivated to do so or because of gimmicks or sad 

stories.
 6. Paul is saying that NO Local Church under his authority had the motivation or spiritual 

growth to understand the true principles of giving and contribute to Paul for his ministry 
EXCEPT the Philippians.

 7. None of the many churches developed in this area of the world were able to apply the 
doctrines of giving and receiving from their personal spiritual growth.

 B. Summary:



 1. One of the sure signs of understanding and accepting Bible Doctrine is to translate the 
doctrine into grace action.
 i. Doctrine as Gnosis is knowledge which is simply understood but not having 

accepted it as reality it cannot be applied in any way and therefore not taught 
either.

 ii. Review Gnosis, Epignosis, Suniesus, Suniedesus, Sophia
 iii. When you teach doctrine to little children NEVER go with memorization of 

scripture but always go with teaching doctrinal vocabulary.
 iv. When children or anyone else simply memorizes things and do not understand the

vocabulary they learn nothing and can use none of it.
 v. It is the vocabulary storage which starts spiritual growth.
 vi. Translation of Metabolized Bible Doctrine into GRACE action is called Sophia 

and is the true motivation for giving or any operation of the Christian Way of 
Life.

 2. You cannot apply Bible Doctrine you know as gnosis knowledge understood but only 
doctrine you understand as accepted doctrine.
 i. Doctrine must be accepted by faith under the function of the Grace Apparatus for 

Perception and operation Z to be able to be applied.
 3. Doctrine as Gnosis in the Left Lobe cannot be applied or used or form the basis for 

motivation.
 4. Only Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of 

the Soul as epignosis is able to be applied.
 i. This is Sophia or Wisdom
 ii. Epignosis is FULL UNDERSTANDING or FAITH ACCEPTANCE.

 5. The Philippians not only knew the doctrines of Giving and Receiving as gnosis but 
FULLY understood it as epignosis and therefore were able to apply these doctrines .

 6. Therefore these Philippians applied the doctrine of giving and were therefore were the 
only Local Church contributing to the financial support of Paul at a critical time of his 
ministry.
 i. God is able to use the SOPHIA believer in logistics and Logistical Grace support.
 ii. Review Logistics principles and definitions:
 iii. Logistical Grace in 3 categories:
 iv. Alpha or Living Grace

 a. Provision from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 v. Bravo or Near Grace
 a. Provision from Super-Grace A to Ultra Super-Grace merging Alpha Grace 

with Super-Grace Blessings from Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 
God.

 vi. Charlie of Disciplinary Grace.
 a. Provision of Divine Discipline for those who are under Negative Volition 

consistently to Bible Doctrine to keep them miserable for the rest of their 
lives.

 b. Warning, Intensive and Dying Divine Discipline.
 7. Grace action in the Royal Family of God originates from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in 

the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul not gnosis Bible Doctrine in the Left Lobe.
 8. The Philippians demonstrated by their grace giving their reception of Bible Doctrine and 

metabolization of Bible Doctrine and resultant spiritual advance.
 9. These believers are ready to follow Paul from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace 

 i. When Paul says to MOVE OUT in Philippians in Chapters 1-4 and follow him 
they are ready to do it and follow him through No Man’s Land to Ultra Super-
Grace.



 ii. The way they have given manifests their Super-Grace motivation Paul having 
never addressed giving, this is their response to his teaching and also teaching  us 
what it means to give.

 iii. They are therefore ready to move out into No Man’s Land into Super-Grace and 
Ultra Super-Grace demonstrated by the saturation of Metabolized Bible Doctrine 
in their Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 iv. Their residence in Super-Grace Status Quo is demonstrated by the large offering 
they send to Paul they being very wealthy people having been prospered under 
Super-Grace blessings and they are giving of their substance as part of the 
Logistical Grace principle.

 C. When Paul (Acts 17:1-9) went immediately after leaving Philippi to Thesalonica the believers in 
Philippi were already sending offerings for his support.
 1. The took up regular offerings and administered and processed them and then as some 

point sent an offering to Paul for his support.
 2. This is all the result of spiritual growth which motivates giving.
 3. True motivation for giving is based on the application of resident Bible Doctrine in the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 4. Paul had a need for support but he did not tell anyone about it the Philippians did not 

know about it and did not need to know about it.
 D. Principle:

 1. To send an offering once might denote emotional giving but to do so more than once 
denotes again correct motivation as documented here.

 2. It is not the impulsive one shot emotional gift which actually counts but the consistent 
and faithful application of Bible Doctrine for the perpetuation of giving under Grace 
Orientation.

 3. Grace Orientation in giving is based on maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and / or Spiritual growth.

 4. Giving in the Christian Way of Life must never be associated with bribing God for 
blessing.
 i. Under the principle of grace GOD cannot be Bribed.
 ii. Therefore NO tithing.

 5. Grace giving reflects grace motivation.
 6. Grace giving denotes grace growth.
 7. Grace giving is that spiritual function of the royal priesthood expression worship 

commemorating the Grace of God and with the  Philippians and all believers in Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God expresses Occupation with the Person of Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ.

 IV. Paul changes the subject to defend himself against gossip which said he used the gospel to become a 
wealthy man.
 A. Paul did not desire nor solicit gifts from the Philippians to become rich from the presentation of 

the gospel and Bible Doctrine as was said by the Judiasers following him.
 1. Paul knew that Super-Grace believers including the Philippians need to express  the 

Metabolized Bible Doctrine resident in their souls and giving is a type of worship where 
the Bible Doctrine in the soul can be expressed.

 2. God uses the Super-Grace believer in Philippi as part of his Logistical Grace provision 
and supply and furthermore this giving is a part of worship and the function of the royal 
priesthood of the believers which commemorates GRACE.

 3. Thus we see the obvious principle of Logistical Grace supply where Paul provides for the
need of the Philippians in the form of Bible Doctrine for their Spiritual Growth.

 4. As a result of their growth they are properly motivated and prospered thus can provide 
the needs of Paul from their prosperity while Paul provides their needs from his 
prosperity.



 B. Every Super-Grace believer will  have different prosperity in life.
 1. Paul has spiritual growth prosperity and he provides Bible Doctrine for the congregation.
 2. As a result of that Bible Doctrine being converted to epignosis and Sophia the 

congregation has material prosperity and they become a part of Logistical Grace support 
for the Pastor Teacher whose time must be totally devoted to the study of Bible Doctrine.

 3. God uses Super-Grace believers therefore to bless the communicator of Bible Doctrine in 
their periphery by association.

 C. Review Super-Grace Blessings in 5 Categories.
 1. Paul’s temporal blessing is related to his ability to take in learn Bible Doctrine and then 

communicate it.
 2. Blessing by association occurs as he communicates Bible Doctrine to his congregations.
 3. The congregation takes in the Bible Doctrine and their blessing is temporal in the form of

wealth.
 4. The Blessing by association of the congregation is giving financial support to Paul.
 5. Each implements the needs of the other because of spiritual advance from Metabolized 

Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 6. Giving of the believer is a worship function commemorating the Grace of God.

 D. Review Logistics:
 1. It is inevitable that believers in Super-Grace will be materially prospered no matter the 

condition of the nation they are in.
 i. They are prospered in times of national prosperity and also in times of national 

adversity and decline or disaster.
 ii. One of the factors is FINANCIAL WEALTH, SEE David and is giving to his men

in his military unit.
 iii. The answer to this great wealth is maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 E. Giving is the application of Metabolized Bible Doctrine resident in the Stream of Consciousness 

of the Soul of the believer.
 1. In this passage giving is the application of maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 

soul of the collected Super-Grace believers in philippi.
 2. Such giving accumulates to the Super-Grace believer as profit of Divine Good which 

glorifies Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 F. Many people have great desires to do things in life but cannot do them having no resources 

available to them and have no capacity for being able to do them.
 1. The Super-Grace believer has great capacity for life and also the resources to accomplish 

the things he would like to do in life.
 2. The Super-Grace believer reasonably can expect to have great prosperity in 5 categories.
 3. There are extreme riches for all believers is Super-Grace.
 4. As a recipient of the offerings from the Philippians Paul is a wealthy man and will have 

more than he needs for the rest of his life.
 5. Paul describes the offering from the Philippians as a fragrant odor emphasizing fond 

memories
 V. Principle:

 A. Every member of the Royal Family of God is a royal priest.
 B. Every priest makes sacrifices or offerings.
 C. The sacrifices of the royal priests in the Church Age are NOT animal in  nature but include:

 1. Rebound sacrifice an expression of worship as its basis.
 2. Daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception Heb 13:10
 3. Daily worship Heb 13-13
 4. Separation in your Mental Attitude from EVIL Heb 13:13
 5. Praise and appreciation of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ. Heb 13:15



 6. Divine Good production done under the Filling of God the Holy Spirit with application of
Bible Doctrine. Heb 13:16

 7. Giving Heb 13:16, Phil 4;18
 i. This is not sacrificial giving but an offering expressing grace.

 8. Academic discipline and the ability to concentrate under the Filling of God the Holy 
Spirit Heb 13:17

 9. Prayer Heb 13:18-19
 D. The Old Testament Scripture Levitical priesthood offered animal sacrifices to commemorate 

GRACE.
 1. The Royal priesthood of the Church Age offers sacrifices compatible with this 

dispensation.
 2. These are the application of Bible Doctrine to experiences.

 E. The Levitical sacrifices commemorated grace in anticipation of the cross therefore the use of 
animal sacrifices BUT the Royal Family of God priesthood are retrospective looking back to the 
cross therefore commemorating grace historically.

 F. The Levitical priesthood offered animals while the royal priest offers the volition and mentality 
of his Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and expression of Bible Doctrine from his soul.

 G. Everything extends from that.
 VI. Doctrine of GIVING:

 A. Definition:
 1. Giving is an expression of worship commemorating the Grace of God.

 i. Therefore is should be free from solicitation, coercion, bullying or any emotional 
appeals.

 2. It is the function of the royal priesthood in worship.
 3. It is the means of inculcating teamwork and coordination in the Royal Family of God.
 4. Generally it is the presentation of material wealth which can be used to sustain the 

doctrinal teaching in the Local Church.
 B. The Principle of Giving:

 1. In Old Testament Scripture Prov 11:24-25
 i. Fundamentalist or baptist sacrificial giving makes the believer flat broke.
 ii. It is attempted approbation lust being motivated to BRIBE God.
 iii. The soul of the Super-Grace or generous person will be totally prosperous.
 iv. NO TITHING.

 2. In the New Testament Scripture 2Cor 9:7, No gimmicks  nor emotional stimulation.
 C. The concept of Tithing:

Phil 4:15
v15: And now you Philippians yourselves also know, recognize, understand that in the beginning of my ministry in Philippi 
with reference to the gospel or good news, when I had departed from Macedo'nia and left you behind, not one church had 
contributed to me with reference to the application of the doctrines of giving and receiving except you and only you
Phil 4:16
v16: Because even in Thessaloni'ca you had sent an offering more than once for my needs.
Phil 4:17
v17: Not because I desire or seek after or solicit the gift; but I desire or seek after the grace production of Divine Good 
which accumulates to your account with reference to your doctrine.
Phil 4:18
v18: Moreover I have received in total all things of Super-Grace blessings (SG2), and now have more than enough, a great 
abundance and extreme riches; in fact I have been completely filled and fully influenced with the highest quality of Super-
Grace giving with the result I have been filled with maximum blessing (SG2), I, having received from Epaphroditis the 
monetary gifts collected from you, an pleasant sweet odor of fragrance of memories, an acceptable propitious offering, well 
pleasing to God.

Lesson #111 Series # 454 Phil 4:19
 I. Review Doctrine of Giving



 A. No one should be giving until he has some Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul.
 1. The more doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul the more the motivation of 

the believer changes.
 2. There must be Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 

from function under Op Z and the Grace Apparatus for Perception for proper giving to 
occur.

 3. No matter how much money a person has Bible Doctrine must precede giving.
 4. It is not the amount of money you have it is the amount of Bible Doctrine you have for 

true straight giving.
 5. Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul must precede money in the bank so 

that there is a balance and motivation is from Grace Orientation from Metabolized Bible 
Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 6. This means that no matter how much or little money you have is not the issue, you must 
be able to give as an expression of grace so that it counts as unto the Lord.

 7. YOU must have Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 
and Filling of God the Holy Spirit at the time of giving and the MONEY is secondary and
in giving it is the Bible Doctrine and motivation which counts not the money.

 8. The believers in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God are the ones who actually 
support the church and if you have to ask for money it is always out of line.

 9. No person of any status has a right to solicit money in a church.
 10. Money is never the issue and Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ threw the money changers out

of the temple.
 11. A single dime given from maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul is more meaningful than $1,000,000 given with wrong 
motivation.

 B. The Principle of Giving:
 1. Both old and new testament principles are the same for giving.
 2. In Old Testament Scripture 

Prov 11:24-25
v24: There is one, with the spiritual gift of giving, who gives generously yet he becomes more prosperous based on 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul; but there is also one who is stingy and does not
give what he should give and it results in only poverty.
v25: The soul of the mature believer with Super-Grace blessing who is generous will be completely prosperous, but 
he who gives water will also himself be caused to have water. (water is wealth for agricultural economy)

 i. Fundamentalist or baptist sacrificial giving makes the believer flat broke.
 ii. It is attempted approbation lust being motivated to BRIBE God.
 iii. The soul of the Super-Grace or generous person will be totally prosperous.
 iv. NO TITHING in giving and 10% of your income is never spiritual giving not now

or ever.
 3. In the New Testament Scripture 2Cor 9:7, No gimmicks  nor emotional stimulation.

2Cor 9:7
v7: Each one in the Royal Family of God must do as he has made up his mind or determined or has been 
motivated in his Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, so let him give, not reluctantly or grudgingly 
or under mental pressure or compulsion of emotions or from any necessity from false motivation, for the God keeps on
loving the gracious or a grace oriented or well motivated giver.

 C. Concept of Tithing in the Old Testament Scripture:
 1. This is not a part of the doctrine of giving but is associated by many Christians with 

giving.
 2. It was not ever spiritual giving in Israel.
 3. It was a 10% tax for the support of the Levitical  priesthood under Divine Institution #4
 4. It is the only true system for income tax.



 5. All other systems of taxation are immoral and evil and no national government should 
ever be taxing a higher percent than anyone else.
 i. This concept is immoral, evil and anti God.

 6. Taxation should work so that everyone is taxed 10% for all money they have access to 
spend and benefit from.

 7. When you charge more to those who make more that is vicious evil.
 8. EVERYONE rich or poor must pay the same percentage of their prosperity and God does

not authorize the taxing of ability.
 9. When you tax wealthy or successful people MORE you are taxing their ability and 

destroying their initiative and incompatible with the Divine Institution #4 national 
government.

 10. 10% was their regular income tax.
 11. Both Jewish believers and unbelievers tithed because they were citizens of Israel not 

because they were or were not believers.
 12. There were 3 categories of taxation in Israel and they were not spiritual giving:

 i. Tithe for maintaining the Levitical priesthood of the Levitical Tribe.
 a. They had to live and  have animals for sacrifice.

Num 18:21+24
 ii. There was a 10% income tax for the costs of the Lord’s Feasts and sacrifices on 

the observed Holiday.
 a. Holiday is English for HOLY DAYS

Deut 14:22-24
 iii. No socialism nor welfare state functions BUT Once every 3 years there was a 

special 10% additional income tax  in order to take care of the poor of the land 
Deut 14:28-29

 13. The command for a 10% tax across the board is in Mal 3:8-10
Mal 3:8-10
v8: Will a man defraud or rob God? Yet, God Says, you are robbing me. But you all say, `How are we defrauding 
or robbing you Oh God?' But he, God, Says, In your 10% taxes (tithes) and offerings. 
v9: You are cursed with a curse, for you are defrauding or robbing me; the entire nation in reversionism defrauds
me. 
v10: Bring the entire tax of 10% into the treasury of the nation (NOT THE Local Church), so that there may be 
food in my house; and test me now in this thing, says the LORD of the Armies, See if I will not open for you the 
windows of heaven and pour out blessings for you until there is not room enough to contain it.

 i. We must remember the type of government Israel had, Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ was head of the government.

 ii. The  Jews were evading their 10% income tax and the believers who were Jews 
were not positive enough to Bible Doctrine to be motivated for their offerings.

 iii. In the Old Testament Scripture the word used for spiritual giving is 
‘OFFERINGS’.

 iv. So in places where it says Tithes and Offerings, the tithes are taxes the offerings 
are spiritual giving.

 v. V10 is a command to both unbeliever and believers to bring the 10% into the 
treasury of the government not the Local Church because in the time of Malachi 
there WAS NOT LOCAL CHURCH.

 vi. When the believer gives spiritually according to Metabolized Bible Doctrine in 
the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and under the Filling of God the Holy 
Spirit God is saying he will pour vast blessings from heaven on him.

 vii. He will receive more prosperity for giving more.
 14. In addition Sacrificial giving is not what you give above 10% of your money.
 15. Many people have been deceived by the concept of tithing and false spiritual giving.



 16. When the Lord disapproves of a ministry where there is no teaching of Bible Doctrine 
then the money will dry up and the Local Church should close.
 i. When no one is motivated by Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of 

the Soul to give then Bible Doctrine is not taught either correctly or at all.
 ii. This is a Local Church where there is a good deal of Negative Volition toward 

Bible Doctrine 
 iii. When people in a Local Church are under Negative Volition toward Bible 

Doctrine they should leave the Local Church and join a club or organization 
somewhere else.

 iv. Giving must be motivated from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul ONLY.

 v. This is the way it should be and there is no other way to run a church.
 vi. It is contrary to policy of Berachah church and R. B. Thieme Jr. Ministries for 

ANYONE TO SOLICIT MONEY FOR ANY REASON.
 vii. The most degrading thing in the world is to have your hand out and be a whiner 

and if you are completely broke clean yourself up and look your best and never let
anyone ever know it.

 viii. NEVER ASK ANYONE EVER FOR EVEN A SINGLE DIME FOR ANY 
REASON.

 D. The concept of giving in the New Testament Scripture in the Church Age:
1Cor 16:2
v2: On the first day of every week (Sunday), let each one of you put something aside and save, on the basis of your
prosperity, so that no collection need be made when I arrive. 

 1. Paul was coming to pick up their donation for relief of those in Jerusalem but he did not 
want them to be collecting while he was there so he told them to use the true principle of 
giving.

 2. You should always put aside some on the basis of your prosperity and if you are not 
prosperous you are not expected to do any kind of giving.

 3. There is no percentage for giving it is only a matter of how God has prospered you 
personally.

 4. First in spiritual prosperity considering the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in your Stream of
Consciousness of the Soul.

 5. Second in material wealth and financial conditions.
 6. NO ONE ever should give and deprive the family of food or good clothing.
 7. As the Lord prospers you is the only percentage to be considered.

 E. Doctrinal principles of Giving:
 1. Giving is a Mental Attitude in every circumstance of the Spiritual Life.

 i. Not presentation or donation of money 
2Cor 8:2
v2: In the midst of severe testing of great pressure of Super-Grace B and Ultra Super-Grace, the superabundance 
of their happiness and their extreme poverty super abounded because of their riches in their generous Mental 
Attitude.

 ii. They had a generous Mental Attitude and gave on that basis not on the basis of 
funds which they did not have.

 2. Giving must be an expression of free will.
 i. Giving must occur from free volition without gimmicks or coercion

2Cor 8:3
v3: That according to the standard of their ability I testify, and beyond their ability willingly and voluntarily of 
their own free will they gave.,

 3. Giving must express an attitude toward the lord before it can be an attitude toward others 
in the Plan of God.



2Cor 8:5
v5: Not even as we anticipated but they first gave themselves to the Lord and then to us by the purpose, design 
and will of God.

 4. Giving depends on the consistent function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception.
 i. No one can or should properly give spiritually until he takes in Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine.
2Cor 8:7
v7: Moreover just as in everything you have super abounded in the sphere in faith, doctrine and knowledge both 
in diligence and application also in the sphere of your Love or Relaxed Mental Attitude from you to us with the result 
that you also super abounded in the sphere of this grace giving.

 ii. Faith doctrine and knowledge  must occur first, then diligent application of Bible 
Doctrine then a Relaxed Mental Attitude and then giving can be proper.

 iii. There must be preparation in the areas of Bible Doctrine and Relaxed Mental 
Attitude before spiritual giving can occur.

 5. Giving must be related to GRACE
2Cor 8:9
v9: For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich as eternal God, yet for your sake he
became poor as true humanity, that you through his poverty of the cross you might become rich in Super-Grace and 
Ultra Super-Grace in all categories.

 6. Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul producing 
spiritual prosperity precedes giving.

2Cor 8:12
v12: For if Positive Volition based on Bible Doctrine is present this is acceptable whether he has or does not have or
gives or does not give.

 i. If you have no money NEVER ever be embarrassed about what you do or DO 
NOT give.

 ii. When the plate is passed and you are very positive toward Bible Doctrine and you
have nothing to give let it go right on by and feel no compulsion to give.

 iii. Go to bible study ONLY with Positive Volition and never put money in the 
offering or give an offering for any reason if you are broke and all you have is 
Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine.

 iv. You are never required to give and in the Local Church the passing of the plate is 
only a matter of convenience and never should be an embarrassment to anyone 
ever.

 v. Giving is an expression of worship and if your attitude is one of Positive Volition 
toward Bible Doctrine and you have no money it counts for giving even if you put
nothing in the offering.

 7. Giving is effected by attitude toward Bible Doctrine.
2Cor 9:6
v6: Now this I communicate: That one sowing sparingly will also reap sparingly, but the one sowing on the 
principle of blessing of Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul will also reap.

 8. Therefore giving is related only to the doctrinal content of the soul.
2Cor 9:7
v7: Each one in the Royal Family of God must do as he has made up his mind or determined or has been 
motivated in his Right Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, so let him give, not reluctantly or grudgingly 
or under mental pressure or compulsion of emotions or from any necessity from false motivation, for the God keeps on
loving the gracious or a grace oriented or well motivated giver.

 9. God provides both spiritual and material capital for grace giving
2Cor 9:8



v8: For the God is able (omnipotence) to make all Grace super abound to you, that always having all sufficiency 
(temporal security) in everything you may have an super abundance (super grace blessing) with reference to every 
divine good function or production.

 10. The most effective grace giving comes at Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
2Cor 9:10-11
v10: He, God, who supplies seed to the sower and bread for food will also supply and multiply your seed for sowing
or money for giving, your resources and increase the harvest of your righteousness.

 i. If you want to give he will give you money.
 ii. You cannot give what you don’t have therefore GOD will give to you so you can 

give.
 iii. If it were not for the provision of God you would nothing to give and giving 

would not be an issue and never is since Bible Doctrine is the only issue.
 11. Generosity of the mind leads to generosity of giving and a person is never generous 

without a generous soul.
 i. To a person who has a generous soul giving only expressed the generosity of soul 

and it is never a strain for that person under any conditions no matter what you are
giving.

 ii. People often get upset when they receive a gift and get more than expected 
because they have no capacity for living.

 iii. Just say thanks and roll on.
 iv. A generous soul will express generosity in life and there is no big deal about it 

and it expresses itself.
 v. A generous soul is shattered when someone thinks they must pay back a dinner or 

something given to them must be paid back.
 vi. A generous soul never expects a return and there never are strings attached to the 

gifts in affection or that something must be done for them.
2Cor 9:11
v11: You will be enriched in everything as blessing in time parlayed into blessing in eternity, for great generosity, 
which through us is producing thanksgiving to God;

 F. Super Grace Giving or giving in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Phil 4:14-18
 II. The Logistics of Super-Grace giving:

 A. Review Logistical Grace:
 1. Alpha or Living Grace for spiritual advance support from Salvation Adjustment to the 

Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 2. Bravo or Near Grace for spiritual advance support from Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God to Ultra Super-Grace with Super-Grace blessings added to Alpha Grace for
this support.

 3. Charlie Grace is the alternative in Divine Discipline for the reversionistic believer in 
order to redirect his attention back to Bible Doctrine and the Plan of God.

 B. God takes upon himself the responsibility for your logistical support from Salvation Adjustment 
to the Justice of God to your departure from this earth.
 1. As a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and member of the Royal Family of God 

Your Logistical Grace support will always fall into one of these 3 categories of logistical 
support.

 2. It is Logistical Grace support from God which keeps the believer alive on this earth and 
you could not be alive without that support from God.

 3. In addition you have clothing and food and shelter and whatever you possess for 
transportation.

 4. You must realize that God does and in fact MUST provide this support for both believers 
under Positive Volition and also those under Negative Volition.

 5. In addition you have material to keep you interested in other things in life for “hobbies”.



 6. The difference between Charlie Grace and Alpha Grace & Bravo Grace is God has 
provided for you logistically preserved Bible Doctrine and a Pastor Teacher to present it 
and a Logistical Grace or some other means of listening to what is taught of Bible 
Doctrine under the ministry of God the Holy Spirit and the Grace Apparatus for 
Perception and those under Positive Volition toward this provision they receive Alpha 
Grace and Bravo Grace support and move consistently toward Maturity Adjustment to the
Justice of God and for those not interested in this provision they receive Charlie Grace as 
Divine Discipline to reorient their thinking and motivation toward the Plan of God and 
Bible Doctrine and God in fact keeps these believers alive a very long time as part of 
their Logistical Grace support.

 7. All believers have guardian angels and are protected from demons and all things which 
would and could destroy you, Satan begs God to turn over to him believers to torture in 
life.
 i. Apart from you using your own volition to kill yourself God will keep you alive 

and even under attempts of suicide God must allow your death or simply allow 
you to suffer from your failed attempt.

 8. We must thank God constantly for our provisions and even under Charlie Grace we 
should be thanking God for the Divine Discipline since he is keeping us alive in order 
that we can pull ourselves back into the Plan of God.

Lesson #112 Series # 454 Phil 4:19
 I. The master plan for the prep school and how to organize any system.

 A. Using military procedures to know How to teach young people, an excellent dissertation on how 
to teach using imagination.

 B. This announcement was very good and took about 44 min of the lesson.
 II. V19:

 A. The giving of money as a part of priestly worship is a continuous process throughout life.
 1. When you reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and Super-Grace this giving 

is based on great motivation from Cat 1 of your Super-Grace blessings and material 
capital from Cat 2, and this gives blessing by association and also historical blessing as 
well.

 2. Money given by the believer is provided by God in grace and since giving is a sacrifice 
of the Royal Family of God priesthood God must provide Motivation and the action from
Cat I and II.

 3. This is the Philippians gift to Paul and it could have been up to $100,000
 B. Review Logistical Grace.

 1. Alpha, Bravo, Charlie Grace
 C. Paul here is out in No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B and under fantastic Occupation with the 

Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and this is part of Bravo Grace.
 1. Paul had a deficiency, he was saturated with Bible Doctrine but short of cash.
 2. Philippian believers had a deficiency of doctrine and a surplus of cash.
 3. The Philippians are now wealthy having reached Super-Grace and received material 

blessings from God and God used their prosperity of Super-Grace to bless Paul on the 
road to Ultra Super-Grace from Super-Grace.

 4. The Philippians were providing support for Paul moving across No Man’s Land of Super-
Grace B to Ultra Super-Grace.

 5. God’s logistical implementation of provision to move across No Man’s Land to Ultra 
Super-Grace is based on using the blessings of the Super-Grace believer for support for 
those moving to Ultra Super-Grace.

 6. Because of the monies given in worship there is now a bit of a deficiency in the pockets 
of some of the Philippian believers as Super-Grace believers, and God provided for them 
under Logistical Grace .



 7. God replaces the money given in worship under Logistical Grace provisions.
 8. The Philippians gave to Paul and Paul was supported to provide Bible Doctrine for many 

people and they then went back to God and he provided more and they gave more etc etc.
 9. Giving is hauling seed to the church and when you go back and there is no more seed in 

your bin then you stop giving.
 10. Because the Super-Grace believer is filled with Bible Doctrine he will be filled with 

money to express his worship with.
 D. In the true function of giving both Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of

the Soul and money in the pocket coordinate.
 1. This is a coordination of blessings Cat I motivating function in Cat II.
 2. God will provide the 2 things needed to give in this order:

 i. Bible Doctrine first for motivation for legitimate worship.
 ii. Money Second to express Logistical Grace and worship.

 3. The Logistical problem will be solved in this way in perfect coordination with Super-
Grace Blessings.

 4. When the Pastor Teacher stops teaching Bible Doctrine then the giving cuts off and this is
a light to say close down the church.
 i. This is the Pastor Teacher who starts whining and using gimmicks to raise money.

 5. Giving is not an issue nor a problem and you don’t have to teach people how to give.
 6. If they have Bible Doctrine they are motivated to give.
 7. You don’t people how to be generous if it is a Mental Attitude.
 8. Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul will motivate the 

believer to give because he is motivated properly.
 9. (Romans were great because they always had a 10% income tax so that they never 

destroyed their economy.  Above all else the romans despised one thing above all else, 
that being Homosexuality
 i. A politician could be immoral and be one all his life and no enemy ever used this 

against him.
 ii. They were always tough on homosexuality and removed them when ever they 

appeared from any public function.
 E. Sacrificial giving is not an amount but the attitude with which it is given.

 1. The sacrifice is in the Mental Attitude.
 2. What makes the sacrifice legitimate was the Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul which was related to the sacrifice.
 3. This is only a Mental Attitude and has nothing to do with any amount of the gift.

 F. For spiritual giving you must have:
 1. Metabolized Bible Doctrine 
 2. Money which will not deprive YOU nor anyone in your family of any necessity of life.
 3. Giving is most often distorted in its place in the Spiritual Life.
 4. Having Money is a RESULT of the Super-Grace life and Super-Grace blessings and 

therefore giving is most effective when the believer has reached Maturity Adjustment to 
the Justice of God.

 5. The Super-Grace believer giving 1 cent is grace giving whereas a reversionist giving 
$1000 trying to buy something in the Spiritual Life does not count even for giving.

 6. It is the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and the 
motivation which counts.

 7. It takes 2 kinds of capital to produce sacrificial giving which is worshipful giving:
 i. Spiritual capital of maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul
 ii. Material capital of some money or commodity to make spiritual giving.

Lesson #113 Series # 454 Phil 4:19



 I.  Giving:
 A. It is a coordinated effort and the emphasis should never be on giving.

 1. Maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul must 
come first before giving.

 2. People need not be trained to give for it is the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream 
of Consciousness of the Soul which motivates giving.

 3. If you are minus Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul you have not 
motivation and no one should ask you for anything.

 4. If you have Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul then you don’t 
need to be asked because the motivation is there.

 5. There is a coordination between Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul and material blessing provided on the basis of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 
God.

 6. These 2 are blended into the act of giving.
 7. When a pastor fails to communicate Bible Doctrine to the congregation they will be 

minus Bible Doctrine and even if they have tons of money he should never ask for it in 
fact when no one gives because of true motivation the church should be closed 
immediately.

 8. Believers in this category may have money but it is not part of their Super-Grace 
blessings and they have no Bible Doctrine and thus are not motivated and without 
motivation should not give.

 9. If they have not received Bible Doctrine from the pulpit ministry of the Local Church 
obviously they have not Bible Doctrine and without Bible Doctrine they should keep 
their money and the whole point of the Local Church is malfunctioning.

 10. Whenever a church has giving envelopes for missionaries or the church or begs for 
money or asks for money outside of teaching a passage dealing with giving is an 
admission of total and complete failures.

 11. Most clergy have become mealy mouthed beggars and are constantly asking for money.
 II. Doctrine of Logistical Grace reviewed:

 A. Definition:
 1. It is the military science of supply and provision and planning and troop movement and 

quartering and supplying.
 i. Only a one part of logistics is under the quartermaster and is “beans and bullets”.
 ii. It is getting troops across the battlefield and the movement of  troops and 

principle of supply as well as many other things in provision for and sustaining of 
troops.

 2. Logistics takes cognizance of these things whether the troops are advancing, retreating, 
evacuating, on Recon, Attacking, Exploiting breakthroughs or Pursuing.

 3. Logistical Grace is the divine provision and supply for the Royal Family of God in the 
world of Satan to sustain them in order that they may have the opportunity to reach 
Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 B. Categories of Logistical Grace:
 1. Alpha Grace – Living Grace is that grace provision from God to sustain the believer and 

provide everything needed for his life and for him to be able to be consistent in the 
Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine to the first 
objective of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 2. This includes all the temporal necessities and spiritual security for reaching Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 3. It is everything God must do to keep the believer alive in his movement from Salvation 
Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 4. 2 Categories of Alpha Logistical Grace:



 i. Temporal Provision == all that is needed to keep you alive and be sustained in 
your personal circumstances including
 a. Food
 b. Shelter
 c. Clothing
 d. Transportation
 e. Air & Water

 i ) No matter what others say about the quality of the air you will live 
long enough to reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 
under the Plan of God and his Logistical Grace provision.

 ii ) Environmental Protection and Ecology as a political issue is totally
EVIL.

 ii. Spiritual Provision == all that is needed for the believer to continue to advance 
from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the 
Justice of God to Ultra Super-Grace.
 a. Soul Provision == the preservation of our soul so that we will always have

enough mental capacity to inculcate and store Bible Doctrine in the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 b. We have security in life with our own personal squad of guardian angels 
on point and flanking us and bringing up the rear guard.
 i ) These angelic beings protect us from any demon attacks on our 

person and from anything which might hinder us from advance in 
the Spiritual Life.

 c. In addition we have a provision of our own right Pastor Teacher and Local
Church to learn Bible Doctrine.
 i ) Our only purpose for life is to grow in grace and glorify Jesus of 

Nazareth, The Christ and so that God might have the ability to 
personally bless us and give to us the blessings designed for us in 
Eternity Past.

 iii. These are our Logistical Grace provisions in moving from Salvation Adjustment 
to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 C. 2 Parts of Bravo Grace or Near Grace: Phil 4:5
 1. This is the Logistical Grace which sustains the believer going from Super-Grace A 

through Super-Grace B No Man’s Land to Ultra Super-Grace.
 2. Bravo Grace is a continuation of all the Logistical Grace provisions given by God for 

advance from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God to Maturity Adjustment to the 
Justice of God and this combined with the Super-Grace Blessings we receive at Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 3. This is the Logistical Grace support needed by the believer to cross No Man’s Land with 
its intensified opposition to his spiritual advance.

 4. There is intensified conflict and a new hypersensitivity and infiltration of all types of 
subjectivity and anything to distract the believer in his advance and this is one of the most
vulnerable areas of the Spiritual Life for the believer to leave Spiritual Maturity and fall 
into total reversionism as did:
 i. Abraham
 ii. Moses
 iii. Jeremiah
 iv. Paul

 5. Despite the conflict being intensified in moving from Super-Grace A to Ultra Super-
Grace it is more than worth the trip and effort it takes.



 i. Once you reach Ultra Super-Grace for the rest of our life in Ultra Super-Grace 
you will have GREAT pressure and this pressure will only make your happiness 
more intense.

 ii. This Ultra Super-Grace Status Quo is the place of the greatest happiness in life 
and it is greatly intensified by opposition.

 iii. When people do things to wrong you it will only make you more happy and you 
cannot be miserable nor unhappy in Ultra Super-Grace.

 iv. When people try more and more to wrong you they often simply die of frustration
unable to have any effect on your happiness.

 6. It does take a bit of effort on the part of God to get you there.
 D. Charlie Grace or Disciplinary Grace == the means of trying to get believers in reversionism and 

under Negative Volition toward Bible Doctrine back into the Plan of God and addressing Bible 
Doctrine.
 1. This is Divine Discipline of many kinds and in many areas.
 2. It is the Divine provision of Discipline and punishment for the reversionist in time.
 3. The believer can only be under Divine Discipline in time and once he dies he will be 

under NO MORE sorrow, tears, pain, death.
 4. This grace system is for the believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ who has no interest 

in Bible Doctrine past or present and no interest in the teaching of Bible Doctrine.
 5. The believer who rejects Bible Doctrine and bible teaching by his right Pastor Teacher 

God has a provision for this believer who is in reversionism and under the influence of 
evil which is disciplinary grace.

 6. Charlie Grace comes in 3 stages:
 i. Warning Divine Discipline
 ii. Intensive Divine Discipline
 iii. Dying Divine Discipline == Sin Unto Death.
 iv. This could be stretched out over a very long period of time since some of the best 

training aids for advancing believers is for them to come into contact with these 
reversionists.

 v. Every church has its reversionists and they remain in the Local Church for a 
reason to train believers so that we know there is a great deal of dependence on 
the Lord we need when we contact these people.

 E. Good strategic decisions require great moral courage.
 1. The greatest courage in the world is not physical but moral courage.
 2. This is part of being a great leader and no man can be a great leader without moral 

courage.
 3. Sooner or later the leader must make a decision that will hurt someone or kill people and 

this takes a great deal of courage and nerve to make these decisions.
 4. The great strategic decisions demand great moral courage and also a correct interpretation

of Human History and correct applications to history.
 5. Great leaders will make both good and bad decisions but they must not cause them to fail 

totally.
 6. These men must have great moral courage and interpret history correctly and the fact is 

that in the Angelic Conflict Each of us as Royal Family of God MUST make decisions 
equivalent to those made by great leaders in war which require great moral courage.

 7. Divine Logistical Grace has provided for us the Bible Doctrine needed if we are under 
Positive Volition we will be able to interpret Human History properly to make such 
decisions in the greater conflict of the Angelic Conflict.

 8. Never in our history in the United States have we needed believers as we do not to 
properly interpret the time in which we live so much even more so that in 1976 now in 
2017.

 9. There is very little if any Americanism left in this country now in 2017. 



 10. In election years we always have zealous people who go out to support a candidate and 
we have always had a 3rd party which is conservative in its policies and people think that 
this candidate will save the country.  

 11. People thought this with the election of Mr. Trump and he has done much good for this 
nation to this time in 2017 but HE WILL NEVER SAVE THE NATION EVER.

 12. The only thing which will save this country is the advance of believers to Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace A and then for some to use Bravo Grace to 
move to Ultra Super-Grace.

 13. No matter how any votes go in any election the candidates will never save this country, 
the only salvation for this nation is the remnant of the election of super grace.

 14. There are more than enough believers to save this nation but we need many more in 
Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace.

 15. We can get information about what is going on in the nation from bible study but there 
never should be politics involved in any Local Church and no electioneering.

 16. The only issue in the Local Church must be Doctrine and that is the only thing which will
save this nation any way.

 F. The greater implications:
 1. This is related to giving and the true issue in giving is Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 

Stream of Consciousness of the Soul not the amount of money which is given.
 2. You will have something to give when you have Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul and the amount or percentage you give is inconsequential.
 3. The issue is and always has been Bible Doctrine not money given to the Local Church.
 4. Never should there be a sacrifice of going without to give to the church.
 5. Giving is not what you have in your pocket or wallet but what is in your SOUL.
 6. If you have nothing in the wallet but maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream

of Consciousness of the Soul that is enough for giving.
 7. Tithing is not spiritual giving and it is a straight across the board 10% income tax which 

is the only truly valid way for income tax to be structured.
 8. It is immoral and evil to have graduated income taxes.

 G. You will have needs as never before and we will be subjected to the greatest propaganda drive in 
United States history.
 1. Everyone will become panacea conscious during any important election.
 2. The Panacea syndrome will sell us on a plan to make America great again.
 3. We have fulfilled the prophecy of this lesson where everyone not is guaranteed some sort 

of livable income.
 4. Every bit of money the government spends and all that they do with our money including 

paying the salaries of those who function in anti Americans in principle such as the IRS 
which is both anti constitutional and anti American.

 5. This nation may or may not survive.
 6. If it does we will go from there and it will be because of the believers in Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God in the pivot.
 7. If it does not survive many will die and in fact must die and many believers will die for 

they are suckers for some political candidate.
 8. The major problem in that even if a great man gets elected he will and does as seen with 

Mr. Trump have incredible resistance to making any great changes.
 H. We must face this issue:

 1. Whose wealth are we using?  Satan’s Evil propaganda pseudo prosperity wealth or the 
Wealth of God.

 2. We must use the wealth of God which his unlimited and infinite.
 3. We as Royal Family of God have the opportunity to draw on divine wealth or going back 

to the Leeks and Garlics of Egypt.



 4. We since the 1976 and before that era hear constant evil and each year it gets worse and 
worse.

 5. We will be tempted to get involved in some panacea to save the situation.
 i. When elections occur we have all the 18 -20 year olds who know nothing voting, 

and all the Africans, and all the Hispanics, and all the Mexicans even the illegals, 
and all the liberal women and all the cockatoo's all voting for some idiot.

 ii. Mostly we have a lot of Old Sin Natures voting as well.
 6. It was never the intention of our founding fathers to extend the voting franchise beyond 

Property Holders, Veterans, and Males.
 7. The worst thing which ever happened to this country was when the allowed the passage 

of Women’s Suffrage and that was the beginning of the end.
 8. Now the candidate must appeal to millions of women and when a candidate appeals to 

that many women he cannot be any good.
 9. Any man who appeals to that many women is not a man but an IDEAL and ideals are 

easily evaporated.
 10. Women see a politician as a mist and one good strong wind and he is gone and there is 

nothing there.
 11. This was the beginning of the downfall of the system of our republic but we can survive, 

and it depends on what Wealth we think is better.
 12. As in 1976 we saw again in 2008 and 2012 the vast use of media to build up the 

candidate who stood for destruction of this nation.
 13. These candidates want to preserve the welfare socialism system and to exhaust our 

resources to feed starving in the evil vicious world.
 14. This effort is one to keep vicious and unrestrained Old Sin Natures alive so they can kill 

Americans and destroy the nation when the next great war comes.
 15. We have to be smart but this requires Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 

Consciousness of the Soul.
 16. You must have logistical supply from God and this is the Bible Doctrine.

 I. As part of the Royal Family of God we have the potential of reaching Maturity Adjustment to the
Justice of God and Super-Grace Status Quo.
 1. This provides for us the temporal and spiritual assets to sustain the nation because of the 

blessing received for this Status Quo position in the Spiritual Life.
 2. As Royal Family of God we have available UNLIMITED divine assets which are grace 

assets which become a reality upon reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 
Super-Grace.

 3. The Super-Grace believer is a maximum and effective giver and an effective person in 
preservation of the nation and in prayer and as a student of Bible Doctrine.

 J. The issue for our major consideration is clearly stated in this verse.
 1. Are we going to tap into divine resources or are we going to rely on human or satanic 

pseudo resources.
 2. Is our time, energy, thinking going to be turned into the direction of some political 

messiah.
 3. Politics has never solved anything except to give JOBS to Imbeciles.
 4. The only answer to anything in the world of Satan is Bible Doctrine.

Phil 4:19
v19: Now My God will keep on implementing, fulfilling up the deficiency of all of your every spiritual and material need on
the basis or according to the standards of his wealth or riches in glory by agency of being in union with Christ Jesus.

Lesson #114 Series # 454 Phil 4:20
 I. Knowing JT a 6 year old friend of the Col of at least 3 years giving a Prep-school report

 A. He had taken 2 whole pages of NOTES. (Makes me feel stupid at 68 for not taking MORE 
notes).



 1. 6 points on SHEEP
 2. 10 Points on Authority

 II. The Doxology is a response to a great book and every book of the bible.
 A. The importance of responding to Bible Doctrine teaching is emphasized here.

 1. Anyone under Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine will have to note and respond to the 
doxology of Paul.

 B. God the Father is personally the father of every believer in the Church Age and in Human 
History 
 1. The designation is a emphasis on the concepts of Logistical Grace and its source.
 2. All glory belongs to God and he has a monopoly on Glorification.
 3. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ has made it very clear that God the Holy Spirit is here to 

glorify Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in the Church Age.
 4. This takes all the holy rollers, tongues movement people and consigns them to the shit 

pile.
 C. AMEN == So let it be, or So be it.
 D. God the Father can provide Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace blessings in time he is a source 

for glory in time as well.
 III. V20 the focus is on God the Father and glorification of God the Father.

 A. In V21-22 those who are up to date on v20 have a rapport regardless of personality or age or any 
other factor.
 1. Age has nothing to do with the rapport of those under Occupation with the Person of 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 B. Rapport among the beneficiaries of Super-Grace Blessings

 1. The GREETING of romans was to salute by bringing the clenched fist across their chest 
and moving it quickly down to their side when acknowledged.

 2. There are many writers who say that the romans survived for 1000 years because they 
HATED HOMOSEXUALITY.
 i. The Homosexual was the lowest person in the totem pole and were executed 

when found.
 ii. The Politician could be immoral as was Caesar but no one thought anything about

this as long as he had ability in his field.
 iii. If however he was homosexual he was out immediately and often executed 

immediately.
 3. Here the greeting is verbal and is a momentary Rapport among Super-Grace believers 

who have Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul in 
common.

 C. The concept of “saint” is not goody two shoes but refers to the Royal Family of God.
 IV. The social life of the Royal Family of God:

 A. Attitude toward Bible Doctrine divides and splits all Church Age believers into 2 groups of 
mutually antagonistic groups.
 1. Those under Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine will love the brethren also under Positive 

Volition and never get along with those who are under Negative Volition to Bible 
Doctrine but will love them from afar and the further away the better.

 2. Those under Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine despise those who are under Positive 
Volition to doctrine.

 3. There never is 100% rapport among believers in the Church Age because there never is 
100% Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine.

 B. Positive believers are advancing toward Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God while 
negative believers are retreating into reversionism.
 1. There never is nor can be rapport between those advancing and those retreating.
 2. See the Battle of Shiloh.
 3. The idea that we as believers should be saturated with sweetness and light is for the birds.



 4. The greatest split and division in humanity is in the Royal Family of God.
 5. There are those retreating into reversionism and those advancing to Maturity Adjustment 

to the Justice of God Super-Grace.
 6. They have nothing in common except that they all have made Salvation Adjustment to 

the Justice of God and will be in heaven in a Resurrection Body minus the Old Sin 
Nature and Human Good.

 7. The social life of the Royal Family of God can become very very complicated.
 C. Former friends and close associates become separated by Status Quo in the Christian Life.

 1. Families are very often divided by attitude toward Bible Doctrine 
 i. Parents from Children
 ii. Husbands and Wives
 iii. Friends
 iv. Loved ones

 2. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ said he did not come to bring peace but brought a sword to 
divide families.

 3. Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ was a divider NOT a linker.
 4. We are so full  of brotherly love domestically and internationally Love the communists 

and Love the Moslems, Love the Chinese, ETC, ETC.
 5. This is not LOVE at all.

 D. Bible Doctrine is a divider of family friends and loved ones.
 E. The viewpoint of the believers in reversionism and those in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of

God are antithetical and Without compatibility.
 F. The believer under the influence of evil has no capacity for love or friendship.
 G. Rapport is destroyed between the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God between 

Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace and the reversionist moving through the 8 stages of 
reversionism.
 1. There cannot be rapport between a believer in Super-Grace B No Man’s Land and the 

reversionist and there is no compatibility.
 2. There is nothing which can draw them together.
 3. If the husband is moving to Ultra Super-Grace in No Man’s Land and the wife is in 

reversionism there is NO COMPATIBILITY IN ANY AREA and there is not way to fake 
it.

 4. This is the same between parents and children and friends etc since for the believer with 
Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine, It, Bible Doctrine is the only thing of any importance 
to them in life.

 H. The believer who begins his advance in the Spiritual Life without his old friends MUST forget 
them.
 1. If a friend or loved one is not going ahead in the Spiritual Life with you then YOU must 

forget them all if they get in the way of the advance to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice
of God.

 I. Both in the advance to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and through Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God to Ultra Super-Grace Occupation with the Person of Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ and Bible Doctrine is the only issue and friendships which do not go in that 
direction with you FORGET THEM.
 1. If you are married however, and have been incompatible for many years DO NOT use 

this as an excuse to get out of the marriage.
 2. Neither should you use the concepts of Right Man / Right Woman.
 3. Don’t use Bible Doctrine as an excuse to get out of a terrible marriage, use 

incompatibility and at least be honest about it.
 4. If you are going to blow out a marriage call it what it is and admit the mistake and that 

you don’t want to be nagged for the rest of your life.
 5. BE HONEST about it.



 6. Eventually other believer who are also under Occupation with the Person of Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ will form a nucleus of your social life as you advance in the 
Spiritual Life.

 V. The believers in Rome who have remained with Paul and have Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine have 
rapport with Paul and with the Philippian believers many many miles away from them.
 A. All Super-Grace believers advancing in the Spiritual Life have rapport with all others.
 B. V22 points out that believers in Super-Grace advancing in the Spiritual Life can pass the 

prosperity test.
 1. Even though some believers are VIP in many ways it has not kept them from Bible 

Doctrine.
 2. These great rulers and administrators of the empire their prosperity has not deterred them 

from Bible Doctrine and even though they are in great prosperity they are now as part of 
the palace function it has not turned them from Bible Doctrine.

 C. The principle of Grace Equilibrium:
 1. Grace Equilibrium provides stability in grace prosperity.

 VI. Principle of Advance to Ultra Super-Grace:
 A. This is very similar to the end of 2nd timothy and this gives a perfect summary and extract of all 

he has said.
 1. This is what carried Paul and what carries each believer to where God can and does bless 

us.
 B. The Human Spirit is the key to taking in more and more Bible Doctrine.

 VII. Doctrine of Spiritual Maturity:
 A. Human maturity has nothing to do with age or physical development but it is when you begin to 

take responsibility for your own decisions.
 B. In the Spiritual Life we start with Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God and are spiritual 

infants being just born again.
 1. Then we must move to adolescence in the Spiritual Life and finally to Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 2. This is where the great blessings are and were production is effective and where the 

dynamics of the Spiritual Life exist.
 3. This is where you have perfect expression of the royal priesthood and fulfill the royal 

ambassadorship.
 4. This is where you come to the reality of being in full time Christian service.
 5. It is in adolescence when the believer over thinks the function of the ambassadorship of 

the Royal Family of God and becomes involved in doing great things for Christ when he 
faces the first great potential for failing in the Spiritual Life and entering reversionism.

 6. The other great potential for failure is in No Man’s Land of Super-Grace B moving 
toward Ultra Super-Grace.

 C. Definition:
 1. Maturity represents the maximum spiritual growth of the believer in time.
 2. It is defined under 2 categories:

 i. Super-Grace
 ii. Ultra Super-Grace

 3. Maturity is the objective for the believer of keeping the believer in time after Salvation 
Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 4. Maturity is the only means of glorifying Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 
 i. No human works of any kind ever can glorify Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ

 5. Maturity is the tactical victory of the Angelic Conflict designed to complement the 
strategic victory of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ which is the cross, Substitutionary 
Spiritual Death, resurrection, ascension and session.

 6. Maturity is the complement of our lord’s battlefields royalty and our means of saluting 
his royalty.



 7. Maturity is the productive Status Quo of the Royal Family of God.
 8. Maturity is the key issue in Phase II of the Plan of God for the believer.
 9. Maturity is the manifestation of the believers correct scale of values and Modus Operandi

of right priorities.
 10. Maturity is the Modus Vivendi of Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ.
 11. Therefore maturity is the divine objective for the believer in time and the purpose for 

many commands in the scripture and the only way to glorify Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ in time, the basis for all temporal and eternal rewards and blessings in the 
Christian Way of Life.
 i. There can be no blessing in time nor eternity apart from Spiritual Maturity.

 12. Since Maturity is related to the Grace of God it is essential to study the relationship 
between maturity and GRACE.

Phil 4:20
v20: Now with reference to The God even our Father glory for ever and ever. Amen or So be it.
v21: Please, Greet or Salute every saint in Christ Jesus. The Royal Family of God brethren in Rome with Positive Volition 
who are together with me, Paul, greet you believers in Philippi.
v22: All the Royal Family of God saints greet or Salute you, especially those from Caesar Nero's palace.
v23: The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your human spirit.

Lesson #115 Series # 454 Philippians done
 I. Doctrine of Maturity: Continued

 A. Definition of grace:
 1. Grace is all that God is free to do for man on the basis of the Substitutionary Spiritual 

Death of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross.
 i. The cross is always the basis for understanding and for receiving grace from God.

 2. Because of the complexity of the Essence of God GOD must be consistent with himself 
in anything he does for man and he cannot compromise his essence nor change it.

 3. No characteristic of the Essence of God can be compromised or jeopardized in blessing 
man.

 4. Because of propitiation God the Father is able to carry out his plan of temporal and 
eternal blessing of man without any compromise of his essence.

 5. God is free to express his love under the plan of grace, which is a plan where God does 
all the work, providing, sustaining, and man does all the receiving totally apart from his 
merit or ability.

 B. Concept of Grace
 1. Therefore under the concept of grace everything depends on who and what God is never 

on who or what w are.
 2. This means all things depend on the Essence of God and grace is what God can do for 

man and be consistent with his own essence.
 3. Under the principle of grace God provides a series of blessings for man totally apart from

man’s merit, ability, energy, ingenuity, policies.
 4. Under the policy of grace God gives man receives, God does the work while man 

receives all the benefits.
 5. Under the mechanics of grace man has had a relationship with God under 2 categories:

 i. Before the Fall 
 a. Based on creation whereby God created man.
 b. As with all creatures the relationship begins always with perfect harmony 

and rapport since GOD created the creature to be in perfect harmony and 
rapport with himself.

 c. In the case of man he had to provide a free will as part of the Angelic 
Conflict 



 d. This free will gives the potential for man to break the rapport which he 
was created with, with God.

 e. In grace God provided all things for the body, soul and spirit of man.
 f. Man had perfect environment in the garden and nothing was lacking.
 g. His spiritual blessings were from Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ being his 

personal teacher every day.
 h. Mental blessings were from the varied culture in the garden with the 

concept seen in Trees which were GOOD for the eyes.
 i. His physical provision included trees good for food, and the most beautiful

female ever to exist with perfect sex all the time.
 j. The Angelic Conflict appeal required there to be a test which consisted of 

1 tree which represented Satan's plan and policy of Good and Evil.
 k. Satan invented GOOD and EVIL.
 l. Evil is his policy while good is the outworking of the policy.
 m. God has trumped Human Good with Divine Viewpoint
 n. The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil was man’s initial volitional 

test for resolution of the Angelic Conflict and he was to avoid this tree at 
all costs.

 ii. After the Fall
 a. Based on regeneration whereby God had supercharged grace in action for 

man.
 b. The issue is attitude toward Bible Doctrine after Salvation Adjustment to 

the Justice of God.
 i ) Bible Doctrine is the issue and key to the Spiritual Life from the 

fall to the end of the millennium.
 c. The attitude toward Bible Doctrine of the believer is reducing the issue of 

the Christian Way of Life to its utmost simplicity.
 d. The alternative to accepting Bible Doctrine after Salvation Adjustment to 

the Justice of God is JUDGMENT and Divine Discipline.
 e. Either you are for Bible Doctrine and blessed or against Bible Doctrine 

and cursed.
 6. Conclusion:

 i. Grace therefore is the genius of God and Bible Doctrine is the manifestation of 
that genius and Spiritual Maturity is the glorification of that genius.

 C. The categories of Grace:
 1. Saving Grace:  You are saved by means of grace not of works

 i. It is all that the trinity of God must do to secure man’s salvation including:
 a. In Eternity Past God the Father did all the planning for all creation and this

was a perfect plan from a perfect person.
 b. In time with man born under Spiritual Death God the Father set the stage 

for Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God by God the Holy Spirit 
providing 23 chromosomes for fertilization of the ovum of Mary and when
the fetus exited the womb at birth the issue commenced.

 c. God the Father had to make the decision which would be very hard for 
him to do since once he gave Neshemah to that fetus and the fetus exhaled
with Human Life it would be the only time when a fetus would be born 
without an Old Sin Nature.

 d. This fetus would have Soul Life combined with Biological Life forming 
Human Life and also Spiritual Life as well.

 e. Once Life was given then God the Son became different being still 
coequal with God the Father and God the Holy Spirit but also not is true 
humanity.



 f. He becomes a new category of Uniquely Born and Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ was the ONLY uniquely born son of God.  John 3:16

 g. All humans after Adam and Ishah are born into this world as the product 
of procreation between 1 man and 1 woman.

 h. Because the Man, Adam deliberately sinned he contributes corrupted 
genetic material to the fertilization of the ovum forming the embryo.

 i. The mother also has an Old Sin Nature but in the formation of the viable 
ovum her body discards 3 times corrupted genetic material forming one 
perfect cell waiting for the genetic material from man which will corrupt 
the genetics of the fetus.

 j. At the point of physical birth God the Father gives to us Neshemah and we
exhale with life in this world but we are born physically alive and 
spiritually dead.

 k. Therefore for Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God the issue is faith 
alone in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ alone since Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ was minus the Old Sin Nature and minus the imputation of Adam’s 
Original Sin and he lived a total life without sin.

 l. There is no other in history which can be or is truly the savior of mankind 
and our attitude toward Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ determines whether 
you are under Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God or NOT.

 ii. God the Holy Spirit’s ministry includes:
 a. He provided the genetic material for the formation of the embryo in the 

uterus of Mary.
 b. Then God the Holy Spirit after the birth of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 

makes an issue of the cross for the unbeliever.
 c. Since we are all born under Spiritual Death with an Old Sin Nature from 

each one’s father and the imputation of Adam’s Original Sin by God 
comes from Adam.

 d. This results in Spiritual Death for every human being born in all of history.
 e. We manifest this Spiritual Death in 2 ways:

 i ) Committing Sins, Mental, Verbal, Overt.
 ii ) Human Good totally divorced from divine production which is 

primarily the monopoly of the believer in Maturity Adjustment to 
the Justice of God.

 f. The issue after physical birth is what do you think of Jesus of Nazareth, 
The Christ.

 g. God the Holy Spirit was responsible for sustaining the humanity of Jesus 
of Nazareth, The Christ from the point of the embryo in the uterus of 
Mary. to the physical death on the cross.
 i ) It was at this point in lessons that the Col taught that God the 

Father and God the Holy Spirit both left Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ on the cross to deal with sin himself without any divine 
support.

 ii ) He later changed this to indicate that God the Holy Spirit was the 
sustaining of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ on the cross during the 
imputation and judgment of all sin.

 iii ) God the Holy Spirit then sustained Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in
Resurrection, Ascension and Session as well.

 iii. God the Son Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in Hypostatic Union:
 a. He is deity and has Eternal Life and is not subject to death.

 i ) As deity he is omnipresent and as such cannot reduce himself to 
one location of the cross.



 b. As humanity having lived 33 years without personal sins went to the cross 
and bore all human sins in his body for a Substitutionary Spiritual Death 
in place of us.

 2. ASIDE: With regard to Bible Doctrine and believers and gnosis vs epignosis about 80%+ 
of any questions we come up with from bible class are the result of not having transferred
GNOSIS to EPIGNOSIS by faith under Filling of God the Holy Spirit into the Right 
Lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 i. About 50% of this will eventually be answered if you transfer Gnosis to Epignosis

leaving 30% unanswered
 a. About 10% of the 80% is bad teaching and about 10% is just ignorance 

from lack of concentration on basic doctrines or those taught prior to your 
hearing that which you have questioned.

 b. If you only have 10% which are valid questions that is basically normal 
being that you are learning and must combine knowledge to form strong 
categorical understanding.

 c. If you however ONLY have GNOSIS and not any epignosis then you will 
constantly have idiotic questions.

 d. If you are one involved in teaching young children doctrine then the 
problem is that you cannot teach GNOSIS only EPIGNOSIS in other 
words you cannot teach what you understand but ONLY what you have 
accepted and integrated into your Right Lobe of the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul.

 3. Logistical Grace (Review the definition and description):
 i. This is sustaining grace for the believer from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice 

of God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God all the way to Ultra Super-
Grace.

 ii. Review the 3 categories of Logistical Grace:
 a. Alpha == Logistical Grace from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of 

God to Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and Positive Volition 
toward Bible Doctrine is the basis for requisitioning of Alpha Grace.
 i ) Temporal Provisions
 ii ) Security Provisions
 iii ) Spiritual Provisions

 b. Bravo == Logistical Grace from Super-Grace to Ultra Super-Grace 
crossing No Man’s Land and is the combination of Alpha Grace and 
Super-Grace blessings.
 i ) This provision is intensified in No Man’s Land Phil 4:5

 c. Charlie == Divine provision of Divine Discipline and punishment for the 
believer under Negative Volition to Bible Doctrine or who neglects Bible 
Doctrine.
 i ) 3 categories expressed in terms of Divine Love Heb 12:6

 4. Super-Grace is the first stage of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and the 
tactical victory of the Angelic Conflict complementing the strategic victory of Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ on the cross.
 i. This is the first place were we glorify Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ
 ii. It is the Status Quo of experiential sanctification and balance of residence of 

Filling of God the Holy Spirit with maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 iii. It is the Status Quo of completed Edification Complex of the Soul and the only 
place where Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ is glorified after Salvation Adjustment 
to the Justice of God.



 iv. It is the place of maximum blessing from God and only a down payment for 
things to come in eternity.

 5. Ultra Super-Grace is the 2nd stage of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 
 i. It has maximum pressure in life which only intensifies the blessings of Super-

Grace for the believer.
 ii. It provides great personal blessings and makes the transition into eternity so 

simple that dying is only better than living.
 iii. When crossing No Man’s Land between Super-Grace A and Ultra Super-Grace 

there is a lot of pressure and distraction and is the MOST vulnerable spot for 
breaking off spiritual life and crashing into reversionism.

 iv. ONCE you pass No Man’s Land there is no stopping of the intensity of the 
difficulty for you but the intensity provides maximum happiness and blessing.

 v. Any time anyone speaks badly of a believer in Ultra Super-Grace they not only 
get Divine Discipline which makes them miserable but also provide EXTRA 
happiness for the Ultra Super-Grace believer.
 a. This is MOSES, JEREMIAH, ISAIAH, ETC.

 vi. No one can ever hurt you in Ultra Super-Grace and the MORE that they try the 
happier you are.

 vii. It is not always pleasant nor easy to get to Ultra Super-Grace but once there it is 
GREAT fun.

 viii. In addition this is maximum glorification of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in time 
and it is incredibly easy to go from Ultra Super-Grace to dying grace.

 ix. Dying Grace is far better than anything in life.
 x. The ONLY difference between going from Super-Grace to dying Grace vs from 

Ultra Super-Grace to Dying Grace is that the believer in Ultra Super-Grace has no
pain no matter the circumstances of his death.

 6. Dying Grace == the transfer from time to eternity under maximum blessing from God.
 i. It involves also leaving behind great blessing for friends, family and loved ones 

under Super-Grace blessings.
 ii. You may not leave much in an estate for your children but if you are in Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God they will be blessed for the rest of their lives by 
association.

 iii. The greatest heritage you can leave behind to those you live is being in Status 
Quo of Ultra Super-Grace.

 7. Surpassing Grace == blessing for eternity which surpasses the ability of the mind to 
comprehend it.
 i. If you reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God in time heaven will be so 

fantastic it is beyond any ecstatic we can even imagine.
 ii. Eternity will be so wonderful for the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God that there are no words to describe it and it will go on forever.
 iii. It includes blessings, decorations and rewards NOT included in Ultimate 

Sanctification.
 iv. There will be NO equality and there will be vast differences between believer in 

Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and those who have not reached it or 
those in reversionism.

 v. This in Ultra Super-Grace is the quintessence of glorification of God Eph 2:7
 D. Super-Grace resume:

 1. Description: James 4:6, 1Tim 1:14
 i. It is maximum glorification of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ complementing his 

strategic victory.
 ii. It is where the normal function of the royal priest begins.
 iii. It is the Status Quo of effective production in the Spiritual Life of Divine Good.



 iv. It is accompanied by divine blessing beyond imagination Eph 3:20-21
 a. We all have things on our scale of values which we can ask for and are 

high on our priorities but GOD has things we cannot even imagine for us 
in time.

 b. These things are also PERMANENT.
 2. Synonyms for Super-Grace:

 i. Spiritual IQ emphasized == Maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream 
of Consciousness of the Soul is our Spiritual IQ, == Epignosis, Chakmah == 
WISDOM.
 a. Emphasis is on Bible Doctrine and perspicacity of Bible Doctrine.

 ii. Priestly == Altar of the Soul, every mature believer builds this in his own soul 
from which his worship function extend and it is made up of Bible Doctrine 
pertinent for worship, Heb 13:10
 a. Mature worship is emphasized

 iii. Building == Edification Complex of the Soul Heb 4:12+16
 a. This is the backbone for the soul and supports our Spiritual Maturity.
 b. The emphasis is on stability in the soul and Spiritual Life.

 iv. Experiential Sanctification == 1Tim 6:3-4, 2Pet 1:3, etc == this is the believer in 
Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God who has achieved the goal and 
objective for which God kept him alive in the world of Satan.
 a. It is reaching the objective of the Spiritual Life.
 b. The emphasis is objective achievement.

 v. Chemical == Salt == preservation or flavor of the periphery of the believer in 
Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 a. It refers to Local, Regional, National impact under historical impact.
 b. If we survive as a nation it is never because of politics but only because of 

maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul.

 c. We flavor society and the nobility and integrity of society is from the 
believers in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 d. This was seen in roman society by their very strong disregard for 
homosexuality.

 vi. Crucifixion == given by Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ 2 years prior to him going 
to the cross Matt 10:38,Mk 8;34, Luk 9:23, 14:27
 a. This refers to the consistent function under the Grace Apparatus for 

Perception in spite of opposition and distraction and reaching Super-Grace
through this consistent function.

 b. The emphasis is on academic discipline and persistence of Positive 
Volition toward Bible Doctrine.

 vii. Military == Eph 6:11-18, Heb 12:1-2, Col 2:5-8 all emphasize the principle of 
ADVANCE and progress in spiritual growth.
 a. This is stability in spite of opposition and advance in spite of any 

discouraging factors.
 viii. Central Control == emphasis on Volition and is derived from the inner strength of 

Eph 6:10
 a. Inner rule of his endowed power comes from Metabolized Bible Doctrine 

in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and is a central control system 
guiding the believers life in his advance.

 3. Objectives:
 i. Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God is the objective of the life of the 

believer after Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God.



 ii. Logistical Grace is designed to keep the believer alive in the world of Satan in 
order that he can obtain the tactical objectives of the Spiritual Life in Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace.
 a. This Logistical Grace provides all things needed to reach Maturity 

Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 4. Means:

 i. The daily function under the Grace Apparatus for Perception is the only means of 
reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God and moving through No 
Man’s Land to Ultra Super-Grace Eph 3:16-19

Lesson #116 Series # 454 Philippians LAST LESSON, Ps 84
 I. Freedom through military victory:

 A. 2nd Lt. Walter E. Trumper, 8th Air force, 20, Feb 1944, Bombing Europe, Killed in a crash after 3 
attempts to land his plane and save the wounded pilot.

 B. Sgt. Ellis R. White, 142nd Infantry, 36th Infantry Division, Texas Guard, 3 Dec 1944, Alsatian 
clearing.

 C. Sgt Hulan B. Whittington, 2nd Armored Division, 29 July 1944 Grimsneal France.
 D. No politician has ever given us what these men have given to us as freedom through military 

victory.
 1. The symbol of our freedom is the uniform of any member in the United States military 

any branch.
 II. Doctrine of maturity continued:

 A. Review 
 1. Definition:

 i. Human and spiritual maturity are both very rare and both very different.
 2. Relationship of Spiritual Maturity to Grace
 3. 3 Grace Categories
 4. Doctrine of Super-Grace.

 B. Doctrine of Ultra Super-Grace the 2nd stage of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.
 1. Definition:

 i. It is the most advanced stage of Spiritual Maturity related to time and history.
 a. Once the believer who has engaged in consistent and persistent function 

under the Grace Apparatus for Perception and Filling of God the Holy 
Spirit reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God he enters the 
Status Quo of Super-Grace. Phil 3-4

 b. Once you reach Super-Grace you then must move out across No Man’s 
Land to Ultra Super-Grace 

 i. The Logistical Grace support to reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God 
and Super-Grace is Alpha or Living Grace.
 a. The Logistical Grace support to reach Ultra Super-Grace is Bravo Grace 

or Near Grace.
 ii. Ultra Super-Grace is the 2nd stage of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 a. James 4:6 Ultra Super-Grace is beyond this.
 iii. From Super-Grace A to Ultra Super-Grace the believer crosses through Super-

Grace B No Man’s Land where opposition to his advance in the Spiritual Life is 
very intensive and he is extremely vulnerable to reversionism.
 a. In Ultra Super-Grace the believer receives maximum opposition from 

satanic forces of evil accompanied by maximum blessing in time 
 b. It is impossible to make the Ultra Super-Grace believer unhappy in any 

way.



 iv. The highest decoration the believer receives in time is a string of reversionists and
satanic forces of all kinds which are constantly antagonistic to the Ultra Super-
Grace believer.
 a. The greater the opposition to the Ultra Super-Grace believer the greater 

the intensity of BLESSING to that individual.
 b. This is the perfect place to be in time and there is no person, situation or 

circumstance which can destroy the blessing and intensified blessing for 
the Ultra Super-Grace believer.

 c. NORMALLY blessing is intensified by more blessing but in Ultra Super-
Grace blessing is intensified by opposition.

 2. Principle and illustration of Ultra Super-Grace:  2Tim 2:10, 2Tim 3:8-12
 i. The illustration first chooses Moses addressing Pharaoh first and then comes back

to Paul himself.
 a. These are the 2 greatest believers in all of Human History.

2Tim 3:8-12
v8: Just as or in the same manner of Jannes and Jambres who opposed or resisted Moses, so also these religious 
types reversionistic apostles of evil on the wrong side of history (Judiasers) oppose Bible Doctrine or keep on resisting 
and rejecting the truth of Bible Doctrine, they are men of depraved or corrupt mind or having been destroyed or 
corrupted in their mind, and disqualified or worthless concerning the blessing, faith or the body of Bible Doctrine, 
v9: but they will not advance one step further in their opposition for their lack of Common Sense or madness or 
psychosis will be obvious to all their contemporary Believers who are positive to Bible Doctrine as also that opposition 
of those men Jannes and Jambres those court magicians came to be. 
v10: But you having followed closely for recovery from reversionism as a rule my presentation in public assembly 
as a mode of instruction of Bible Doctrine of the predetermined plan of God, My self and academic discipline and my 
presentation in preparation of lessons of the body of doctrine, and my faith toward and honesty in teaching the body 
of Bible Doctrine, my restraining from avenging wrongs toward self or my steadfast patient endurance against evil, 
the Relaxed Mental Attitude and Impersonal Love for Mankind charity, My patience or endurance or the ability to 
remain relaxed under pressure of opposition and criticism and annoyance without giving up or succumbing to self 
pity.
v11: the religious persecutions and general sufferings which came into existence for me during the 2nd missionary 
journey to Antioch, Ico’nium and Lystra, which persecutions I lifted and pushed off or endured, and out from them all
the Lord himself snatched me out or delivered me from this difficult situation.
v12: Yes, that will function in life in a godly manner through consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, 
Metabolization and Application of Bible Doctrine, all believers who keep desiring to live godly lives in Super-Grace or 
Ultra Super-Grace as unto the Lord, in Christ Jesus shall be pursued and persecuted by religion for no reason.

 b. Jannes and Jambres were “magicians” or very knowledgeable men in the 
court of Pharaoh and Opposed Moses.

 c. The worst enemies we will ever have in life as a believer are those 
believers who are in reversionism.

 d. The reversionistic believer is the most VILE creature on the earth and 
there is nothing lower, worse, more unstable, more rotten, with less 
capacity for life, love or loyalty than this believer.

 ii. There are 2 areas of great vulnerability to reversionism:
 a. Starting from Salvation Adjustment to the Justice of God when the 

believer gets to Adolescence as a believer he is very vulnerable to being 
led astray by reversionistic believers.
 i ) This is why God keeps reversionistic believers alive to test 

priorities in the advancing believer to see if Bible Doctrine is 
Priority #1 for them.

 b. Once a believer reaches Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God there is
a LULL in pressure while you get some R&R under Super-Grace 
blessings.
 i ) This ends and you begin to move out from Super-Grace A to 

Super-Grace B No Man’s Land toward Ultra Super-Grace 



 ii ) Once you are in No Man’s Land things become extremely 
intensified and the reversionists at this stage of the Spiritual Life 
are Pastor Teachers of Local Churches.

 iii ) These are the Pastor Teachers who are not taking believers forward
and they are the lowest people in the world.

 iv ) These pastors lead these advancing believers astray and cause them
to move into reversionism.

 v ) NO CONGREGATION CAN GO ANY FURTHER IN THE 
SPIRITUAL LIFE THAN THEIR PASTOR CAN LEAD THEM 
AND NO PASTOR CAN EVER LEAD A BELIEVER BEYOND 
HIS OWN LEVEL OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH.

 vi ) These are egotistical pastors or competitive for large congregations
and many lose out from sheer inability to study and teach 
consistently.

 vii ) Believers coming from the tape ministry of Berachah who want a 
face to face pastor are told they must stop listening to tapes and 
when they do they slide backward in the Spiritual Life into 
ultimate reversionism.

 viii ) Sheep are dumb and this is what happens to them when they think 
it is essential for them to have a live Pastor Teacher in front of 
them and that their young people need other nice young people to 
meet.

 c. We must be constantly aware of the fact that in the Spiritual Life we are 
most vulnerable when pressing toward Maturity Adjustment to the Justice 
of God or when moving through No Man’s Land toward Ultra Super-
Grace.
 i ) This is where we can easily lose sight of  Priority #1 being Bible 

Doctrine 
 ii ) It is very easy to make friends and have the little prosperity of 

social life which will lead you astray.
 iii ) Social life is good unless you discover that your friends are 

moving in an opposite direction from your advance and when you 
become aware of this you must end your relationship with them.

 d. Pastor Teachers never ever say they reject the truth even when they do 
reject doctrinal principles they pay lip service to doctrine but do not 
adhere to it.
 i ) The pastor who rejects the truth simply stops his studying but still 

says how great the bible is but never prepares to be able to teach 
from the bible.

 ii ) The sheep reject the truth when they stop attending bible study or 
reject what is taught in bible classes.

 iii. The mentality is a great weapon unless it is put into storage and never used 
properly.
 a. Believers who have engaged in the daily function under the Grace 

Apparatus for Perception have wonderful minds but all minds are subject 
to the corrosion of EVIL.

 b. This is the easiest thing in the world to occur for the believer.
 c. Everything in this life takes maintenance and the most important thing for 

each of us is our soul and that is subject to corrosion or corruption.
 d. Moving toward Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God or toward Ultra 

Super-Grace in No Man’s Land we are subject to corruption from EVIL.



 e. The believer who leaves the consistent Perception, Cognition, Inculcation 
& Metabolization of Bible Doctrine for reversionism and rejection of 
Bible Doctrine are the ones corrupted and disqualified from blessing.

 f. The only thing which keeps EVIL out of the soul is daily consistent 
Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 iv. Persecution will intensify blessing and happiness for the believer in Ultra Super-
Grace.

 3. The pressure of Ultra Super-Grace: 2Tim 3:11
1Pet 3:12-14
v12: (Ps 34:15-16) For the eyes of the Lord are upon those who are righteous, and his ears are open to their prayer.
But the face of the Lord opposes or is against the ones who are doing evil." 
v13: Now who will be harming you, floundering believers trying to reach Ultra Super-Grace, if, (3rd class) maybe 
or maybe not,  you are becoming zealous ones for the absolute good of Bible Doctrine? 
v14: But if (4th Class) you also should suffer persecution because of (Dikaiosune), total fulfillment of spiritual 
progress of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God reaching Ultra Super-Grace, I wish you were but you are not 
up to now, Happiness’ or the blessings of Ultra Super-Grace would belong to you; now do not fear their intimidation, 
that of the opposition of evil, and definitely do not be worried
1Pet 4:12-14
v12: Beloved Ones stop being shocked by maximum pressure among you for your testing, as though some strange 
things were happening to you, 
v13: but to the degree that you share the sufferings of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in Ultra Super-Grace, you 
keep on having and sharing the happinesses of God in order that you also in the revealing of his glory,
v14: You might receive intense happiness with intense happiness which is the reward of Ultra Super-Grace, If you 
receive insult upon insult in the name of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ, and you will in Ultra Super-Grace, 
happinesses of intensified blessings to you as an Ultra Super-Grace believer, because the spirit of glory even God the 
Holy Spirit refreshes you.

 i. Once in No Man’s Land you will have a great deal of opposition and that is part 
of getting to Ultra Super-Grace but once in Ultra Super-Grace there will be even 
more opposition.

 ii. In Ultra Super-Grace the opposition results in intensified blessing and happiness.
 4. Concept of Ultra Super-Grace 

Matt 5:10-14
v10: Happinesses belongs to the ones, Ultra Super-Grace believers, who have been persecuted for the sake of 
Maximum Adjustment to the Justice of God and reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Ultra Super-
Grace, because for them, the Ultra Super-Grace believer, keeps on being the kingdom from the Heavens of Eternal 
Life and temporal and eternal blessings for Ultra Super-Grace.
v11: You, Ultra Super-Grace Believers, are filled with all maximum happinesses, when they constantly reproach or
heap or pile insults on you, and they both persecute and speak all kinds of evil against you falsely as an Ultra Super-
Grace believer, they themselves constantly lying against you on account of me, Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
v12: Keep on having and sharing the Happiness of God even becoming extremely unusually jubilant above and 
beyond happy with intensified happiness in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, because your reward is 
extensive or great in eternity in the heavens, for you see in this manner they have persecuted and opposed those Ultra 
Super-Grace Prophets who have lived before you,
v13: You, and only you, Super-Grace and Ultra Super Grace Believers, are the salt of the land and the preservation
of the Nation, but if, maybe yes and maybe no, the salt becomes tasteless, foolish, insipid in reversionism under the 
influence of Evil, by what means or how shall it function as a preservative of the nation or as a flavor or seasoner of 
the society, it is efficient for nothing anymore, furthermore it is totally useless, except to be cast outside in the Sin unto 
death to be trampled down by the agency of men and the 5th Cycle of Divine Discipline for the nation.
v14: You and only you, Ultra Super Grace Believer are the light of the world, the present kingdom of Satan, a city 
located or situated on the top of the mountain never can be hidden.

 5. Advance to Ultra Super-Grace:  Phil 3:12-16
 6. Intensification of blessing in Ultra Super-Grace

 i. This is the Ultra Super-Grace believer watching as his nation has just fallen under 
the 5th cycle of Divine Discipline and many of his countrymen are being marched 
to Babylon in chains and as they march by He, Jeremiah gives an Acrostic Poem.



Lam 3:18-27
v18: so I say, "My strength has perished, and so has my Hope 3 or expectation of the 7th imputation is from the 
LORD." 
v19: Remember my afflictions from reversionism and restlessness, the bitterness and poison of absinth or 
wormwood as venom of my soul from incarceration, I will remember
v20: Surely My soul still has them in remembrance and it is bowed down or humbled within me:
v21: This DOCTRINE I recall to mind, therefore I, Ultra Super-Grace believer Jeremiah, have confident 
expectations or faith under pressure (HOPE) in time of disaster.
v22: It is because the grace expression of the Lord, His gracious unfailing love or mercies which never ceases and 
are never exhausted, that we are not CUT OFF or Consumed,
v23: His Gracious Mercies or functions of temporal security from logistical support, never cease for His 
compassions never end or fail, they, Logistical Grace support functions, are renewed every morning, His faithfulness 
continues. 

(logistical grace is received 1 day at a time and is intensified in Super-Grace B) (what GOD has promised 
HE will deliver)

v24: The Lord is my portion says my soul in Occupation with the Person of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ in 
Super-Grace, therefore I am caused to have absolute confidence in Him in the midst of pressure

(part of virtue is personal love directed to GOD, impersonal love directed to man, confidence directed to 
GOD, courage directed to man)

v25: The Lord is absolute good to those who endure patiently in absolute confidence of hope or trust in him, to the 
soul who constantly seeks Him with Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine, great is his faithfulness.

(The faith rest drill used in adversity with integrity {spiritual strength} from constant +volition for 
perception, cognition, metabolization and application of Bible Doctrine)

v26: Divine Good it is for a man to wait and be silent for the physical deliverance of the Lord.
v27: It is good for a man or person that he bears his yoke in his youth. (if he has Metabolized Bible Doctrine in his 
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul) 

 ii. In spite of this great disaster Jeremiah has confidence in the faithfulness of the 
Lord and his happiness is still existing in Occupation with the Person of Jesus of 
Nazareth, The Christ.

 iii. 20 years from this time he would have been living in the same country of Babylon
and having been taken all the way to Egypt but nothing would depress the 
intensity of his happiness from his Status Quo of Ultra Super-Grace.

 7. The eternal decoration of the Ultra Super-Grace believer James 1:12
 C. Blessings of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace blessings.

 1. All believers in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God are in for a constant flow of 
blessing as long as they remain in that Status Quo.

 2. The most dramatic illustration of this is DAVID who under operation Bathsheba for over 
1 year of adultery he never lost the blessing of Super-Grace.
 i. David was still king and was carnal and rebounded but he was under Divine 

Discipline which is described in numerous psalms and Samuel but this Divine 
Discipline did not take his Super-Grace blessings from him.

 3. The truth of the matter is that as long as you are in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 
God you will have Super-Grace blessings but also when you are in Maturity adjustment 
to the Justice of God and carnal you will have Divine Discipline.
 i. Rebound will eventually cause Divine Discipline to be withdrawn for that 

infraction.
 4. Sin is not your greatest danger in the Spiritual Life, and Sin and EVIL are much different.

 i. Sin results in Divine Discipline which eventually will end if rebound is used.
 ii. Evil has a lifetime of misery which unless it is corrected with reversion recovery 

it will continue and get worse and worse and eventually will result in the Sin Unto
Death.

 5. In Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God the quality of our sins becomes more 
sophisticated and more acceptable to the masses of the world.
 i. As long as carnality does not move you into EVIL the sin can be resolved by 

rebound function and return us to fellowship.



 ii. In Super-Grace and Ultra Super-Grace we can still be carnal and the only way to 
avoid carnality is the DIE and this is not recommended.

 iii. Infant believers should never make conclusions about anything in the Spiritual 
Life.

 iv. Adolescents should not make conclusions either since at this stage they think they
know everything and this will move them into reversionism.

 v. BEWARE of evil as it will destroy you and REBOUND constantly and keep 
moving in functioning under the Grace Apparatus for Perception.

 vi. Don’t draw conclusions about other people ever as this is sticking our NOSES 
into someone else's business.

 vii. Don’t try to draw conclusions about Bible Doctrine from watching other people.
 6. Confirmation of Blessing is definitive:

Ps 23:5 
v5: You have deployed, prepared, a banquet table of maturity temporal and spiritual prosperity for my advantage and 
benefit in front of me in the presence and sight of my enemies; You have anointed my head with oil of noncancelable 
Promotion and advancement, the golden banquet cup of my prosperity capacity is full to the top and constantly overflows. 
v6: Emphatically, as the basis for confidence, benefit, good of intrinsic value, or prosperity and unfailing love or grace 
shall pursue me all the days of my life, and (when my life is over) I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever

 i. David here is saying that NOT only is his cup of blessing overflowing but it will 
constantly overflow and GRACE IS CHASING HIM CONSTANTLY AS WELL.

Eph 1:6, 3:19-21
 7. Review the categories and Content of Super-Grace blessings
 8. Promotion of the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God:

 i. As part of blessing in Super-Grace God promotes the believer in Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God.

 ii. He is either the believer in Super-Grace A, B, or Ultra Super-Grace.
 iii. If God does not promote you you are not promoted
 iv. All promotion by God occurs in the 3 stages of Maturity Adjustment to the Justice

of God.
 v. Super-Grace A == the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God who 

is on R&R in the perimeter of Spiritual Maturity.
 vi. Super-Grace B == the believer who has left the perimeter of R&R and moved out 

into conflict again in No Man’s Land making advancements toward Ultra Super-
Grace.

 vii. Ultra Super-Grace is still Ultra Super-Grace.
 viii. In any of these 3 areas God can promote and continue to promote the believer.
 ix. There is satanic promotion as ruler of this world and this is temporary and not 

accompanied by happiness or blessing.
 x. There is promotion of the believer in any stage of Maturity Adjustment to the 

Justice of God and if God does not promote you you are not promoted.
 xi. This promotion of God relaxes the believer and insulates him against arrogance 

and pushiness which almost always accompanies promotion.

Ps 84
v0: To the one having authority or presiding over all musicians: upon The Gittith the happy harp of Gath. A Psalm for the
Sons of Korah. 
v1:  How great is the Rapport of your Loved dwelling places or tabernacles or Bible Doctrine classrooms, Oh Lord of the 
Armies (ALL freedom from Military Victory necessary for learning Bible Doctrine)
v2: My soul has an intense love from Positive Volition and insatiable yet fulfilled desire or yearning for the courts or 
tabernacles or to get under the teaching of doctrines, of the Lord, my right lobe of the Stream of Consciousness of my Soul and
my body or my Soul’s Residence rejoice with inner happiness and overt exaltation over or has Occupation with the Person of 
the Living God Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ giving Capacity for Life
v3: Therefore the Sparrow (Helpless Bird), has found a house of security (Grace blessing analogous to the believer finding
his Right Pastor Teacher and Bible Doctrine), and the swallow (Helpless Bird) a nest of security for herself where she may lay 



her young (this is analogous to the helpless vulnerable believer receiving blessing from God from the Metabolized Bible 
Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul), even your altars (Place of teaching Bible Doctrine by the Right Pastor 
Teacher) Oh Lord of the Armies (Freedom from military victory is necessary for the function of the Grace Apparatus for 
Perception and Spiritual Growth) my King (Humanity of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and Jewish Battlefield royalty) and My
God (Deity of Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ) 
v4: Inner Happiness’ to those who continue to dwell in your house or Bible Doctrine (Daily function of Grace Apparatus 
for Perception for Spiritual Advance), they (believers who make Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God) will still or always
be praising you (Total Occupation with the Person of Christ).  Selah (relaxed attitude of the believer while God does the work)
v5: Happinesses (5 categories of Super-Grace blessing)  to the mature believer in Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace, 
whose power is vested in you or in Bible Doctrine, in whose right lobe Stream of Consciousness of the Soul are the highways to 
maturity, 
v6: passing through the valley of no man’s land or tears they make or convert it to the well or fountain of springs or 
highest delight or pleasures of life (Pleroma Believer making it to Ultra Super-Grace the final objective of the Spiritual Life). 
The Rains or Grace of God in Bible Doctrine in the word of God also saturates the Right Lobe of Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul in blessing
v7: They are promoted or advance spiritually from Strength or Power of Metabolized Bible Doctrine in Super Grace A or 
B to Ultra Super Grace Strength or Power, each one in Zion is seen or supported and promoted by Elohim (Logistical Grace 
support of Bravo Grace in No Man’s Land) 
v8: Oh Lord God of the Armies (freedom from military victory again and basis for spiritual growth) hear my prayer, 
listen oh God of Jacob,
v9: Behold our shield, protection and security, God and Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul of the believer in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God, oh God, therefore regard with respect your appointed ones, 
(every believer especially those in the Royal Family of God protected from reversionism)
v10: for a day in your court of bible class to learn Bible Doctrine through Grace Apparatus for Perception is better than a 
thousand Days in occupation with the details of life or with the love of my life or in Reversionism under the influence of evil, 
therefore I would rather choose to be a mature believer adjusted to the Justice of God in Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace as
a door keeper in the house of My Lord than to dwell with emphasis on every detail of life in the tents of EVIL reversionism.
v11: For the lord God the Son is a SUN or blessing providing warmth and energy like GRACE, and A shield for our 
security as Logistical Grace support and Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ controls Human History, the Lord God the Father 
gives Grace which can be exploited resulting in Promotion, He, God the Holy Spirit, will not hold back the absolute good or 
Blessings of Super-Grace A or Logistical Grace support of Super-Grace B or intensified blessing of Ultra Super-Grace, or 
spiritual wealth of Maturity from those who walk with Honor in fellowship with Bible Doctrine to attain maturity,
v12: Oh Lord of the Armies (Freedom through military victory essential for the environment of the daily function under 
the Grace Apparatus for Perception and resultant Spiritual growth) happinesses of Super-Grace blessing belongs to the Man 
who depends on or Trusts or has confidence totally in You (Max Adjustment to the Justice of God)

 9. When you reach Super-Grace A you become promotable.
 i. Both the promotable and promoted are in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of 

God.
 ii. Being promotable means you will at some time you will be promoted but are 

awaiting promotion.
 iii. Sometimes when you reach Super-Grace you are promotable but not yet promoted

and sometime between Super-Grace A and B you WILL be promoted.
 iv. V2 means that any mature believer is promotable.
 v. V3 is danger of not being promoted is found when the believer gets out of their 

house of the Plan of God and enters reversionism.
 vi. The believers in Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God who are promotable 

are ultimately vulnerable to reversionism.
 vii. When you reach Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God all things will be 

provided for you to continue with the Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine so there is no excuse for you falling into 
reversionism and losing your promotion or your promotability.

 D. The eternal decorations for reaching Maturity Adjustment to the Justice of God all the names are 
derived from the concepts of Logistical Grace support and everything depends on our Logistical 
Grace support from God.
 1. Alpha Cross == Crown of Righteousness 2Tim 4:7-8
 2. Bravo Cross == Crown of Life for Ultra Super-Grace James 1;12, Rev 2;10



 3. Ultra Cross == Crown of Glory for the Pastor Teacher who leads believers to Maturity 
Adjustment to the Justice of God Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace.
 i. This Pastor Teacher having gone himself to Super-Grace already possesses the 

Alpha Cross and for each believer he leads to Super-Grace he gets an oak leaf 
cluster (?? Crown of Glory).

 ii. If he leads them across No Man’s Land to Ultra Super-Grace he also possesses the
Bravo Cross and for each believer he leads to Ultra Super-Grace he receives also 
an oak leaf cluster.

 iii. The Ultra Cross is where the Oak leaf clusters will be for leading believers to 
Super-Grace or Ultra Super-Grace.

 iv. This is the highest decorated person in heaven 1Pet 5;4, 1Thes 2;19-20

The END Now to Timothy


